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Abstract

Propagation Effects of Partially Coherent Lightin Optical Lithography and Inspection

by

Robert John Socha

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering - Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of California at Berkeley

Professor Andrew R. Neureuther, Chair

This thesis describes a formulation of a computationally efficient method for ana

lyzing topography scattering with vector polarizedpartiallycoherent spatial illumination;

presents the implementationof this method into TEMPEST-PCD (TEMPESTwith Partial

Coherence Decomposition); and shows systematic studies and rules of thumb for the

effects of partial coherence in mask imaging, wafer patterning, and wafer inspection by

using TEMPEST-PCD.

The effects of partialcoherentlight scattering from topography on a mask or wafer

during printing and inspection have been a long-standing unresolved concern in optical

projection printing. This thesis attacks this problem through generalizing the optimal

decomposition to vector electromagnetic scattering. The decomposition method was ini

tially developed by Gamo for scalar imaging and applied to optical proximity correction

by Patti and Cobb and later used in pupil filter design by von Bunau. The generalization

here decomposes the coherency matrix developed by Mandel and Wolf. Since this vector

decomposition is a transform technique that involves the diagonalization of a matrix, this

decomposition is both optimal in an energycompaction sense (since the least number of

excitations is needed), and has orthogonal eigenvectors such that the partially coherent

case is the direct sum of coherent cases.

The inclusion of partial coherence effects in scattering from topography typically

requires simulationtime that is at least two ordersof magnitudegreater than a single coher

ent plane wave. However,with the decomposition technique,up to one order of magnitude

can be saved in simulation time. Abbe's technique, which represents the illumination cone

as a series of obliquely incident plane waves, typically requires 256 simulations for inspec

tion problems, and 45 simulationsfor mask imaging and wafer patterning problems. The
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decomposition technique, however, typically requires 30 simulations for the sameinspec

tion problem, and 8 simulations for the same mask imagingproblem. The decomposition

technique is recommended for all simulation problems except for truly periodic mask

structures, where aliasing reduces the effectiveness of the decomposition method.

Simulation with experimental verification is used to evaluate effects and develop

rules of thumb for the effect of the partial coherence in optical lithography and inspection.

Using the mutual coherence, a perturbational model is developed that predicts the interac

tion and impact of a phase defect on the aerial image of a phase mask by considering the

previously known behavior of isolated defects and line features. Where large topographies

are encountered in phase shift masks, it is demonstrated that the assumption that the dif

fraction efficiencies must be independentof the illumination angle used in Hopkins* for

mulation is valid only when the aspect ratio (depth-to-width) of the mask feature is less

than 0.2 for a stepper with aNA less than 0.5.

When simulating the patterning of an image inside a resist on a wafer with device

features, interference effects at low a (0.3) due to lateral scattering from the topography

are more pronounced. While these interference effects are pronounced in the latent image

it is shown that when Fickian diffusion occurs after exposure in a subsequent post exposure

bake (PEB) process, the net effect can be similar to exposing with less coherent light A

consequence is that for most purposes the electromagnetic analysis can be simplified to a

simple normally incident plane wave followed by a PEB. Lateral scattering effects in resist

also play an important role in printing a dark line from a pre-pattemed edge of a phase shift

resist layer directly on top of the resist. Lateral refraction of energy into the phase shift edge

Xmcreases the linewidth beyond the anticipated resolution of ^ by severalfold.

Later, a sound methodology for improving wafer inspection will be demonstrated.

The reciprocity theorem is used to create a filter which compensates for both the topogra

phy and the thin-film thickness. Such a filter guides light down the hole and increases the

amount of light reaching the bottom of the hole by threefold.

Professor A. R. Neureuther

Committee Chairman
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1 Introduction

Computer aided design (CAD) tools have come to play an important role in the

design of integrated circuits (ICs). CAD tools currently available analyze circuit design

performance, device performance, and semiconductor processing. Circuit design tools

suchas SPICE[80] were among thefirsttoolsto be developed andto be readily usedin the

ICcommunity. As the dimensions ofsemiconductor devices continue toshrink, CAD tools

that analyze device performance and semiconductor processing are becoming increasingly

important because these tools can find problems in design prior to running costly experi

ments. These CAD tools that simulate device performance include BSIM[110], MINI-

MOS[107], and PISCES[100], and tools that simulate semiconductor processing include

DEPICT[124], PROLITH[69], SAMPLE[94], SOLID[50], andSUPREM[63]. As thecost

ofcomputation decreases while the cost ofexperimentation increases, these CAD tools are

essential in the IC community as a costeffective method to produce rapid feed back and

analysis of designs.

During theoptical lithography step of the semiconductor process, a mask is trans

ferred into photoresist covering the wafer surface through the use ofimaging optics. Since

the light is projected onto two surfaces, the mask and the wafer, it is important to under

stand how light scatters from topographical features on these two surfaces. Forexample,

nonplanar topographies in photomasks cause lateral scattering which may degrade the

image collected by the imaging optics. Further, topography on the wafer may cause light

to scatter into undesiredareas causing reflective notching and standingwaves in the pho

toresist. As dimensions continue to shrink in semiconductor manufacture, the aspect ratio

of these topographies are becoming more severe, and understanding scattering mecha

nisms are becoming increasingly important. Therefore, simulation of optical lithography



can give valuable physical insight and can predict problems resulting from scattering

mechanisms prior to observing these problems at the manufacturing stage.

The geometric sizes in these electromagnetic problems are on the order of one

wavelength. Electromagnetic simulation ofthese wavelength features is computationally

intensive, and neither geometric optics nor Rayleigh's method is sufficient to accurately

analyze scattering effects. Furthermore, frequency domain analysis of these structures is

notfeasible because thefeatures together with thesurrounding features areontheorder of

several wavelengths which require many spatial frequencies inmultiple dimensions torep

resent the scattered light. This would involve tracking many spatial frequencies in aniter

ative approach orwould involve the inversion ofa large matrix in an integral approach.

Consequently, time domain solutions have been formulated for electromagnetic simulation

for features that are on the order of a wavelength. These time domain solutions are either

iterative, such as finite difference or finite element, or are integral solutions.

A notablesimulation whichsolvesMaxwells' equations usinga time domainfinite

difference algorithm isTEMPEST[152,153]. This program, developed atUCB, isbased on

the algorithm proposed by Yee[155]. The initial version ofTEMPEST was built by Guer-

rieri[46] and Gamelin[36] in two-dimensions. This version was expanded to three dimen

sions by Wong, and was improved computationally fiess memory requirements with

increased speed) byPistor[101]. Electromagnetic wave propagation and scattering are sim

ulated by solving iteratively the discretized Maxwell's equations until the electromagnetic

field inside the simulation domain reaches steady-state.

Another physical aspect which must be included in lithography simulation is the

coherence of theoptical systems. Previous time domain methods to include partial coher

enceassume thatthelight is fully coherent in thespace domain (spatial coherence) and in

the time domain (temporal coherence). When light is fully coherent in space, fields add,

however, when light is fully incoherent, intensities add. Although thelight used in optical

lithography often has full temporal coherence, the light is rarely fully spatial coherent. It is

important toconsider the simulation ofthis spatial coherence inoptical lithography and to

understand the effects of spatial coherence on image formation and on scattering from



topography. Previous simulation techniques have taken the spatial coherence into account

bybrute force byrepeated simulations. However, this brute force method is computation

ally time consuming and a more optimal approach is needed.

This thesis will present: a systematic study oftheeffect ofpartial coherence inmask

imaging and in wafer patterning; the first formulation of a computationally efficient

method for analyzing topography scattering with vector polarized, partially coherent spa

tialillumination; andtheimplementation ofthis method into TEMPEST-PCD[115] (TEM

PEST with Partial Coherence Decomposition). The effect of partial coherence in mask

imaging isstudied by understanding the influence ofthe partial coherence onthe printabil-

ityof defects on the mask. Itseffect in wafer patterning is also researched by examining

reflective notching from thewafer substrate. Finally, theeffectof thepartial coherence on

wafer inspection is analyzed as well.

This thesis begins by providing a historical account of the different techniques pro

posed tosimulate electromagnetic problems inphotolithography inChapter 2.These tech

niques include both scalar imaging simulation and vector electromagnetic simulation. Two

techniques to simulate scalar imaging have been used in optical lithography; these are

Abbe's formulation[l] and Hopkin's formulation[54]. Abbe's formulation samples an

incoherent source into a number of incoherent excitations. Since one simulation must be

runfor eachsource sample, it is computationally expensive. Forexample, if this techmque

was used to find the influenceof the partial coherence on contact hole inspection in Chap

ter 8, about 650 simulations are needed to accurately model the partial coherence. How

ever, Hopkin's formulation is computationally efficient for calculating the aerial images,

but it is based on the assumption that diffraction from the structure is independent of the

polarization and angle.

Fundamentalto manyof thesemethodsreviewedin Chapter2 is the theory of imag

ing scalar partialcoherent light.This theory is described in Chapter3 by reviewing many

sourcesin orderto presenta concisedescription of scalarimaging. Thisdescription is used

in future chapters to explain the influence of the partial coherence on optical lithography

and inspection and to serve as a foundation for extending this scalar theory to include the



vector polarization ofthe partial coherent light. InChapter 3,the theory ofimaging inpar

tially coherent light is described byfirst defining the partial coherence and bymaking sev

eral assumptions applicable to optical lithography and inspection. These assumptions

assume that thelightis quasi-monochromatic, i.e., thetemporal coherence is high. Conse

quently, only efficient methods of simulating the spatial coherence are considered in this

thesis. Chapter 3 continues by describing the theory of scalar imaging for this partially

coherent light and bydescribing theuseofthistheory inoptical lithography and inspection.

A method for decomposing this partially coherent light into a summation of orthogonal

coherent fields is presented. The energy compaction, accuracy, andsimulation implemen

tation of this decomposition technique are discussed.

Using thetheoretical foundation built inChapter 3,Chapter 4 presents anefficient

method for calculating the effect of the scalar partialcoherence on defect printing in an

attenuating phase shift mask. It is based on a perturbational model that is capable of rapid

evaluation of theimpact of theillumination, focus, defect size, defect location, defect type,

and feature type ondefect printing. From the model, guidelines for defect printability for

attenuated phase shift mask technologies are presented. These guidelines found through

the model are then compared toexperimental data from printed wafer. Through thesimu

lations and experiments, the role of the partial coherence ondefect printing is emphasized

in order to gain physical insight intosuppressing the defect impact.

In Chapter 5, the vector nature of light neglected in the scalar imaging theory is

investigated. The effect of the vector nature of light is examined as it scatters offa topo

graphical structure that has physical dimensions on the order ofone wavelength. The scat

tering is evaluated with TEMPEST simulation. In these simulations, a gate is patterned

overan active areawell. Thenonplanar topography of the well causes light to scatter lat

erally offthe sidewalls leading to reflective notching, i.e., a local region where resist has

been exposed and etched away due to lateral reflection oflightAs mentioned previously,

these TEMPEST simulations assume that the light is monochromatic and is fully coherent

in space. As well as understanding the reflective notching through TEMPEST simulation.

Chapter 5 presents experimental SEM's which show reflective notching in the gate and

whichvalidate the predictive capability of theTEMPEST simulations.
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In Chapter 6, the formulation for modelling the partial coherence is extended to

includethe vectorpolarization of the light.In thisextension, the coherence matrixis intro

duced, and the elements of this coherence matrix are calculated. As shown in Chapter 3 for

the case of the scalar mutual intensity matrix, this coherence matrix is decomposed in

Chapter 6 intoa summation of orthogonal coherent electric or magnetic fields. Sincethese

electric or magnetic fields represent coherent excitations, TEMPEST can then be used to

simulate thescattering of these individual excitations from topography. Thisextension for

including the decomposition of the vector polarized partial coherence is included in the

existing TEMPEST program, and this new program iscalled TEMPEST-PCD (TEMPEST

with Partial Coherence Decomposition). The energy compaction of TEMPEST-PCD is

compared toAbbe's formulation. The accuracy ofTEMPEST-PCD is checked in Chapter

6 by comparing aerial images of an attenuated phase shift mask calculated with TEM

PEST-PCD to aerial images calculated withAbbe's formulation.

Chapter 7 explains effects that vector polarized partial coherence have on mask

imaging and reflective notching. For mask imaging, aerial images ofan attenuated phase

shift mask are calculated with TEMPEST-PCD and compared to aerial images calculated

with Abbe's formulation and with scalar image theory. To determinethe effect of the par

tial coherence on reflective notching, TEMPEST is usedto pattern a gate into photoresist

over an active area well. This well structure is similar to the topographical structure used

in Chapter 5. Since the photoresist used in this example is chemically amplified, a post

exposure bake (PEB) is needed to diffuse the acid concentration [160]. Therefore, the

effect of the PEB versus the partial coherenceis also studiedin Chapter7.

The difficult problem of simulating optical inspection of contact holes with par

tially coherent light is investigated in Chapter 8. TEMPEST-PCD is used to evaluate the

effectiveness of a pupil filter to improve contact hole inspection. The chapter begins by

using a raytracing method tofind the induced spherical aberration todetect a defect at the

bottom of a thin-film stack. Building on this ray tracing work, TEMPEST-PCDis used to

simulate the inspection of a contact hole. In orderto optimize the inspection, a pupil filter

is devised by using the reciprocity theorem of electromagnetics [4]. A point source is

placed at thebottom of the contact hole, and the radiated fields aremeasured at the topof
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the simulation domain. By the reciprocity theorem, these fields represent the excitations

needed to image a point atthe bottom ofthe hole. These fields can then be projected back

through the imaging system to any plane in order to create an optimal pupil filter. TEM-

PEST-PCD is then used to determine the effectiveness of this pupil filter. Since this filter

isonly optimum for coherent illumination, TEMPEST-PCD isused to explore how partial
coherence reduces the influence of process variation to produce a filter thatis still advan

tageous to inspection.

Chapter 9concludes the thesis. In the conclusion, the complexity ofimplementing

the partial coherence into the TEMPEST simulation program is discussed. Since simula
tion ofthe partial coherence requires more computational time than simulation ofcoherent

light, guidelines are presented which outline when simulation of the partial coherence is

necessary. Furthermore, if the partial coherence issimulated, the increased computational

cost is discussed as well.



2 Simulation Techniques for Modelling
the Partial Coherence in Optical
Lithography and Inspection

2.1. Introduction

In thischapter, previous studies concerning the effects of the partial coherence in

optical lithography and inspection aredescribed with emphasis on simulation techniques.

Simulation techniques for scalar imaging have been developed over the past century. In

1873,Abbe formulated one of the first techniquesto describe the imaging of a microscope.

Later, in 1951, Hopkins developed an alternative approach to Abbe's formulation. Hop

kins' approach is computationally more efficient, however it assumes that diffraction is

independent of the illumination angle. Recently, another alternative approach that Gamo

formulated in 1964 is gaining much attention in the lithographycommunity as an optimal

methodology for including the partial coherence in optical proximity correction and in

pupil filter design. Withtheadvent of faster computers with largermemories beginning in

the70s, techniques that directly simulate thepropagation andscattering of theelectromag

netic field are now feasible.These techniquescan be classified as either frequency-domain

or time-domain methods and are briefly highlighted in this chapter by literature review.

This chapter concludes by presenting previous work concerned with important effects

observed in lithography. These include a description of the effect of the partial coherence

on linewidth variation, on defect printing, on reflective notching, and on pupil filtering.

This work will serve as a foundation for developing a theory that will help explain phe

nomena observed in these problems.



2.2. Scalar Imaging Simulation Techniques

In scalarimaging, the coupling between the electric andmagnetic fields is ignored

at thephysical boundaries of the object under study. When the coupling is ignored, all the

vector components of the electric and magnetic field can be imaged separately through

scalar Kirchhoff diffraction theory [120]. The coupling between the electric and magnetic

field is negligible when the structure under study is large compared to the wavelength of

the light. This is equivalent to the requirement that the diffraction angles caused by the

structure are small.

Although optical lithography and inspection are almost always concerned with

studying structures that are on the order of a wavelength, scalar theory is often used as a

first ordermodel to simulate optical imaging. An important consideration in optical litho

graphic imaging and inspection is that the illumination source is partially coherent in the

spatial domain. Historically, two techniques have been formulated tomodel scalar imaging

which include partial coherence. These techniques are Abbe's formulation and the more

widely used Hopkins' formulation. These techniques and their historical background are

discussed in the following sections.

2.2.1. Abbe's Formulation

Abbe's formulation [1] was originally proposed as a method to model the scalar

imaging performed bya microscope when the illumination source is incoherent. Since the

source is incoherent, the total intensity in the image plane can be found by sampling the

incoherent source with a numberof point sources. In a microscope with Kohler illumina

tion [12], each of these point source samples produce a fully coherent plane wave thatis

obliquely incident on the object. These oblique waves, when projected into a simulation

domain, produce anexcitation with asine wave modulation. Since the source is incoherent,

each excitation is orthogonal to the other excitations. The intensity at the image plane is

then found byusing theKirchhoff diffraction integral tocalculate theimage intensity from

each of these incident plane waves. The total intensity is thenthesummation of the inten

sities produced byeach ofthe plane wave excitations. Thus, the coherence is modelled by



summing (integrating) over the plane waves after their individual intensities have been

evaluated.

Since the optical system used inlithography and inspection is essentially a micro

scope, this formulation can be used in lithography to simulate scalar imaging. However,

since the source is integrated over last inAbbe's Formulation, it is computationally inten

sive and israrely used to simulate scalar imaging. The more computationally efficientHop

kins' Formulation is the method of choice for scalar imaging with partiallycoherent light.

2.2.2. Hopkins' Formulation

In Hopkins' formulation[54] the coherence is modelled by integrating over the

source first before integrating over the diffraction orders. That is, the order ofintegration

is switched. The order of integration can be switched if the plane wave excitations pro

duced by Abbe's formulation create diffraction orders having magnitudes that are indepen

dent ofthe oblique angle ofincidence. Since scalar imaging theory always implies that the
coupling between the electric and magnetic fields isnegligible, the magnitude ofthe orders

are always assumed to be independent ofthe incident excitation angle. By integrating over

thesource first, a transmission cross coefficient is created thattakes thepartial coherence

of the system into account. By creating these transmission cross coefficients which depend
only on the optical system and are independent ofthe mask, Hopkins formulation iscapa

ble of evenfurther improving thecomputational efficiency.

Following the publication by Hopkins in 1953, his formulation was widely used in

optics through the late 50s and 60s to find the aerial images ofobjects illuminated by par

tially coherent light with some ofthe earlier work being highlighted here. Since elements

ofthe optical system are circular, Hopkins' formulation has been used extensively in the
literature to find the image of circular objects. One of the earliest applications of using

Hopkins' formulation was by Weinstein who calculated the image ofdisks with diameters
on the same order of magnitude as the Airy disk [140]. Later, De and Som also used the

formulation tocalculate the image ofcircular apertures[28], ofcircular phase objects[29],

and ofannular objects[118] when illuminated with partially coherent light. Imaging a cir

cular hole with Hopkins' formulation was investigated by Charman[23]. Canals-Frau and



Rousseau described the images of an opaque disk[19]. As wellas using Hopkins' formu

lation to image circular objects, many people, Hopkins[52], Steel[121], Canals-Frau and

Rousseau[19], Considine[27], Thompson[128], and many others, have used the formula

tion to find the diffraction images of non-rotationally symmetric objects suchas an edge,

a slit, a line, and a threebar target. In addition to thesestudies, the formulation, alongwith

a mathematical framework for the partial coherence theory, has been presented in books,

with Bom and Wolf[9], Beranand Parrent[7], Marathay[73], Goodman[41], and Mandel

and Wolf[72] being consulted for this thesis work.

Hopkins' formulation has been widely used to simulate imaging in the optical

lithography community. Hopkins' formulation hasbeen used tofind theimage degradation

due to partial coherent illumination through focus. 0'Toole[95] implemented Hopkins'

formulation to find the image of a square aperture in photoresist. Kintner[61] also used a

method based on Hopkins' formulation to describe partially coherent imagery through

focus. Subsequently, Subramanian[122] latermodified thiswork by calculating the trans

mission cross coefficient.Based on this work,Toh implementedHopkins' formulation into

a lithography simulation tool called SPLAT[126,64]. Many other aerial imaging tools

based onHopkins' formulation, such as PROLrrH[69] andiPHOTO[104], havealsobeen

developed.

2.2.3. Decomposition Formulation

As describedabove.Abbe's formulation takes the partialcoherenceof a source into

accountby expanding the partial coherence of the source into a numberof fullycoherent,

orthogonal, sinewave excitations. Since thesource is incoherent, each sinewave excitation

is incoherent to the other excitations. A sine wave excitation results when taking the Fou

rier transform of a sampled point on the sourcewhich implies that Abbe's technique is a

Fourier transform technique.

In addition to Abbe's formulation, alternative expansions of the partial coherence

produced by thesource arealso possible. In these alternative expansions, thepartial coher

ence in theobjectplaneis firstcalculated asa function of thesource coherence. Thepartial

coherence is described by the mutual intensity.The mutual intensity at the object plane can
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be found with the van Cittert-Zemike theorem [73], which states that the mutual intensity

of an incoherent source is the Fourier transform of the source. This implies that light gath

ers coherence as it propagates. This can be understood by considering a stellar example.

The light produced by stars is incoherent The light of our sun observed on earth is still

incoherent because the light has traveled over a short distance relative to the sun's size.

However, when Alpha Centauri, which is also an incoherentsource, is viewed from earth,

the light from Alpha Centauri is measured to be fully coherent because the light has prop

agated over a great distance. By using the fact that the light from an incoherent source gath

ers coherence as it propagates, an alternative transform technique is sought that takes

advantage of this gathered coherence.

Several transformations have been studied in communication theory including the

Fourier transform, cosine transform[66], wavelet transform[135], and Karhunen-Loeve

transform[41]. The latter transform, Karhunen-Loeve, has been proven to have the optimal

energy compaction [67], i.e., the least number of mutuallyuncorrelatedsignals are needed

to represent a partially correlated signal. It is important to note that the Fourier transform

(Abbe's formulation) is not optimal in this sense. The Karhunen-Loeve transform diago-

nalizes the correlation matrix into a set of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. Each of these

eigenfunctions represent fully coherent excitations yet are incoherent to the other eigen-

function excitations. This diagonalization technique is called the decomposition formula

tion throughout this thesis.

• The Karhunen-Loeve transformation technique has been applied previously in

optics to remove the correlation in the mutual intensity.Gamo[38] showed that the mutual

intensitycan be decomposed into a set of orthogonal eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. With

this technique, the mutual intensity is represented by an incoherent sum of coherent fields.

This technique, as proposedby Gamo, was later rediscoveredby Wolf[150] and applied by

Saleh et a/. [106] to find the aerial image of an edge and of a star pattern. In optical lithog

raphy, this decomposition technique has also been successfully applied to opticalproxim

ity correction [97,24] and to depth of focus enhancement [16].
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2.3. Vector Electromagnetic Simulation Methods

In this section, methods of simulating the propagation of vector electromagnetic

fields are discussed with those used in lithography being highlighted. Most of the methods

simulate lightthatismonochromatic andfully coherent in space while methods to simulate

monochromatic, partially coherent, vector electromagnetic fields are relatively few. In

Section 2.3.1, simulationof fully coherent fields is first discussedfollowed by the simula

tion of partially coherent fields in Section 2.3.2.

2.3.1. Coherent Excitations

Many sources thatdescribe the simulation of monochromatic, fully coherent elec

tromagnetic fields exist in the literature. Those used in photolithography simulation are

highlighted in this section. In electromagnetic problems of interest in photolithography,

typical feature sizes are on the order of one wavelength. In this regime, the coupling

between the electric and magnetic fields cannot be neglected; consequently, the scalar

techniques discussed previously are inaccurate. The problem of addressing this coupling

between the fields and of considering the vector components of these fields has been

addressed by various techniques. These techniques can be classified as either frequency-

domain or time-domain methods.

2.3.1.1. Frequency Domain Methods

Several frequency domain methods have been proposed to simulate the scattering

of light from topographic features usedin lithography. Thesemethods includeRayleigh's

method, the waveguide method, and differentialand integral methods.

In Rayleigh's method, the fields are expressed as a linear superposition of propa

gating andevanescent waves[105]. Later, PetitandCadihac found thatRayleigh's method

was only valid when the product of the wave number times the grating depth is less than a

unitless quantity 0.448 [99]. This implies that the grating depth must be less than 0.07

wavelengths or 26nm for features illuminated with light having a wavelength of 365nm.

This is a severe restriction in the simulation of lithography because structures studied

almost always have depths that vary by 0.07 wavelengths. Despite this restriction, GaU-
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atin[35] aswell asBobroff and Rosenbluth[8] used Rayleigh's method tosimulate imaging

of alignment marks under photoresist.

In the waveguide method. Maxwell's equations are solved by a separation ofvari

ables method. In this method, the electric fields are equivalent to a truncatedinfinite series

that satisfy a set of equations found by separating the variables. Burckhardt used this

waveguide method to find the fields diffracting from a sinusoidal dielectric grating [18],

and later, Kasper used the method for non-sinusoidal lossy dielectric gratings [59]. Nyys-

sonen and Kirk extended this work to examine scattering from alignment marks [85].

Lucas also used the technique tostudy the image formed by a three dimensional phase shift

mask [68]. The one disadvantage of the waveguide method is that it is computationally

expensive. For three dimensional problems, Yeung states that themethod has astorage cost

on the order ofn^ and acpu cost ofn^ where nisthe number ofgrid points ineach dimen

sion [159].

In frequency domain differential methods, theelectromagnetic field and the wave

number squared are expanded into aFourier series. When this expansion issubstituted into

the Helmholtz equation, a set of coupled differential equations results. Neviere used this

method to study resonance in holographic film couplers [83]. However, this method pro

duces incorrect results for highly conducting materials. Neureuther and Zakiproposed an

integral method which alleviates this problem in differential methods when highly con

ducting materials are present [81]. In this method, a set of integral equations are solved

where the kernels of these integrals are the periodic Green's function and its derivative.

Several other integral methods have also been proposed. Most notably, a finite element

method to solve the integral equations has been usedby Matsuzawa to find a photoresist

image above a conducting substrate [75]. This approach of Matsuzawa was improved by

Urbach and Bernard to include more general domains and to include partial coherence

[132]. Using a set of Legendre polynomial basisfunctions, Barouch simulated the reflec

tivenotching from a three-dimensional substrate using a finite element method [6].Direct

solution of anyof theseintegral equations canbe solved through the method of moments.

However, solution of these integral frequency domain equations is impractical in three
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dimensions because the solution involves inverting a large matrix which is computation

allyexpensive. In Barouch's choice of basis functions, however, thecomputational costis

reduced because the matrix may be condensed. Yeung further reduced the computational

cost by using a fast multipole method to find an iterative solution of these integralequa

tions [158,159]. In Yeung's method the storage cost is reduced to n^ and the cpu cost

reduce to n '̂̂ ^ x N where n is the number of grid points in one dimension and N is the

number of iterations [159].

2.3.1.2. Time Domain Methods

In the previous section, frequency methods were described to solve Maxwell's

equations in which the excited field is monochromatic and fully coherent. These tech

niques are rigorous and accurate. However, since lithography problems have feature

dimensions that are on an order of a wavelength, many spatial frequencies are needed to

represent the scattering from these features. Since many spatial frequencies are required,

frequency methods prior to Yeung's work required inverting a large matrix. Time domain

methods, however, require no matrix inversion sinceMaxwell's differential equations are

solved by a time marching iterative approach. These differential, time domain, iterative

methods require many additions and multiplications. In these time domain methods, the
^ 3

storage cost is on the order ofn^ and the cpu cost is on the order of n x N where n is the

numberof gridpoints in onedimension andN is the number of iterations [159].

The finite difference time domain (FDTD) method is one time domain method that

has beenusedto simulate lithography. In a FDTD method. Maxwell'sequations aresolved

atdiscrete points onacubic staggered grid where the excitation field ismonochromatic and

fully coherent, i.e., electric and magnetic fields add. These equations are then iterated in

time through a leap frog technique proposed by Yee [155]. In order to study problems of

interest in photolithography, Guerrieri[46] formulated and Gamelin[36] implemented a

two-dimension FDTD program calledTEMPEST[153] on a connection machine. TEM

PEST was extended to three dimensions by Wong[152], and the speed and memory effi

ciency was improved byPistor[101]. In addition to this finite difference method, Wojcik

applied a finite element method tosolve Maxwell's equations inthe time domain [149]. A
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finite element method has the advantage thata conformal gridcan be placed on a surface

in contrast to a finite difference grid which represents a surface as a staggered stair case.

Inthe past, because ofthe computational demands required bytime domain methods, super

computers were required to solve problems ofinterest in lithography. With the advent of

fast computers having large memories, time domain methods because of their ease of

implementation are becoming morefeasible.

2.3.2. Partially Coherent Excitations

The previous section described methods for simulating fields that are monochro

matic and fully coherent in the spatial domain. Although the light used in a photolitho

graphic system or inspection system is often monochromatic, the light is rarely fully
coherent. Therefore, this section describes previous methods that simulate the partial

coherence in optical lithography and optical microscopy.

Inoptical lithography, the source is incoherent in the spatial domain and produces

Kohler illumination. Through Abbe's formulation asdescribed inSection 2.2.1, thesource

issampled into adiscrete number ofpoint sources where each point source isimaged as an
obliquely incident plane wave. Since the source isincoherent, the total intensity isthen the

summation ofthe intensities produced by each of these obliquely incident plane wave. In

the simulation of optical lithography. Abbe's formulation has been implemented by

Urbach and Bemard[132] and byWojcik[149]. Inthe approach ofUrbach and Bernard, the

source is sampled into a number ofpoint sources. These point sources are imaged by the

optical system as sine wave excitations. The scattered electromagnetic fields produced by
these sine wave excitations are calculated through a frequency domain, finite element

method. Like Urbach and Bernard, Wojcik used Abbe's formulation and calculated the

scattered electromagnetics fields through a time domain, finite element method. Abbe's

formulation, however, suffers from the disadvantage that it is computationally intensive

because one simulation must be run for each sampled source point.

InSection 2.2.2, Hopkins' formulation forscalar light which efficiently models the

partial coherence can be applied to simulate vector, partially coherent fields under one cer

tain restriction. This restriction is that the magnitude of the diffraction ordersproduced by
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a structure must not be a function of the angle of obliqueincidence.Under this restriction,

the diffraction orders need only be calculated with a single normally incident plane wave.

The partialcoherenceof the systemis thenmodeled by usingHopkins' formulation. Using

Hopkins', the diffracted orders from the single, incident plane wave are collected and

weighted by the transmission cross coefficients of the optical system. This weighting by

the transmission coefficients produces an aerial image resulting from partially coherent

illumination. This method has been implemented into TEMPEST, and in this thesis it is

referred to as TEMPEST-HN (TEMPEST with Hopkins' imaging for a Normally incident

plane wave). Wojcik[149] has also successfully applied this method to evaluate the aerial

images due to a phase shift mask. However, this method only applies to aerial image cal

culation and does not apply to imaging into the photoresist over some wafer topography.

Furthermore, for some masks, the assumption that the diffraction orders are independent

of excitation angle is not valid.

2.4. Effect of Partial Coherence in Optical Lithography and Inspection

In this section, the effect of partial coherence on printing and inspecting small fea

tures on wafers is examined by presenting previous work in the literature. In optical lithog

raphy, the performance of a optical system is characterized by measuring the linewidth, as

known as the critical dimension (CD). In the first section, previous work describing the

effect of the partial coherence on the CD is presented. Later sections highlight previous

work in defect printing, in reflective notching, and in pupil filter design.

2.4.1. Effect of the Partial Coherence on Critical Dimension

The performance of steppers is significantly affected by a change in numerical

aperture and in partial coherence (a) when operating at the resolution limit. For example,

when printing a grating with a line-space width on the order of a wavelength, the CD

remains constant over a larger focus window when the partial coherence increases, i.e., the

depth of focus increases as a increases. This is often called the proximity effect in the

lithography community, and has lead to a trend of using higher a. This proximity effect is

shown through experiment and through simulation by Mack[71], Canestrari[21],

Partlo[96], Yamanaka[154], Andr6[2], and many others. In contrast to this work, King[60]
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observed anincreased depth offocus for structures which are far from the resolution limit.

Due to this trade-off between resolution and depth of focus, G must be adjusted to best

maintain the CD uniformity over the wafer.

As well as affecting the CD, the uniformity of the partially coherent source can

impact the uniformity ofthe CD across the exposure field. Canestrari[21] found that the

uniformity ofthe source varies by ±4.5%. This can adversely affect the printing ofdense

features andcanreduce theeffectiveness of optical proximity correction. Borodovsky[14]

observed thatvariations in the local partial coherence across the exposure field might be

responsible for the excessive linewidth variation and for poor uniformity across the field.
Progler[103] also observed that, in addition to optical aberrations, variation in partial

coherence, variation inintensity, variation inNA, and stray light cause CDvariation across

the field.

2.4.2. Defect Printing

Experiment, aerial image simulation and algebraic modelling are useful incharac

terizing the effect ofdefects. The impact ofdefect printing on features for standard chrome

masks has been studied through experiment [143,144,20,146] and through modelling and

simulation [82,74,56]. However, characterizing the printing of defects is now morecom

plicated due to the advent ofphase shift masks (PSM's)[65]. Problems in manufacturing

PSM's may cause phase shift defects which are more difficult to detect and to repair
[136,145,138,161,87]. Detection ofthese phase defects depends on parameters associated

with the tool, with themask, andwith thedefect. The problem is compounded by interac

tions between the defect and the feature. These interactions depend on defocus,on defect

location, and oncoherence. Simulation and experimental studies onPSM'shave shown the

complexity ofPSM's by demonstrating the tendency ofphase shift defects to print when

outof focus [136,111,114]. The printing of phase defects is further compUcated by using

modified illumination [108,113] and by printing through the thin-film layers lying on the

wafer [113].
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2.4.3. Reflective Notching

As the wavelength used in lithography decreases, the reflectivity of silicon

increases. This increase in reflectivity causes an increase in the standing wave amplitude

on a flat silicon wafer. Numerical solutions for calculating the standing wave intensity in

photoresist have been studied [77,62,57,141,32]. Ananalytical expression for thestanding

waveintensity in photoresist has beencalculated by Mack[70] basedon the workof Bem-

ing[5]. Thisstanding wave effect is important because the coupling of lightinto the pho

toresist causes the CD of the feature to vary through focus where this variation is a function

of resist thickness and of illumination partial coherence [131].

Thetopography ofthewafer substrate cancause lightto scatter lightintounexposed

areas whichmay adversely effect theCD. The effect is particularly noticeable wherepos

itive tone photoresist lines must cross concave upward features. This reflected light may

causereflective notching where concentrated lightcauseslinewidth narrowing as observed

by Widmaim[142]. In orderto reduce thisnarrowing, Petersen[98] has proposed a design

methodology to minimize the linewidth variation in photoresist patterns over polysilicon

topography by systematically varying the resist thickness, the bake temperature, and the

bake time. Reflective notching in gate lines have also been corrected by using anti-reflec

tive coatings [84,86,31] andby increasing theabsorption of the photoresist by adding dye

[55,127]. As well as observingthe notchingexperimentally, simulationhas proven to be a

valuable tool for analyzing variouscorrections prior to performing time consumingexper

iments. [148,75,132,37,123,129,112,116].

2.4.4. Pupil Filter Design

In the printing and inspection of wafers, spherical aberration is induced by photo

resistwhenprinting witha highnumerical aperture stepper [33]. Yeung[157] showed that

the effectof arbitrary thin-film layers on a wafer can be modelled by ray tracing through

the thin-film layers to find the optical path difference (OPD). This OPD induces aberra

tions which can be modelledby modifying the pupil function of the imaging system. Sim

ilar to this work, Progler[102] then proposed using a merit function that is capable of

determining which aberrations mayactually benefit printing. Thismeritfunction is depen

dant on the mask feature and on the various thin-film layers covering the wafer.
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Aswellasstudying theeffectof thin-film layers onoptical printing, designing pupil

filters thatimprove depth of focus havebeenstudied. In these studies, Tsujiuchi[130] first

described a cosine filter to improve depth of focus. This filter was later re-invented by

Ojeda-Castaneda[92] and was implemented byFukuda[34]. The effect of filtering with a

Fresnel zone plane [58], a partitioned pupil [133], andvarious analytic pupil functions was

also studied by several authors[79,91,109]. By using McCutchen's theorem [76], Ojeda-

Castaheda designed filters for increased depth of focus [88,89]. Alternatively, von

Bunau[15-17] designed a filter for increased depth of focus by using the decomposition

technique described in Section 2.2.3. Pupil filters which reduce the effect of aberrations

other than defocus have been studied as well [90,93,130].

2.5. Summary

Electromagnetic simulation of photolithography is difficult because many factors

are involved in forming an image. These factors include parameters of the optical system,

of the mask, and of the wafer. Since many parameters must be considered, simulation of

photolithography problems can be computationally expensive. Therefore, efficient algo

rithms are needed to solve these expensive problems, and guidelines are needed to under

stand which parameters are important. The following chapters present an efficient

algorithm for the simulation of partially coherent light and present guidelines when this

simulation is necessary. The algorithm involves anextension to TEMPEST to model the

vector scattering of electromagnetic fields when these fields are partially coherent This

extension is based on generalizing the decomposition of the scalar mutual intensity pro

posed by Gamo to include the polarization ofthe partially coherent electromagnetic field.

After developing this algorithm, it is applied to the simulation ofproblems encountered in

optical lithography and inspection. These simulations are accompanied by experimental

verification. From these simulations and experiments, physical insight into the effects of

partial coherence is presented. From this insight, guidelines for understanding theimpact

ofthe partial coherence are developed for problems encountered inoptical lithography and

optical inspection.
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3 Theory of Scalar Partial Coherent
Light

3.1. Introduction

This chapterpresents the theory of scalar imaging which creates a foundation for

extensions of this theory in subsequentchaptersof this thesis.The theory of scalar imaging

with partially coherent light is widely discussed in the literature [1,9,41,42,49,72,73].

Therefore, the purposeof this chapter is not intended to justify the validity of scalar imag

ing, but to bring togethermany sourcesfrom the Uterature to form a theoreticalfoundation

which will be presented in this chapterandexpanded in future chapters. The expansion of

this theoretical foundation will then allow the development of models capable of analyzing

problems in optical lithographyand inspectionthat were previouslydifficult to model.

Before considering these new problems, the theoretical foundation is first built by

describing the temporal and spatial coherence in Section3.2. Scalar imaging from the

object plane to the image plane is then described in Section 3.3 for three states of spatial

coherence. These three states are coherent light, partially coherent light, and incoherent

light. The pupil functionof the imagingsystemis presentedin Section 3.4. This pupil func

tion represents the transfer function of the optical system in the frequency domain and

describes the imagingfrom the object plane to the image plane. This scalar theory is used

to model imaging in the optical lithographysystem that is described in Section 3.5. Since

the light in a lithography and inspection system is partially coherent. Section 3.6 uses the

theory presented in Section 3.3 to describe two methods for imaging partially coherent

light. These two methods are Abbe's Formulation and Hopkins' Formulation. In

Section 3.7, the decomposition of the mutualintensitycalculatedby Hopkins' Formulation

which was developed by Gamo[38] is presented using the notation of von Biinau. The
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accuracy of this decomposition is analyzed in Section 3.8 by comparing the mutual inten

sity calculated with the decomposition technique to the mutual intensity calculated analyt
ically. Since the source isradially symmetric, the decomposition technique isperformed in

radial coordinates which may cause problems when thesimulation domain is rectangular.

These problems are discussed in Section 3.9.

3.2. Temporal and Spatial Coherence

The coherence oflight isdivided into two classifications, temporal and spatial. The

ability oflight emitted from the same point to interfere with a delayed wavefront ofitself

isdescribed by means oftemporal coherence. The ability oflight along the same wavefront

to interfere is described by means of spatial coherence.

The degree of temporal coherence is quantified by the coherence time, The

coherence time is the temporal interval over which the phase ofa light wave can bereason

ably predicted at agiven point in space. The coherence time is related to the bandwidth of
the light source, Av, and is proportional to 1/Av. Another parameter used to measure the
temporal coherence is the coherence length, l^., which is given by cZq where cis the speed

oflight. When Av is zero, the coherence time isinfinite, and the light issaid to be mono
chromatic, even though truly monochromatic light isnever attainable. However, it isoften

the case in optical lithography that the maximum path length difference in the passage of
light from the source to the mask or to the wafer is much smaller than the coherence length.
Under this condition the light is quasi-monochromatic and the field E(r,t) is given by

E(r)e*^^ Throughout this dissertation, quasi-monochromatic light is assumed. This is not

alimitation since light used inoptical lithography isoften nearly monochromatic. Further

more, if the assumption that light is quasi-monochromatic is not valid for a particular
lithography system, the temporal coherence can be modelled by sampling the frequency

spectrum atdiscrete frequencies with asampling interval in which the light isquasi-mono-

chromatic over this interval.

The degree ofspatial coherence isquantified by the mutual coherence, 7(xi,X2,t).

Mutual coherence measures the correlation between two points separated in space and is
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related tothe spatial interval over which the phase ofthe light wave can bereasonably pre

dicted ata given point in time. The mutual coherence at two points depends onthepropa

gating mechanisms ofthe light and is also related to the physical size of the source. For a

field thatis statistically wide sense stationary, i.e., the mean is independent of time and the

correlation function is a function of the time differenceonly, the mutual coherence is a time

averaged intensity between the field at two points, xj and X2, over a period ofx asshown

in Equation 3-1. These two points, xj and X2, can be located at any reference plane, such

as at the source or at the object plane. Statistically, Equation 3-1 implies that the mutual

intensity is the autocorrelation between two electric fields. Equation 3-1 can besimplified

under the quasi-monochromatic approximation. The optical spectral intensity, 7(v), of

quasi-monochromatic light is approximately a delta function; therefore, the mutual coher

ence is theproduct ofthemutual intensity, /(xi,X2), and asshown inEquation 3-2.

Equation 3-1. J (Xj, X2, x) = (E (Xj, t) jEf (X2, t+x))

Equation 3-2. J (xj, X2, v) = J (Xj, X2) 5 (v) ^ J (Xj, X2, x) = / (Xp X2) e

The mutual intensity can be normalized by the intensity at the two points, xi and

X2, and is called the complex degree of mutual coherence, p(xi,X2). The complex degree

of the mutual coherenceis definedin Equation 3-3 and its value ranges between 0 and 1.

7(Xi,X2)
Equation3-3. |X(xi.X2) = /,, , /,, ,

JJCXpXj) 7J(x2, X2)

If the light at two points is completely correlated, p=l, the light is spatially coherent and

the radiated fields add. If the light is completely uncorrelated, p.=0, the light is spatially

incoherent andthe intensities at thesetwopoints add. Mathematically, incoherence implies

that the electric fields between two pointsare orthogonal. When\l is between 0 and 1, the

light is partially coherent. Because the quasi-monochromatic assumption is used through

out this thesis, the word, coherence,will always refer to the spatial coherence rather than

the temporal coherence. Therefore, incoherent light refers to spatial incoherent light,

coherent lightto spatial coherent light, and partial coherent lightto spatial partial coherent

light.
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3.3. Imaging in the Spatial Domain

3.3.1. Coherent Light

The image of an object illuminated by coherent lightserves as the foundation for

imaging scalar partially coherent light and as the foundation for second ordercoherence

theory. The image of a coherent object as it propagates through an imaging object is illus

trated in Figure 3-1.The object diffracts the lightwhich is collected by an optical system

v V
Object Plane Pupil Plane Image Plane

Figure 3-1. Coherentopticalimagingsystem

Theobject plane diffiracts thelight which is collected byoptical system andimaged at the
image plane. Optical system hereis represented as twolensanda pupil.

and isprojected onto the image plane. The field ofthe object, aQ, isfirst formed atthe pupil

plane, ap, through Fresnel-Kirchhoffdiffraction theory [43]. Under the Fresnel approxima
tion, the quadratic phase factors are eliminated because of the lens law, and the image at

the pupil plane is given byEquation 3-4. In Equation 3-4, the paraxial approximation has

been made asthelightis assumed todiffract into small angles. Theparaxial approximation

is nota limitation because high angular diffraction dueto thelenscanbemodelled bymod

ifying the pupil function, P (jc^, y^), to include an obliquity factor. The field at the pupil

plane, ap, is then formed on the image plane, aj, again through Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffrac-
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tion theory as shown in Equation 3-5.In Equations 3-4and3-5,x and y represent physical

Equation 3-4. (ip, y,,) = J (x„, y„) exp j^i^ {x^x^+%y^) jdx„dy„
—>00

Equation 3-5. a,- y.) = Jflp (ip, Jp) (ip. %) exp |̂ i^ (ipi,-+ypj,) jdipiiyp
—00

dimensions and have length units and/is the focal length of the imaging system. These

equations are simplified by transforming the physical dimension variables, x and y, into

normalized variables, x and y as shown in Equations 3-6, 3-7, and 3-8. The normalized

NAEquation 3-6. = (x^, y^) =-j- (x^, y^)

NAEquation 3-7. x,- = (x,-, y,) =-j- (x,-, y,)

Equation 3-8. x^ = (x^, y^) =̂ (x^, y^)
dimensions at the object plane and image plane in Equations 3-6 and 3-7 are normalized

by the wavelength. A,, and the numerical aperture, NA, which is equivalent to a/funder the

paraxial assumption. The pupil dimensions in Equation 3-8 are normalized by the physical

size of the lens, a. These normalized units are used throughout this dissertation unless oth

erwise stated. After substituting in the normalized variables. Equations 3-4 and 3-5 sim

plify to Equations 3-9 and 3-10, respectively. Finally, the field at the image plane is found

2

Equation 3-10. a,- (x,) = (Xp) ^ (Xp) ^ ' *'̂ Xp

by substituting Equation 3-9 into Equation 3-10, and shown in Equation 3-11. From

Equation3-9. Op(Xp) =^ J(x„)e^^°"''dx„
ia
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Equation 3-11, the field at the image plane is the convolution of the field at the object plane
with the image transfer function, J^(x) which isgiven by Equation 3-12.

oo

Equation 3-11. = J (*o) ^ (*i ~ ^*<7

.r, X X f « / N -2JIJX- • X JEquation 3-12. K(x) - J P(x^) e dx^

3.3.2. Partial Coherent Light

The mutual intensity ofan object illuminated by partial coherent light as shown in

Figure 3-1 can be found by generalizing the theory of imaging coherent light in
Section 3.3.1. The mutual intensity in the image plane, /j(xii,Xi2), is defined by

Equation 3-13 and is found by substituting the fields in the image plane, aiixn) and fl,(Xj-2),
given by Equation 3-11 into this definition. After substituting, the time average is then
taken resulting in Equation 3-14 which gives the mutual intensity in the image plane as a
function of the image transfer function, K, and as a function of mutual intensity in the
object plane, deriving Equation 3-14, the definition ofJoi^ol'̂ o2) was used,

i.e., (x^i,X^2)

Equation 3-13. Ji(x,i» x,^) = (*ii) ^
oo

Equation 3-14. /,• (x,i, x^2) ^ \ \ *02) ^ ~*01) ^ (*j2 "" *02)
«oe

3.3.3. Incoherent Light

The mutual intensity ofan object illuminated by incoherent light is a limiting case

of imaging with partial coherent light. The mutual intensity in the image plane is found by
using the equations of Section 3.3.2. The fields at two separate points, Xqj and Xo2> hi an

incoherent source placed in the object plane are, by definition, completely uncorrelated.

This implies that the mutual intensity is zero when non-zero when
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x^i = x^2 because the field must be correlated with itself. Mathematically this implies

that the mutual intensity at the object plane is given by Equation 3-15.

Equation 3-15. J„ (x„i, = / (x„,) 5 (x^j- x„2)

The mutual intensity at the image plane is found bysubstituting the mutual intensity at the

object plane, /q, (Equation 3-15) into Equation 3-14. After replacing the image transfer

function, K, in Equation 3-14withEquation 3-12, the mutual intensity at image planefor

an incoherent object is given by:

oe

Equation3.16. y.Cx.i,x^) =JJdXpi^ix^jP(x^i)(x^^)

The single integral in Equation 3-16 is the Fourier transform of the source. Under the

assumption that the source is uniform and the source is large, i.e., it completely fills the

pupil, the single integral can be replaced by /o5(Xpi-Xp2)- By replacing the single integral,

a Hopkins' effective source is said to be located in the exit pupil plane [54].This Hopkins'

effective source is incoherent; consequently. Equation 3-16 reduces to Equation 3-17.

oo

Equation 3-17. (x.j, x.2) - h\
»oo

Equation 3-17 implies that the spatial coherence of a incoherent source is equiva

lent to the spatial Fourier transform of the optical intensity distribution. This result is

known as the van Cittert-Zemike theorem [73]. The van Cittert-Zemike theorem implies

that the light gathers spatial coherence as it propagates. This fact will be used in future sec

tions and chapters where it will be shown that a partiallycoherent field can be decomposed

into a minimum number of coherent fields.
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Equation 3-17 implies that the mutual intensity of an incoherent source with acir
cular pupil aperture is an Airy function, which is given inEquation 3-18 below.

. f fj j -ilniAxiX +Ay„yp) _Equation 3-18.7, yv^i^yi) = j J^Vv ' ^ 27cri2
Jxp+ypKl

where Ax^ = ^,1-^^/2 ~ ~ ^ii~3'/2 ~ ''i2®^®i2' " P,cos(t),

y. = p.sin(t), and r^2 - = JPn P?2" ^PP^^s (<|),i-<t>,-2) • should be
noted that the mutual intensity is a function ofonly three variables, pi, p2» and A(|). Since

the mutual intensity isafunction ofAcj) rather than (|)i and (|)2, the optical system isrotation-

ally symmetric. The rotational symmetry ofthe mutual intensity implies that the mutual
coherence has some order or correlation.

3.4. The Pupil Function

The image transfer function, K, determines the ability of the imaging system to

resolve a feature. As shown by Equation 3-12, the image transfer function is the Fourier

transform ofthe pupil function, P.The pupil function describes the imaging characteristics

by ray tracing the optical path difference (OPD) through each point ofthe optical system.

These characteristics include aberrations, high numerical aperture effects, defocus, pupil

filtering, and the effect ofimaging into a thin stack. The pupil function ismost often mod

ified to include non-idealitiessuch as a focus error (defocus) [53,45] and aberrations. The

aberrations ofasystem are characterized by the aberration function [10], O {Xp, y^), which

isgiven in wavelengths oferror. The pupil function for an aberrated optic with defocus is

shown Equation 3-19 below where circ is one when the argument is less then zero other

wise circis zero. Theeffectofhigh numerical aperture onimaging can beincluded bymod-

Equation 3-19. P(Xp) =P(Xp,y^) =expU^4>(Xp,yi,)'̂

p)expr-i2itz^Jl-NA^(A:p +y^)j circ (Jx^+y
ifying the pupil function with an obliquity factor [156,26]. For an optical system with ofa

large numerical aperture, aberrations, and defocus, the pupil function is given by
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Equation 3-20. The pupil function can be generalized further toinclude the effect ofa thin-
1/4

Equation 3-20. PiXp^yp) =
l-NA^(xl+yl)/M^^

l-NA'ixl+yl)
expli-^^(Xp,yp)

X exp -i2jtz^j1-NA^ (Xp+yp)1circ (Jx^ +y"^ )

film stack byusing ray tracing inside the stack tofind the OPD[157]. Equation 3-21 shows

the effect of the thin-film stackon thepupil function where is a matrix describing the

OPD ataxy plane at a level z in the stack and where Af^j isa matrix describing the polar

ization rotation between the entrance pupil and the exit pupil of the optic.

1/4

Equation 3-21. P y^) =
l-NA^(xl +yl)/M^^

l-NA\xl +yl) Pik(^p.yp'Z)Mkj(Xp'yp)

X exp (ip, jp) jexpr-i2jtz^Jl-NA^ (*p+y^) jcirc (Jx^+yj )

3.5. Optical Lithography and Inspection Systems
Inoptical lithography, a mask that is either transmissive or reflective is located in

the object plane. This mask is imaged into photoresist covering a wafer located in the

image plane. Similarly inan optical inspection system, the light diffracted orreflected from

a mask or a wafer is located in the object plane and is imaged onto a CCD camera located

in the image plane.

A model for the lithography system or for the inspection system is shown in

Figure 3-2. This isthe same model used in microscopy. In this model, the condenser optic

projects light from an incoherent source on to amask (in lithography). The mask diffracts

the light into aseries ofdiffracted orders as shown in Figure 3-2. Typically, the projection
optic iscapable ofcollecting and imaging only the lowest diffracted orders on to a wafer.

3.6. Optical System Simulation

Simulation of the optical system requires calculating the mutual coherence as it

propagates through the mask, through the lens, and onto the wafer. Topographical struc-
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Figure 3-2. Optical Lithography and Inspection System Optic

tures on the mask and on the wafer scatter the mutual coherence. This scattering could be

simulatedby solving the set of coupled waveequations[13] shownin Equations 3-22 and

3-23 below. Equations 3-22 and 3-23 describe how partially coherent light interacts with

matter through the coupled set of equations for the mutual intensity, J. These equations

could be solved through an integral or differential technique described in Chapter 2. How

ever, since the mutual coherence is a function of seven variables, xj, yi, zj, X2, y2, Z2'

T, the simulation would be memory and time intensive. In addition, this approach does not

take advantage of the fact that the field gathers coherence as it propagates. This gathering

of coherence implies that there is redundancy between the two coupled equations, since

Equation 3-22 would be equivalent to Equation 3-23 for a fully coherent field.

2 1Equation3-22. Zj;x2,y2'̂ 2''̂ ) = "2 >'2'
c 3t

2 1 3^Equation 3-23. V27(xi, y^, Zi;x2, y2'̂ 2»'̂ ) = -2-^'^(^i'>'i'2i;^2'>'2'^2''^)
c dz

Another possibility for calculating the partial coherence as it propagates and scat

ters the mask and wafer involves simulating the statistics of the light. The statistics are sim

ulated by modulating the excited field with a random transmittance and phase that varies



according to a probability density function. Since the mutual intensity represents theauto

correlation of the field, it is possibleto definea probabilitydensityfunction that represents

the transmittance and the phase of the light. The probability density function for a source

with a random phase was calculated byGoodman [40] and is repeated inEquation 3-24. In

r /,+/2-2^ihi COS (0J +©2 —v)
exp 2 2

2cr(i-|^r)
Equation3-24. P/,0^2^ = i 4..—^

167cV(l-l|ir)

Equation 3-24 \ is the random transmittance at point i=l or 2, Gj is the random phase,

\i = ||Xle'̂ is the complex degree of coherence given by Equation 3-3, and

2c^ = </j> = </2>. Since |i is afunction of two points, (xi,yi) and (X2,y2), the probabil

ity density is a function of (xj, yj) and of (X2, y^) as well. This implies that the random

transmittance and phase depends on the coupling between two points in the excitation

plane. Therefore, the excitation at one point depends on the amount ofcoupling between

all the other points inthe excitation plane. Consequently, inorder todescribe the propaga

tion of the mutual coherence through statistical modeling, two coupled wave equations.

Equation 3-22 and Equation 3-23, must also besolved. Since solving these coupled equa

tions is memory and time intensive, statistical modeling isalso memory and time intensive.

The simulationtime andmemoryrequiredin propagating the mutualcoherencecan

bereduced bydecoupling wave equations 3-22 and 3-23. These two coupled partial differ

ential equations can bedecoupled by transforming the mutual intensity, /, into an orthog

onal basis. In an orthogonal basis, the basis vectors are correlated or coherent with itself

but are uncorrelated or incoherent with the other vectors. As well as orthogonality between

basis vectors, it is desirable to represent the mutual intensity with least number of basis

vectors in order to reduce the simulation time. The transform technique that decomposes

themutual intensity into theleast number ofbasis vectors issaidtohave theoptimal energy

compaction. In summary, a transform technique that has the following two properties is

sought:

• a sum of excitations where each excitation is coherent with itself yet incoherent or
orthogonal with other excitations.

• optimal energy compaction.
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3.6.1. Abbe's Formulation

In the lithography and inspection system, the source is incoherent and is imaged

onto themask by Kohler illumination [12]. InKohler illumination rays from each discrete

point on the source emerge from the condenser asaplane wave. Each ofthese plane waves

are diffracted by themask, collected by theprojection optic, and imaged on to the wafer.

An incoherent source implies that these plane wave excitations form an orthogonal basis

of coherent fields. Since the excitations are orthogonal, the total intensity on the wafer is

thesum of the intensities produced byeach of these individual plane waves. This method

is known as Abbe's formulation [1] which is shown schematically in Figure 3-3. In

Figure 3-3, each of the plane wave excitations are simulated individually. The total inten

sity, IjoT' is found by summing the intensities produced by these individual simulations.

This implies that inAbbe's formulation the source isintegrated over last. Since the excita

tions form an orthogonal basis of coherent fields. Abbe's formulation has thefirst desired

property stated in Section 3.6.

Since Abbe's formulation has the first desired property of orthogonal coherent

excitations. Abbe's formulation is next tested to determine if it has the second desired

property, that of optimal energy compaction. In Abbe's formulation, the Hopkins' effec

tive source is sampled atdiscrete points into asetofdelta functions. Thecoherence ofeach

of these individualdelta functionsis foundby using the vanCittert-Zemiketheorem.Using

this theorem, the Fourier transform is taken for each delta function resulting in a plane

wave excitation. Since these excitations are found by taking a Fourier transform. Abbe's

formulation is a Fourier transform technique for representing the partial coherence of the

source. Since each of these excitations require one simulation, it is desirable to represent

the sourcewith the leastnumberof samplesthat accurately represents the mutualintensity.

The number of samples needed in the Abbe Formulation to represent the partial

coherence of the source can be found through the Bragg condition. For a periodic square

simulation domain with length, w, the Bragg condition states that the diffracted orders

occur at discrete angles as stated in Equation 3-25. The maximum order produced by the

illumination source is related to the numerical aperture of the illumination lens and is given
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Figure 3-3. Pictorial representation of Abbe's formulation,

by sin0 = cNA. This is substituted into Equation 3-25; however, since the lens col-
•' max

lects both the maximum positive m order and the maximum negative m order, a factor of

2 must also be substituted into Equation 3-25. After making both these substitutions.

Equation 3-25 becomes Equation 3-26. The number of samples needed in a one dimen

sional simulation domain is calculated from Equation 3-26 by solving for m and is shown

inEquation 3-27. The number ofsamples needed intwo dimensions isgiven inEquation 3-

28, and is found by squaring Equation 3-27 and multiplying by ^ because the source is
circularrather than square. In Equations 3-27 and3-28, anoversampling term hasbeen

included. This oversampling term is chosen by slowly increasing Ng until the best repre

sentation of the mutual intensity is found.

Equation 3-25. mX = wsinS.



Equation 3-26.
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The ability ofAbbe's formulation to represent the mutual intensity isdemonstrated

in Figure 3-4. Figure 3-4 is aplot of the mutual intensity ofacondenser optic with a of 0.5,

separation (um)

cilfnlitfrfl

Abbe N of (init.=9
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Figure 3-4. Comparison of the Mutual Intensity for Various Over Sampling Values, Ng

Anincoherent circular source withNA=0.5, o=0.6and l=248nni wassampled andmutual
intensity was imaged tothe mask plane. The solid line corresponds to the analytical solu
tionand thedashed linesto a source sampled a number of times in cartesian coordinates.

NAof0.5 and Xof248nm. The solid line inFigure 3-4corresponds totheanalytical mutual

intensity which isan Airy function as given by Equation 3-18. The analytical mutual inten

sity is compared to the mutual intensity of asampled illumination source in which Ns=l,

2, and 4. When Ng is 1,2, and 4, the source is sampled 9,45, and 193 times, respectively.

Comparing the analytical mutual intensity ofFigure 3-4 with sampled source mutual inten

sities (dotted lines), the source isbetter represented as Ng increases. When Ng is4, the sam

pled mutual intensity approximates the main lobe ofthe analytic solution to 1% accuracy,

and thefirst side lobe to5% accuracy. This accuracy, however, requires many samples, 193
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for Ns=4; consequently, many simulations are needed to accurately model the partial

coherence.

Although Abbe's formulation has the desirable propertythat the simulation excita

tions form an orthogonal basis of coherent fields, it requires many simulations, i.e., it has

poorenergycompaction. It is important to note that thispoorenergycompaction property

of Abbe's formulation can be understood physically. As a result of the van Cittert-Zemike

theorem, the fields gather spatial coherence as a result of propagating. This gathering of

coherence is not utilized in Abbe's formulation because the source is integrated over after

the intensities produced byeachof its rayshasbeencomputed. In addition, it is alsoknown

in signal and image processing that the Fourier transform technique requires many basis

vectors [66]. In orderto represent the mutual intensity with the least number of basisvec

tors, it is necessary to findan alternative method to transform themutual intensity into the

least number of orthogonal coherent fields.

3.6.2. Hopkins' Formulation

Alternatively to Abbe's formulation, themutual intensity at the wafer can be found

by calculating the mutual intensity incident onto the maskby integrating over the source

first rather than after finding the intensities produced by each of the rays in the source as

in Abbe's formulation. This technique is known as Hopkins' formulation [12,54]. By

assuming that the incoherent source is uniform and large, the condenser optic can be

replaced bya Hopkins' effective source located afocal length in front ofthemask asshown

in Figure 3-5. Theradius of the effective source is equivalent to thenumerical aperture of

thecondenser optic, NAj.. Inoptical lithography asinmicroscopy, it isconvenient todefine

a partial coherence factor, c. The partial coherent factor is theratio oftheradius of theillu

mination cone to that of the acceptance cone of the lens that is a=NAc/NA, where NA is

thenumerical aperture of theprojection optic. Since theeffective source is incoherent, the

mutual intensity incident onto the object is given by the van Cittert-Zemike theorem.

Through this theorem, the Fourier transform of this circular effective source with radius

aNA is takenresulting in anAiry function representation for themutual intensity as shown

in Equation 3-30. The mutual intensity at the wafer plane is found through Equation 3-14
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Figure 3-5. Lithography Optic with a Hopkins' Effective Source

The illumination optic can be replaced by a Hopkins' effective source with radius oNA.

of Section 3.3.2 with a slight modification in which the mutual intensity at the mask is

modulatedby the transmission of themaskas shownin Equation 3-29.The intensityin this

Equation 3-29.
oo

plane is given when is equal to x,-2, i.e., I(x-) = 7,- (x,-, x-). For a condenser system

with a circular pupil, Jq is anAiry function as given by Equation 3-30 where |xi - xj^ is

given by Equation 3-31 in Cartesian coordinates and by Equation 3-32 in polar coordi

nates.

Equation 3-30.

Equation 3-31.

Equation 3-32.

*02) = 2
•^i(Ki-^o2|)

Ik j I I 2 - I 2
^^01-^02) +iyoi-yo2)

27C j 2 2
Ki-*<,2| = X '̂̂ ®VPol +P»2-2P<,lP„2COS((|),-(|)2)



This formulation is an efficient method for calculating the mutual intensity in the

image plane, J/(xii,Xi2). Due to this efficiency,Hopkins' formulation is widely used in the

lithography community to calculate the scalar image of a mask produced by a lithography

system. Although Hopkins' formulation is widely used to calculate the scalar image, the

formulation calculates only the mutual intensity, if(xii,Xi2) which is a function of two cou

pled spatial points,x^ and x^. Sincea coherentexcitationis a function of only one spatial

variable, Hopkins' formulation does not produce coherent excitations, and simulating the

propagation of the mutual intensity as it interacts with topography would be computation

ally expensive.

Although Hopkins' formulation does not produce coherent excitations, the formu

lation does take advantageof the fact that the light has gatheredcoherence through its prop

agation from the incoherentsource to the objectplaneor to the image plane.This gathering

of coherence implies that the light is more correlatedand that there is some redundancyof

information. Since there is redundancy, it is possible to find a more efficient representation

for this light This representationis described in the next section. Section 3.7.

3.7. Decomposition of the Scalar Mutual Intensity

A more efficient representationfor the mutual intensity is developed by using tech

niques from communication theory. By noting that the mutual intensity is the correlation

matrix of the light at a particular imaging plane, the Karhunen-Loeve transform[41] from

communication theory can be used to decompose this correlation matrix. The Karhunen-

Loeve transform[41] has been proven to have the optimal energy compaction, i.e., the least

number of mutually uncorrelated signals are needed to represent a partially correlated

signal.The Fouriertransform usedin Abbe's formulation is not optimal in this sense.The

Karhunen-Loeve transform decomposes the correlation matrix into a set of eigenvalues

and eigenfunctions. Theseeigenfunctions represent coherent excitations which are by def

inition orthogonal or incoherent with the other excitations.

The Karhunen-Loeve transformation technique has been applied previously to

opticsto remove thecorrelation in the mutual intensity. Gamo[38] showed that the mutual

intensitycan be decomposed into a set of orthogonal eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. With
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this technique, the mutual intensity is representedby an incoherent sum of coherent electric

fields. This decomposition technique has also been successfully applied to optical proxim

ity correction[97,24], to depth of focus enhancement[15], and to topography scattering

with partially coherent illumination[l 15].

The mathematical detail of using the Karhunen-Loeve transform to decompose the

mutual intensity was developed by von Bunau[17] and is repeated below. The Karhunen-

Loeve transform diagonalizes the correlation matrix (in this case the mutual intensity, 7, at

either the object plane or the image plane) into a set a of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions.

This is represented mathematically by Equation 3-33.

oo

Equation 3-33. J7(x.j, x-j) (x,^) ^x-j = (x.^)
—oo

with the diagonalization properties of Equations 3-34 and 3-35.

oo

Equation 3-34. J (x) <I> *(x) dx = 5^^^
—oo

oo

Equation 3-35. 7(x.i,x,.2) = X (*12)
ik= 1

The diagonalization of Equation 3-33 can be simplified by recognizing that the

mutual intensity, 7, depends on (|)i-(|»2 as given by Equations 3-30 and 3-32. This implies

that the mutual intensity is rotationally symmetric and the diagonalization can then be writ

ten as:

»2it

Equation3-36. J J/(p,, Pj,<1», -(l)^) (Pj, (l)^)di^jPjdpj = (p,, (|)j)
0 0

Since the mutual intensity or the kernel of the transform depends upon the different angle

5<|)=(|)i-(|)2, (()i can be replaced with (|>i+8(|) and ^ with <1)2+5(1) as shown in Equation 3-37.

«»27t

Equation 3-37.J j7(Pj, P2, <|)i-<|>2) <I>2 +^<1^)^^2P2^P2 = ^1 +
0 0

By subtracting Equation 3-37 from Equation 3-36, dividing by 8(|) and taking the limit
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5(1) 0, Equation 3-38 results. Equation 3-38 implies that theangular derivatives arealso

eigenfimctions.

»27t

Equation 3-38. J| ./(p,, Py <|)i - <l>2) (Pa- ^2^ ''('aPa'̂ Pa =K^^k (Pi'
0 0

pk
The eigenfunctions given by Equation 3-38 are chosen such that the operator ^ is

diagonal to the basis formed by the eigenfunctions given by Equation 3-36. This implies

that:

Equation3-39.

and requiring that continuous in (|>.

Equation 3-40. Oj^(p, (|) + 27c) = (|))

Therefore, Equations 3-39 and 3-40 imply that theeigenfunctions must beproducts of the

form given in Equation 3-41 where theindex n specifies theradial order of theeigenfunc-

Equation 3-41. m = 0, ±1,±2,...

tions and the indexm specifies the angular order. Aftersubstitution of Equation 3-41 into

Equation 3-36and diving through by Equation 3-36becomes:

oo

Equation 3-42. p(Pj, p^) (Pj) P2<iP2 =KJ>„m (Pi)
0

where 7(pj,P2) isgiven by Equation 3-43. Equation 3-42 implies that OnmCp) are eigen-

2ll

Equation3-43. J(p^ P2) = (Pp p2»e'"^dA^
0

functions of 7(pj, P2) •

Since the diagonalization of the correlation matrix into its eigenfunctions implies

that the basis is orthogonal, the eigenfunctions, *I>nm(P»<t>)» are incoherent with the other

eigenfunctions yeteach eigenfunction is coherent with itself. These eigenfunctions essen

tially represent the electric field contributions to themutual intensity. Since each eigen-
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function field is coherent with itself, the fieldcan be propagated to anotherplaneby using

the scalar coherent theory developed in Section 3.3.1. After propagation, the intensity at

this other plane is found by summing the squared contributions from the eigenfimctions

weighted by theeigenvalues as shown in Equation 3-44.
oo oo

Equation 3-44. 7(x) = ^ X
n = Im = 0

This approach is the same technique proposed by Gamo in 1964 as an alternative

method to Hopkins' formulation. In this approach, Gamo found the mutual intensity atthe

object plane by using the van Cittert-Zemike theorem, and he decomposed this mutual
intensity into aset ofeigenfunctions. Gamo then used these eigenfunctions to calculate the

intensity ofa grating in an image plane. In this calculation, each ofthese eigenfunctions

was propagated through the grating to the image plane by using the scalar diffraction

theory ofSection 3.3.1. Through Equation 3-44, the intensity in the image plane iscalcu

lated by squaring and summing over the diffracted eigenfunctions as weighted by the

eigenvalues. Like Hopkins' formulation, the total intensity from this decomposition tech
nique models the effect of using partially coherent illumination in scalar imaging. This
decomposition technique proposed by Gamo was later re-invented by Wolf[150] and used

by Saleh[106] to calculate the image of a grating.

3.7.1. Decomposition of the Mutual Intensity BlockMatrix

In Section 3.7, the mutual intensity, which depends on four spatial variables,

(pl,(|)l) and (p2»<l>2)' was decomposed into a set ofeigenfunctions by first removing the

angular, <j), dependence. It is also possible to find the eigenfunctions without removing the

angular dependence. This is accomplished by transforming the four dimensional mutual

intensity into a two dimensional mutual intensity byusing block matrices[25].

Since the source is circular, the decomposition is performed in polar coordinates

where the location ofpoint xi and ofpoint X2 isrepresented by the coordinates, (pi,(t)i) and

(P2»W* respectively. Representing these polar coordinates, px» <|)i, P2» with 1,7, K
/,respectively, the block notation ofthe four dimensional mutual intensity, J(i,j,k,lh can be
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written in two dimensions as shownin Equation 3-45.This blockmatrix is then diagonal-

Equation 3-45.

7(1,1,1,1) 7(1,1,2,1) ..

7(2,1,1,1)

7(Ar,l, 1,1)

7(1, 2,1,1)

7(2,2,1,1)

7(M2,1,1)

7 (MM 1,1)

7(1,1,M1) ^(1,1.1.2) 7(1,1,2,2) ... 7(1,1,MA0

J{N,N,N,N)

ized. The eigenvector, On(xi), of the diagonalization is represented by a column vector

shownin Equation3-46,and theeigenvector, <E>n(x2), is represented by a rowvectorshown

in Equation 3-47. These eigenvectors like those in Section 3.7 represent the electric field

Equation 3-46.

KJl.l)
<S>n{2A)

4>„(1,2)

0„ (2,2)

4>. (iV, 2)

Equation 3-47.

-^nWl) ®„(1.2) 4)„(2.2) ... 0„(iV,iV)]

excitations where each excitation is coherent with itself yet incoherent or orthogonal with

other excitations. The eigenvector and eigenvalue solutionwhen the blockmatrix is diag-

onalized is equivalent to thesolution of theprevious section where the rotational <|) depen

dence is removed. However, when the <|) dependence is removed, a matrix, 7 (p^, P2)»that
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is two-dimensional must be diagonalized which is computationally faster to diagonalize

than a four dimensional block matrix.

3.8.Energy Compaction and Accuracy of the Decomposition
In this section, thedecomposition method proposed in Section 3.7 is evaluated for

its ability to accurately represent the mutual intensity with the least number of coherent

excitations. Themutual intensity, J, at themask plane is given by the vanCittert-Zemike

theorem as shown in Equation 3-30 of Section 3.6.2. Using Equations 3-41 and 3-42, the

eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of this mutual intensity were found for two optical sys

tems, optical system A with A<=365nm, NA=0.9, and G=1 and optical system B with

X=248nm, NA=0.5, a=0.5.

The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions ofoptical systems A and B are shown in Fig

ures 3-6a, 3-6b, 3-6c, and 3-6d, respectively. The eigenvalues inFigures 3-6a and 3-6b are

plotted indescending order. Inboth optical systems, the mutual intensity matrix is hermi-

tian which implies that the eigenvalues are real. Furthermore, since the eigenvalues are

non-negative, the mutual intensity matrix is non-negative. Physically, a non-negative

mutual intensity matrix implies thattheintensity isnon-negative aswell. The first five non-

degenerate eigenvalues multiplied by the square root of its corresponding eigenvalue are

plotted in Figures 3-6c and 3-6d. Figures 3-6c and 3-6d show that the lower order eigen

vectors represent thecenter of thedomain and thehigher order eigenvectors represent the

edges of the domain. A closed form solution for these eigenfunctions has been found by

Tejnil[125] in which the eigenfunctions are linear combinations of the Lommel func-

tions[9].

Since the eigenfunctions form an orthogonal basis set, each eigenvalue and eigen-

function pairrequires one simulation. Since theeigenvalues inFigures 3-6aand 3-6b decay

with a 1/nrelationship, thesummation thatrepresents themutual intensity in Equation 3-

35 can be truncated once an error criteria is met. The error criteria consists of calculating

the mutual intensity with the decomposition method by summing the eigenfunctions

through Equation 3-35 and comparing this mutual intensity to theanalytical mutual inten

sityat thecenter andat theedgeof thesimulation domain. If theerrorbetween the analyt-
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Figure 3-6a. Eigenvalues of an optical system
with X?36Snm, NA=0.9, and a=1.0.

Figure 3-6b. Eigenvalues of an optical system
with X^248nm, NA=0.5, and a=0.5.
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Figure 3-6c. First five non-degenerate eigen
vectors of an optical system with A^365nm,
NA=0.9, o=1.0.

Figure 3-6d. First five non-degenerate eigen
vectors of an optical system with X;=248nm,
NA=0.5,0=0.5.

Figure 3-6. Plots of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions calculated with the decomposition
formulation.

ical solution at the edge of domain is less than a certain percentage, the summation is

truncated. The number of eigenfunctions or simulations needed before the truncation is

directly proportional to the aNA of the system, i.e., as cNA increases, the number of sim

ulations increases. This is demonstrated in Figure 3-7 where the mutual coherence of the

eigensolution between points xi and X2 for optical systems A and B is compared as a func

tion of xi at X2=0.0pm, 0.5|im, and 1.0p.m over a 2x2pm simulationdomain. In Figure 3-

7 the mutual coherence is truncated after 82 and after 19 eigenfunctions in optical systems

A and B, respectively. Figure 3-7 shows that the mutual coherence from the decomposition
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OpticalSystemA A^365nm, a=l, NA=0.9

Mutual Coherence, p, between and X2

when X2=0.0|im

=L

A

Mutual Coherence, p, between xi and X2
when X2=0.5pm

calcmaled

decamiiontion

Mutual Coherence, p, between xi and X2
when x^=1.0jim

Optical SystemB A^248mn, o=0.5, NA=0.5

Mutual Coherence, p, between X| and X2
when X2=0.0pm

2<

decampontiaD

Mutual Coherence, p, between xi and X2
when X2=0.Spm

calcmaled

decoinpoctltoo

Mutual Coherence, p, between xj and X2
when X2=1.0pm

caktuftled

decompontioo

Figure3-7. Comparison of themutual coherence calculated with the decomposition
formulation and with analytical result.

The mutualcoherencewas calculatedfor opticalsystemsA (left) and B (right)at the cen
ter of the domain (top), at three quarters of the domain (middle) and at the edge of the
domain (bottom). Figure 3-7shows thatthroughout thedomain, thedecomposition formu
lation is in close agreement with the analytical mutual coherence.
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is in excellent agreement with the analytical mutual coherence at the center (x2=0.0|xm)

and half-way to theedge of thesimulation domain (x2=0.5|im). The peak ofthemain lobe

does show about4% discrepancy between the analytical solution and the decomposition

representation at theedgeof the domain (x2=1.0|jm).

The energy compaction ofthedecomposition representation is compared to Abbe's

formulation in Figure 3-8aandin Figure 3-8b foroptical systems A andB,respectively. In

these figures, the analytical mutual coherence is compared to themutual coherence gener

ated with the decomposition technique and with Abbe's formulation at the center of the

simulation domain (x2=0.0|im) as a function of xj. The mutual coherence generated by

Abbe's formulation is shown when the illumination source is sampled with Ns=l, 2, and

4. In both Figure3-8aand Figure 3-8b, the plot of the mutual coherence from the decom-

Optical System A A;=365nm, 0=1,NA=0.9 Optical System BA^248nm, c=0.5, NA=0.5

j<
=1.

^.25

ctlciikted

dKonp. Nflfbiiii.s82
Abbe Noftimt^S

Abbe NofRnas249

Abbe Nofnms^ll25

=1.

f'\ •

\
I s \

• / V

•0.4

cdcul&lcd

^omp. NofBiiis.sl9
A^ NofnnB.s9
Abbe NoftiiD9.=45

Abbe N of tiiiB.sI93

Figure 3-8a. Comparison of the mutual coher
ence for optical system A (X=365nm NA=0.9
a=1.0).

Figure 3-8b. Comparison of the mutual coh^-
ence for optical system B (A=248nm NA=0.5
0=0.5).

Figure 3-8. Comparison of the mutual coherence.

The mutual coherence calculated analytically with Equation 3-30 to the mutual coho'ence
calculated wi± thedecomposition formulation and with Abbe'sformulation when is 1,
2, and4. The comparison is shownfor opticalsystemsA (left)and B (right).

position technique is the same as the analytical mutual coherence; consequently, there is

only one solid line representing boththe analytical resultand the decomposition result. In

optical system A the decomposition technique is capable of accurately representing the

mutual coherence with 82 simulations while Abbe's formulation would require over 1125
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simulations to represent the mutual coherence with slightly less accuracy. Also, inoptical

system B, the decomposition requires 19 simulations while Abbe's needs over 193 simu

lations to produce the mutual coherence.

Inthe previous paragraphs, the accuracy ofthe decomposition method and Abbe's

method were determined by qualitatively comparing the mutual coherence calculated with

both techniques to the analytical mutual coherence. The accuracy can also be quantified by

calculating the root mean square error. The root mean square error is defmed by

Equation 3-48 where is the analytical mutual coherence and where is the mutual

coherence from the decomposition technique or from Abbe's formulation. In Table 3-1,

the root mean square error between the analytical mutual coherence and the decomposition

mutual coherence is calculated and compared to the root mean square calculated for

Abbe's method. FromTable3-1,the decomposition representation is mostaccurate in the

center of the simulation domain, and the accuracy with the decomposition representation

atthe edge ofthe domain increases as the number ofeigenfunctions increases. The decom

position is accurate inthe center ofthe domain because as shown in Figure 3-6 the lower

order eigenfunctions are largest in the center and the higher order eigenfunctions are larg

est at the center of the domain. Consequently, as the number of eigenfunctions increases

the edge of the domain is better represented. Also from Table 3-1, the root mean square

error at thecenter and at theedge of the simulation domain is lesswhen using the decom

position technique than when using Abbe's formulation. The plots in Figure 3-7 and the

error in Table 3-1 indicate that fewer simulations are needed with the decomposition tech

nique than with Abbe's formulation. This implies that the decomposition technique has

better energy compaction than Abbe's formulation.

Equation 3-48.
^ i j
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Table 3-1. Root mean square error between the analytical mutual coherence versus
those calculated with the decompositionformulation and versus those calculated with

Abbe's formulation.

Table 3-1 shows comparison results for optical system A (top) and B (bottom) at the
center of the domain, at three quarts of the domain, and at the edge of the dmnain. The
coherency elements are calculated with Abbe's formulation when is 1,2, and 4.

OpticalSystemA (X,=:365iun NA=0.9 a=1.0)

Mutual Coherence Representation

Center of Three quarters
Domain of Domain

(0.0pm) (0.5|im)

Edge of
Domain

(1.0pm)

Decomposition technique with 82 samples 0.01% 0.08% 0.12%

Abbe's formulation with 45 samples 1.19% 1.19% 1.19%

Abbe's formulation with 249 samples 0.45% 0.45% 0.45%

Abbe's formulation with 1125 samples 0.18% 0.18% 0.18%

OpticalSystemB (X.=248nm NA=0.5 o=0.5)

Decomposition technique with 19 samples 0.01% 0.02% 0.15%

Abbe's formulation with 9 samples 1.14% 1.14% 1.14%

Abbe's formulation with 45 samples 0.41% 0.41% 0.41%

Abbe's formulation with 193 samples 0.18% 0.18% 0.18%

Inconclusion, thedecomposition technique hasbothof thedesired properties stated

in Section 3.6: it is capable of representing the mutual intensity with a sum of excitations,

where each excitation is coherent with itself yet incoherent or orthogonal with other exci

tations; and the decomposition technique has superior energy compaction as compared to

Abbe's formulation.

The eigenfunctions and eigenvalues in Table 3-1 where calculated by discretizing

the spatial variables, (Pi,c|)i) and (P2»<l>2)» and bycalculating theeigenfunctions andeigen

values of the block matrix as discussed in Section 3.7.1. In Table 3-1, all four spatial vari

ables, pi, P2, and (fe, were sampled with 50 points. The radial variables, p, extended

from 0 to Ipm and the angular variables, (|), from 0 to 2n. The number of sample points

were then increased to 100points. The eigenvalues with50 samplepointsand 100sample

points were then compared. In both optical systems, A and B, the eigenvalues with 50

points differed by less than 1% than the eigenvalues with 100points. This indicates that

the spatial variables need only be sampled with 50 points and the eigenfunctions can be

interpolated to 100 points if needed. Sampling with theleastnumber of variables isdesired
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because the computational time to decompose the matrix is proportional to the number of

sample points. This independence of the eigenvalues on the number of samples was first

stated by von Biinau and applied in this section to test its validity [17].

3.9. Circular Simulation Domain versus Rectangular Simulation
Domain

In the previous sections, since the illumination source is circular, the mutual inten

sity is analyzed in polar coordinates rather than in cartesian coordinates. Consequently

when the mutual intensity is decomposedinto its eigensolution, the field excitations are in

polar coordinates. Since simulation programssuch as TEMPEST and SPLAT use rectan

gular periodic simulation domains, the use of polar coordinates can pose some aliasing

problems. Since many of the eigensolutions have odd rotationalsymmetry, the rectangular

periodicdomainintroduces highfrequencies dueto the discontinuity at the edge of the sim

ulation domain. This is demonstrated in Figure 3-9. In Figure 3-9 the odd signal is forced

period of the
. simulation —^

domain '

Desired odd field excitation

period of the
. simulation

domain

Actual simulatedexcitation

over a periodic domain

Figure 3-9. Schematic showing the aliasing resulting from simulating a sine wave
excitation in a periodic domain.

to be periodic resulting in a discontinuity at the boundary which introduces nonphysical

high frequency excitation components into the simulation. In order to completely cover a

periodic rectangular simulation domain with a circular excitation, the circular excitation

must extend into the neighboring simulation domain as is shown in Figure 3-10. In
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Figure 3-10, the circular excitations overlap in the shaded regions resulting in aliasing

when the decomposition method is used.

Rectangular periodic
simulation domain

Circular region where
coherence is simulated

Shaded areas

where aliasing
occurs

Figure 3-10. Schematic showing aliasing resulting from using an excitation calculated in
radial coordinates when the simulation domain is rectangular.

Although the polar coordinate treatment of the decomposition may introduce alias

ing, lithography simulation most often is concerned about simulation of isolated features.

For example,patterning a gateoveran activeareawell or inspecting a contacthole are iso

lated features. Of course in these cases, it is desirable to have a simulation tool that simu

lates scattering from truly isolated features. However, currently TEMPEST and other 3D

scatteringsimulators assumea periodic simulation domain. Anotheralternative doesexist

when using a periodic simulation tool. Since the intensity inside the active area well or the

intensity scattering from the contacthole are of more concern than the intensity far from

the well or hole, it is possible to simulate the coherence using the decomposition technique

by using a circular excitation that surrounds the feature of concern. This is demonstrated



in Figure 3-11 where the rectangular periodic simulation domaincompletely encloses the

circular source region. The field excitations outside the circle are allowed to decay to zero,

resulting in no aliasing at the boundary. Sincethe simulation domain must be increased in

this method, it may seem disadvantageous because a larger simulation domain requires

more simulation time and memory. However, since an isolated boundary condition does

not currentlyexist, the simulation domain mustalso be increased in order to modelan iso

lated feature in a periodicsimulationdomain.When modeling this isolated feature, an iso

lation bufferis placedaround the feature. Sincethe field is not importantinsidethis buffer,

the coherence is only simulated in a circle that contains the isolated feature and not the

buffer.

Rectangular periodic
simulation domain

Circular region where
coherence is simulated

Figure 3-11. Schematic showing an excitation calculated in radial coordinates in which
the feature simulated is contained within an excitation circle and fields outside this circle

are not important.

Although the decomposition technique offers improved energy compaction and

fewer simulations for an isolated feature, in cases where a truly periodic feature is to be

simulated, such as diffraction grating, the decomposition technique may still be used. For

a periodic domain, each of the field excitations produced by the decomposition technique
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are transformed to k space through the Fourier transform. The k space representation is

then sampled with period 27c/wx and 27c/Wy where w^ and Wy isthe period ofthe simulation

domain in the x and y directions, respectively. The effectiveness of usingthe decomposi

tion technique over a periodic domain is measured by comparing the mutual coherence

with the decomposition technique to Abbe's formulation and to the analytical solution.

These are shown in Figure 3-12 for optical system A (X,=365nm, NA=0.9, G=1.0) and B

Optical System AX^365nm, a=1, NA=0.5 Optical System BA^248mn, o=0.5, NA=0.5

Mutual Coherence, p, between and X2
when X2=0.0pm

calculated

Abte N of iiiiit.o4S

decomp Nof

Mutual Coherence, p, between x^ and X2
when X2=1.0pm

4
l/

'V

1•If

w If

Hi rj
'*^w-«rv #/

0

•02

calcolaled

Abbe Nofnmi.s45

decomp NofiiiBX.s82

Mutual Coherence, p, between x^ and X2
when X2=0.()pm

cilcalaled

Abbe Nofiimt^

dccomp Nof

Mutual Coherence, p, between xj and X2
when X2=1.0pin

calcolitcd

Abbe Nof(ims.=9

decomp Nofiims:=3

Figure3-12. Comparison ofthe mutual coherence when the coherence calculated with the
decompositionformulation is forced to be periodic.

The comparison of the mutual coherence between points xj and X2 is shown for optical
systems A (left) andB(right) at thecenter (top) andat ±e edge (bottom) of thesimulation
domain.

(X=248nm, NA=0.5, a=0.5) for locations at theedge and at thecenter of thedomain. The
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mutual coherence using the decomposition technique inFigure 3-12 was generated with 19

and 82 excitations for optical systems, Aand B,respectively and iscompared tothemutual

coherence using Abbe*s formulation with 45 and 9 excitations for systems, A and B.The

root mean square error from using both these techniques is given inTable 3-2. As seen in

Table 3-2 and in Figure 3-12, the decomposition technique more accurately models the

analytical mutual coherence in the center of the domain as compared to Abbe's method.

However, at the edge of the simulation domain the mutual coherence calculated with the

decomposition method significantly differs from the analytical mutual coherence, while

the mutual coherence calculated with Abbe's method is in better agreement. Furthermore,

Abbe's method has bettercorrelation with the analytical mutualcoherence throughout the

simulation domain in comparison to the decomposition method. Therefore, Abbe's tech

nique is best suited for simulating truly periodic structures such asa line-space array ona

phase shift mask, and the decomposition technique is best suited for simulating isolated

features such as a contact hole in a mask or scattering from wafer topography.

Table 3-2. Root mean square error between the analytical mutual coherence versus
those calculated with Abbe's formulation and versus those calculated with the

decomposition formulation over a periodic rectangular domain.

Table 3-2 shows comparison results for optical system A (top) and B (bottom) at the
centerof the domain and at theedgeof thedomain. Thecoherency elements are calcu
lated with Abbe's formulation when N. is 1

Center of Edge of

Mutual Coherence Representation
(O.O^im) (l.Oum)

Optical System A (A,=365nm NA=0.9 o=1.0)
Sampled decomposition technique with 82 samples 0.56% 1.75%
Abbe's formulation with 45samples 1.19% 1.19%

Optical System B (X,=248iunNA=0.5 a=0.5)

Sampled decomposition technique with 19 samples 0.44% 3.10%
Abbe's formulation with 9 samples 1.14% 1-14%

3.10. The Summary

In this chapter, the imaging ofscalar partially coherent light was presented in order

to form a theoretical foundation for future chapters. Two techniques. Abbe's formulation

and a scalar decomposition technique, were presented in order to simulate imaging with

partially coherent illumination. Both these techniques modeled the partial coherence
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through a summation of coherent excitations where each excitation is incoherent with the

other excitations. Although both techniques involvea summation of coherentexcitations.

Abbe's technique requires more excitations than the decomposition technique in order to

represent the partial coherence of the system. Forexample, an inspection system having a

wavelength of 365nm and a NAof 0.9 and a of 1 requires 1125 excitations with Abbe's

formulation whilethedecomposition technique requires 82excitations tomodel themutual

intensity over a 2 x 2|im simulation domain. The decomposition technique is accurate

over a circular window. This was shown to cause some inaccuracies in periodic structures

because aliasing occurs when a radially symmetric source is applied to a rectangular sim

ulation domain. However, for isolated structures, the circular window used by the decom

position technique does notlead to inaccuracies because themutual intensity need only be

decomposed in a region than encompasses the isolated structure of interest

The scalar theory and the scalar decomposition technique in this chapter will be

used in future chapters. In Chapter 4, the scalar theory is used to develop a perturbation

model to describedefectprintingin phaseshift masks. In Chapter6, the scalar decompo

sition is expanded to include polarization of the vectorelectromagnetic field.
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4 Effect of Scalar Partial Coherence on

Defect Printing

4.1. Introduction

In thischapter, the scalarimaging theory described in Chapter 3 is usedto charac

terize defect printing. Understanding defect printing is important as the ability to make

defect freemasks is akeyrequirement in optical projection printing. Theterm "defect free"

usually implies "printable defect free," andthis chapter characterizes acceptable limitson

defect size,phase, location, etc. Thecharacterization depends on many parameters suchas

tool, mask, and defectparameters. Understanding the tendency of defects to print is com

pounded byinteractions between the defect and feature due todefocus, defect location, and

coherence interactions. Because printing depends on all these interactions, an algebraic

model which can rapidly assess the impact of a defect on a feature is developed in this

chapter.

Using the scalar theory developed in Chapter 3, this chapter presents a modeling

based approach in Section 4.2 to provide physical insight into the mechanisms that effect

defect printing. In this approach a perturbational model is developed which characterizes

defect interaction with features. In Section 4.4, the perturbational model is used to calcu

late the impactof a defect ona line,onan array, andon a contacthole. Usingthe perturba

tional model, this impact is evaluated by examining the aerial image, the image inside a

thin-film stack, and the image due to modified illumination. In Section4.5, the physical

attributes of theopticalsystem usedin theperturbational modelarecharacterized andthose

attributes that have the largest impacton defectprintingare discussed. In Section4.6, the

trends in defectprintability found by using theperturbational model areverified by exper

iment.
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4.2. Perturbational Model

In this section theperturbation model developed for isolated phase shiftdefects of

Ref. 111 is extended to include the interaction between a defect and a feature. In this exten

sion, the maskis modeled by breaking the problem into fivecontributions. These five con

tributions add to give the same electric field transmitted throughthe mask and are shown

in Figure 4-1. The first contribution is modeled as a plane wave transmitted through the

background of the mask with phasor representation Since this is a uniform field

and the effect of the lens system is normalized to a clear field imagefield of 1.0Z0°, the

electric field at the wafer is just The feature is constructed by subtracting the

geometry of the feature in an opaque background with the geometry having transmittance

and phase of the feature which is represented with the phsLSOT.Jfle^^Ep and then adding.
Thesephasor notations for thefeature contain anadditional term, Ep, which represents the

imaged electric field of the feature in an opaque background. Next, the imaged electric

field of the defect is taken into account. This defect electric field is modeled similarly to

the feature in that it is representedby subtractinga pinhole in an opaque backgroundwith

the pinhole having the same transmittance and phase of the background, and then by

adding a pinhole with phase and transmittance of the defect in an opaque background.

These fields are represented with phasors, jT^e^^Ep and Jf^e '̂̂ Epy respectively where
the Ep term represents the imaged electric field of a pinhole. These pinholes act as point

sources, and the imageof this point sourceis calculatedin the isolateddefectperturbational

model with the Lommel functions[9].

The total intensity of the feature and defect is calculated by taking the magnitude

squared of the sum of the five electric field contributions as shown in Equation 4-1. The

total intensity contains cross terms between the feature and the defect weighted by the

mutualcoherence. Afterexpanding Equation 4-1, the termsare grouped into the intensity
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Figure 4-1, Pictorial of the extended perturbation model.

This example shows a defect near an attenuating phase line, where the line and defect are
decomposed into electric fields.

Equation 4-1. ^tot ~ (A +B+C+D+£')(A +5 +C+i) +E)
of the feature and defect with additional cross terms to include theinteraction between the

defect and the feature in Equation 4-2.

Equation 4-2.

IjOT ~ ^feature'̂ ^defect~-^^ +2i?£ (BD )

-H {IReiB^) -\-2Re{CD*) ^lRe{Ct))

The intensity of the feature is calculated through SPLAT and the intensity of the

defect is calculated with the perturbational model for an isolated defect of Ref. 111. The

cross terms between the feature and the defect are now expressed in terms of the electric

fields, Ep and Ep, ofafeature and apinhole in an opaque background. The influence ofEp

on Ep may be expressed through the mutual coherence theory developed in Chapter 3 and

isdefined below in Equation 4-3 where |ii2 and yisthe magnitude and phase of the mutual

Equation 4-3.



coherence function (MCF) between a pinhole and a feature, and where Ip and Ip are the

intensities of the feature and pinhole, respectively. Physically, the mutual coherence func

tion weighs the electric fields from the defect and from the feature according to the time

average cancellations; therefore, the electric fields add for a mutual coherence of magni

tude one (coherent illumination) while intensities add for mutual coherence of magnitude

zero. Using this detailed expression for eachpattern, the total intensity, IpoT* ^ expressed

below where the transmittance and phase of the background, defect, and feature are

expressed by Tp, <|)b, Td, <|)d, Tp,and <|)p, respectively.

Equation 4-4.

Itot ~ ^feature ^defect ^M-12 ^ Y- 211 ^^B ~

~'2|Ii2(y/7p^/v/ff^COS (<j)p. —(j)£j +Y) + 12'J^F^P(^F""

This extension of the perturbational model to include the impact of a defect on a

feature reduces the complexity of the problem as the transmittance and phase parameters

of the mask have been removedthrough Equation4-4. Therefore, the mutual coherence is

onlya function of themask geometry, illumination, and imaging system. Once thismutual

coherence function is determined, the total image intensity may be evaluated for any back

ground transmittance and phase and for any defect and feature transmittance and phase.

The mutual coherence in Equation 4-4 above is the coherence measured after the mask is

imaged onto thewafer. Consequently, this coherence differs from thecoherence measured

at the mask. The coherence on the wafer includes propagation effects through the imaging

system and propagation effects of multiple reflections of rays in a thin film substrate. This

total intensity is evaluated by calculating two separate images, the intensity of the feature

and the intensity of the isolated defect, plus the contribution of the mutual coherence

between the feature and defect The image of the feature can be simulated and stored in

advance as this image is the desired intensity result. The imageof the isolated defectcan

be calculated with the isolated defect perturbational model. Finally, the mutual coherence

must be calculated which will be shown as a function of parameters that may be simulated

and stored in advance, as described in the next section.
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4.3. Calculation of the Mutual Coherence Function

In this section, the mutual coherence used in the perturbational model of

Section 4.2 is calculated. The mutual coherence between a defect and a feature weighs how

much the defect electric field interacts with the feature electric field. This mutual coher

ence function is a function of the tj^e of illumination, such as conventional, quadrupole,

and annular, and is also a function of the condenser optics and of the thin-film substrate.

While these interactions are rigorously modeled in thin-film SPLAT for any particular

defectandpattern, bothphysical insight into the nature of thiseffectandrapidassessment

are possibleusingan imageperturbational approach based on modelling the mutualcoher

ence.

In order to calculate the mutual coherence function between a feature and a defect,

the electric fields from the pinhole andfrom thefeature in an opaque background must be

calculated. Asdiscussed in theprevious section themutual coherence is represented by the

electric field of the feature and defect normalized by the square root of the intensity of the

feature and defect. In Section 3.3.1, it was shown that the electric field at the image plane

for a feature is related to the electric field at the object plane by Equation 3-11. Equation 3-

11 is repeated below as Equation 4-5. Similarly the imaged electric field of a pinhole is

given in Equation 4-6where tois thetransmittance of theobject, Kis the transfer function

Equation 4-5.
oo

^iixpi.yFi) = IjKixFi* ypi^Xpo* ypo^ ypo^ ^Xp0i ypo^ ^XpgdypQ

Equation 4-6.

^Xpii y^^Xpiy ypi»xp0t ypff) ^xpo^ y/>^) yp<^

of the imaging optics, and aj and ao is the electric field at the image and object plane,

respectively. In Equation 4-5, (xpo^yFo) (^Fi»yFi) represent the spatial coordinates of

the feature in the object plane (mask) and in the image plane (wafer), respectively. In

Equation 4-6, (xpo,ypo) and (xpi,ypi) represent the coordinates of the pinhole at the mask

andwafer, respectively. Fromtheseequations thecross term EpEp* is found byEquations

4-5 and 4-6 above and is shownin Equation4-7 after rearranging the terms of integration.
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The first term after the integral in Equation 4-7 is the mutual intensity incident on the

Equation 4-7.
oo

^Fi^^Fi^ypd ^Pi ^^Pi^ypd ~ j j^Fo^^Fo^ypo^^ Po(^Po*yPo^
»oe

Xh(xpi, ypi'yXpQ, yp^) h* (xp^j yppXp^, yp^) {Xp^y yp^) t* {xp^, yp^) dxp^dyp^

object under the quasi-monochromatic assumption. Assuming that an incoherent source

illuminates the object, this mutual intensity is given by the Van Cittert-Zemike theorem

discussed in Section 3.3.3. From this theorem, the mutual intensity at the object plane is

the Fourier transform of the incoherent source as given by Equation 3-17 and is repeated

in Equation4-8 below. For a circular source the mutual intensity is an Airy function as

shown in Equation 4-9 below, where d is the separation between two points on the object

plane. As shown in Section 3.3.1 throughEquation3-12, the transferfunctionof the imag-

Equation 4-8.
eo

2jC

"fo ypo) Po ypc> = J J's (a. P) O'y [a (Xp^- Xp^) +p ]} dadfi
—OO

Equation 4-9.

^ Jl[2nad/iX/NA)]
'̂ Fo^^Fti>yFo^^ Poi^Po^yp^ =^ Inad/ (K/NA)

ing optics, K, is given by the Fourier transform of the pupil function, and Equation 3-12 is

repeated below as Equation 4-10 where P is the pupil function. The pupil function includ

ing high NA, thin film effects, aberrations and defocus is given in Equation 3-21 of

Section 3.4 and is repeated below as Equation 4-11.

Equation 4-10.
oo

K(xp ypx^, y^;z) = j jP (Xp, yp-.z) exp {-i2jt [Xp (x^ - Mx^) +Xp (y^ - My/) ]}dXpdx^

Equation 4-11. P (x , y ) =

2,2. 2, ,.,2-1^*i-NA^(x;+y;)m

l-NA^(xl +yl)
Pik^Xp,yp,z)M^j(Xp,yp)
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xexp^^^ixp,yp)'̂ exp -i2nz--^jl-NA^{x^+y^) circ(Jxl+yp)
As outlinedabove, to calculatethe impactof a defecton a feature, the mutualcoher

ence function (MCF) between the feature andthe defectmustfirst be evaluated. To calcu

late the MCF, the geometry of the mask is evaluated in an opaque background which

corresponds to a pinhole neara space as shown in Figure 4-2. In calculating theMCF the

mutual coherence at theobject plane which is only a function of theillumination source is

calculated andstored. Theimage transform function, K, is nextcalculated andstoredsince

it is a function of thecondenser optics andthethin-film substrate. Thetransfer function and

consequently the MCF is calculated along an imaging plane, which can either form an

aerial image or form an image at a depth z in a thin-film stack.

Figure 4-2. Mask used for calculating the MCF which corresponds to the geometry of
Figure 4-10.

4.4. Comparison of the Perturbation Modelwith SPLAT Image
Simulation

In thissection, the accuracy of the perturbational model is validated through com

parison to SPLAT simulation in Section 4.4.1. In Section 4.4.2, the perturbational model

is used to systematically evaluate the impact thatvarious size and phase defects have on

the printing ofattenuating phase shift lines, arrays, and contact holes. Section 4.4.3 extends

the results of Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 for aerial images to analyze defect impact inside a

thin-film stack and for various modified illumination sources.
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4.4.1. Defect Impact on the Aerial Image

The accuracy of theperturbational model is compared to SPLAT simulation for an

isolated line and for an isolated space in an attenuating PSM. Using the perturbational

model, the impact of a defect on a feature may be evaluated. The impact of a defecton an

isolated line and space for attenuating phase shift masks will be discussed; however, the

theory may also beused to evaluate the impact of a defect on a contact and an array. First

Equations 4-3 and4-7 are used to calculate the mutual coherence, |ij2' between a 0.35iim

lineanda 0.25X/NA square pinhole. Next, the images of an isolated attenuating phase shift

line and of an isolated space in an opaque background are simulated with SPLAT. The

images of an isolated defect and of a pinhole in anopaque background are calculated with

the perturbational model through Ref. 111. Finally, Equation 4-4 may be used to calculate

the total intensity for the defect interacting with the feature.

The perturbational model is compared to SPLAT for the image of a quartz bump

defect on the edge of an isolated line as shownin Figure4-3. In this example, the desired

0.15VNA defect

100% Transmittance

120® phase

0.35)im line
10% Transmittance

180® phase

Figure 4-3.Geometry of an example showing a transparent phase defect on edge of a
attenuating phase shift line.

feature is an isolated line that has 10% transmittance and 180° phase. The perturbational

model is then used to calculate the impact of a square 0.25 X/NA 150° 100% transmitting

quartz bump that is on the edge of the line. Using SPLAT and the perturbational model.

Equation 4-4 was used to calculate the total image due to the defect and the isolated line.

Figure4-4 shows the images calculated by the perturbational model and bySPLAT for an



attenuatingphaseshift mask at 0.0|im defocus. The perturbationalmodeland SPLATshow

close agreement along the image slope of the line with less agreement in the minimum.

Thisdiscrepancy is caused by approximations usedin calculating theimageof the isolated

defect. In the isolateddefectperturbational model,the image of the defect is approximated

to be the image of a defect created by fully coherent light. As previously shown, this

approximation predicts more ringing in the image side lobes. This ringing causes the dis

crepancy between the image generated from SPLAT andby theperturbational model. The

accuracy of the model can be improved by first breaking the defect into smaller defects,

and then calculating the image as created by the sum of the interactions of the smaller

defects. However, the line widthis the parameter of interest, and the perturbational model

andSPLATarein agreement at the0.3 intensity contour which is assumed to be the devel

oped resist line width.
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Figure 4-4. Comparison of aerial image calculated with theextended perturbational
model and with SPLATfor the geometry shown in Figure 4-3.

Thegeometry is thatofa 120° quartz bump onedge ofanattenuating phase shifted lineat
O.Ojim defocus and a=0.5.
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Figure 4-6 compares images calculated with the perturbational model to images

calculated with SPLAT at 0.5|im defocus. In this example, a defect is on edge of an isolated

0.35 \m space in a 10% transmitting, 180° phasebackground as shownin Figure4-5. The

bacjcgroiind

10% Transmittance

180° phase

9 100% Transmittance
I 150° phase

100% Transmittance •

0° phase •

Figure 4-5. Geometry of an example showing a pinhole defect on edge of a space in an
attenuating phase shift background.

pinhole is a square 0.25 A/NA 100% transmittingdefect with a 150° phase as compared to

the 0° phase space. Since the geometry of Figure4-5 is the same as the geometry of

Figure 4-3, the same mutual coherence used to generate Figure 4-4 is used to Figure 4-6.

This demonstrates the versatility of the perturbational model, as Equation 4-4 shows that

the impact of a defect on feature is only a function of the geometry and imaging system;

not the mask parameters. Figure 4-6 shows that the perturbational model and SPLAT are

in close agreement. The isolated space is more accurate compared to the isolated line

because the 10% transmittance of the background when printing an isolated space attenu

ates the ringing from the isolated defect, reducing the defect impact on the feature.

The extended perturbational model can also be used in the inspection process to

generate contours whichcause 10% line widthvariation at 0.3 intensity. Intensities arenor

malized to unity for a clear field mask. These contours were generated in Figure 4-7 using

the same geometry in Figure 4-3, i.e., aquartz bump defecton edge of a 0.35|im 10%trans

mitting 180° phase isolated line. Figure 4-7 shows 10% line width variation contours as a

function of defect phase and size for variable defocus. Defects of phase and size that lie to

the right of a contourare printable whiledefects to the left are unprintable. Figure 4-7 also



X (um)

Figure 4-6. Comparison of aerial image calculated with the extendedperturbational
model and with SPLAT for the geometry shown in Figure 4-5.

The geometry is that of a 150° pinhole defect on edge of an attenuating phase shifted
spacein a 180°10%attenuated phaseshiftedbackground at 0.5|im defocus anda=0.5.

shows the tendency of a defect to cause more line width variation when out of focus. For

example, a 120° phase quartz bump defect as small as 0.12 ATNA will cause 10% line

width variation at 0.75|im defocus while a larger 150° phase0.12 X/NA defect is needed

to cause 10% line width variation at 0.0|jm defocus. As an accuracy check, experimental

results are plotted at 0,0.25,0.5, and0.75|xm defocus for phases of 150°, 120°, and 90°.

The perturbational model shows more discrepancy from experiments when out of focus,

and due to small errors in the isolated defect perturbational model. However, the extended

perturbational modelyields worstcaseresults as contours generated by extended perturba

tional model always lie to the left of the experimental results.

4.4.2. Defect Impact on Lines, Arrays, and Contacts in Attenuating PSM

In this section, the perturbationmodel will be used to analyze several phase shifting

mask (PSM) technologies. These PSM technologies are thin chrome attenuating PSM and
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Figure 4-7. Using the extended perturbationalmodel to generate printable defect
guidelines.

Solid lines are from the model with discrete points from the experimental results.

embedded shifter attenuating PSM. In thin chrome attenuating PSM, as the name implies,

a thin layer of 9- 30° of chrome is deposited on a quartz blank or quartz with a spin on glass

(SOG) layer blank. The light passing through this thin layer of chrome is not fully attenu

ated and the transmittance of light through the mask ranges between 6-10%, depending on

the thickness of chrome. The chrome is then patterned and etched. Following the chrome

etch, the quartz or SOG backing on the mask is typically etched 150° in order to achieve

a total phase change of 180° for light passing through the feature and through the back

ground. In the embedded shifter attenuating PSM, the attenuation and phase transformation

takes place in a single material and no quartz or SOG etch is needed. In this approach the

embedded shifter is deposited to a thickness of 180° and to the desired attenuation. The

mask is then patterned and the full 180° of the attenuating material is etched where fea

tures are to be defined. This type of technology is advantageous since only one material

needs to be etched as opposed to two materials in thin chrome attenuated PSM. Later, it
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will also be shown that the embedded shifter attenuating PSM is more defect tolerant than

the thin chrome attenuating PSM.

In these two types of attenuating phase shift technologies, different types of defects

result from problems in patterning and etching the mask. To facilitate discussion of these

defect types, we need to develop appropriate terminology. In thin chrome attenuating PSM,

a common defect occurs when, due to patterning or adhesion problems, the thin chrome

attenuating material flakes off. When this type of defect occurs inside the feature, it is

called a pinhole; when this type of defect occurs outside the feature it leaves a pillar of

quartz or glass behind and is called a quartz bump.These quartz bump defects may also be

partially etched during the quartz etch leavingbehind a variablephase quartz bump defect.

Also, pinhole defects in thin chrome attenuating PSM may be fully etched for a total of

180° or may be partiallyetched for a variablephase defect. In both the pinhole and quartz

bump cases, the defectwill be 100%transmitting in thin chromeattenuatingPSM. Another

defect may result when the attenuating material is left on top of the quartz bump, and this

defect will be called a pinspot defect which, in the case of thin chrome attenuating PSM,

will be a 10% transmitting 180° phase defect Similar defects occur in embedded attenu

ating PSM. Like the thin chrome attenuatingPSM, when a defect occurs inside of a feature

it will be called a pinhole defect; however, unlike the thin chrome PSM, a defect that occurs

outside of a feature wiU always be called a pinspot. Both the pinhole and pinspot defects

may be fully or partially etched which causes a variable defect phase and transmittance.

Note that a quartz bump with the attenuatingmaterial in thin chrome attenuatingPSM and

a bump of material in embedded attenuatingPSM are both called a pinspot defect. This is

because the perturbational model and the SPLAT simulations are scalar approaches, and

both defects electrically appear to be the same.

Examples of defect interactions with features from simulation and from the pertur

bational model provide insight into the complexity of the impact of a defect on a feature.

Defect interactions are discussed for three features: defects near isolated attenuated phase

shift lines, defects near arrays, and defects near contacts. These three cases are summarized

in tables which show worst case scenarios. The following simulations are studied for an i-
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line system (365nm) with a 0.5 a and an NA of 0.5. Results for other systems (such as

NA=0.6)can be determined from the dimensions in A/NA.

Theimpact ofa defect was simulated forisolate linesandspaces. These defects had

variable type, focus, defect size, defect phase, and separation between the defect and the

feature. In the case of an isolated line, the line is 10% transmitting with a 180° phase and

is 0.35|im (waferdimension) wide, whileanisolated spacewas0.5pmwidein a 10% trans

mitting 180° phase background (a0.15pm biaswasapplied to thespace in orderto allow

sufficient light to pass). From these simulations, the placement of a quartzbump or a pin-

spot defectnear an attenuating phase shift line is critical in causing line width variation.

Quartzbumpand pinspot defects havegreatest impactwhenseparated from the line; how

ever, pinhole defects have the greatest impact when on edge of a space. Also, defects of

phase otherthan 180° produce more linewidth variation when out of focus (Figure 4-8).

For example, a 150° quartz bump defectproduces the largest line width variation whenat

a defocus of about 0.25pm, and a 90° quartz bump has greatest impact on line width at

close to 0.75pm defocus. This defocus effect on line width variation agrees with the iso

lated quartz bump defect in which the maxima in line width variation occurs at approxi

mately the same focus. Figure4-8 also shows that the impact of a quartz bump defect on

line width variation is reduced if the phase of the defect is decreased which may possibly

be achieved through an etching repair.

For defects near arrays, several observations about the impact of quartz bump and

pinhole defects in attenuating phaseshift arrays can be made from the simulations for a

10% transmitting, 180° phase, 0.35pm wide line/space pattern. Figure 4-9 shows that the

line width variation is greater when the defect is separated from the array edge (the con

vention used throughout this paper is that separation is measured from the defect edge to

the line edge). From Figure4-9 the line width variation is proportional to the defect area

and independent of aspectratio for small area and relatively symmetric aspect ratios. For

example, the 0.04 x 0.08pm defect and the 0.02 x 0.16pm defect produce about the same

amount of line width variation, and as the area increases, the 0.04 x 0.16pm defect and

0.08 X0.08pm defectproduce similarline widthvariations (within 10%). However, if the
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Figure 4-8. Percent linewidth variation versus defocus for a quartz bump defect near an
isolated attenuating phase shift line.

The defect size is 0.25 x 0.25ATNA and the separationdistanceis O.lpm.

areais increased further or if the aspect ratio is made more unsymmetrical, shape depen

dent line width variation differences occur. This is due to the fact that the defect can no

longer be modeled as a pinhole and the mutual coherence function becomes dependent

upon shape. Trends for defect impact on an array agree with trends for the isolated line.

These trends are: quartz bump and pinspot defects cause more line width variation than

pinhole defects, quartz bump and pinspot defects produce more line width variation when

separated, and pinhole defects produce the most line width variation when on edge ofthe
line.

For defects inside and outside a contact, several observations can be made about the

effect ofquartz bump defects, pinspot defects, and pmhole defects inattenuating PSM for

a 0.5x0.5nm contact in an 10% transmitting 180° background (a 0.15|im bias was

applied to the space in order to allow sufficient light to pass). Aquartz bump defect inthin

chrome PSM has a greater effect on contact width variation than the fully etched pinhole

defect in embeddedPSM.The quartz bump defect in thin chrome PSM causes more con-
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Figure 4-9. Percent linewidth variation for a quartz bump defect in an open region of an
array.

Thedefectis missing theattenuating layerproducing a 150*^ phaseerrorwhen thedefocus
is 0.5pm.

tact width variation than a pinspot defect in embedded PSM. Also, defects in the middle of

a contact have greater impact on the contact width variation, with a defect on edge causing

the second most variation, and a defect in the comer producing the least.

From these simulations, we now attempt to systematically tabulate the minimum

wafer dimension square defect. In the isolated defect case the smallest defect to cause an

intensity minimum of 0.3 is recorded, and in a defect near a feature the defect which causes

a 10% feature variation at an intensity of 0.3 is tabulated. In all the guidelines, the mini

mum size defect was assumed to be in the worst defect location such as the middle of an

array, the middle of a contact, etc. The tables also apply through a 1.5pm (1 Rayleigh Unit)

defocus range in which the defect size was determined at the worst focus condition. The

composite set of guidelines for the printability of defects based on defect type, size, and

phase and are shown in Tables 4-1,4-2,4-3, and 4-4.

The smallest defects capable of producing a 10% feature variation in thin chrome
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attenuating PSM are highlighted in Tables 4-1 and 4-2. These tables show the guidelines

for defects in whicha pinhole is missing in an attenuating thinchrome layer of 10®, 20°,

or 30° phase and for defects in which a quartz bumpis missing the attenuating material.

As statedpreviously, the isolated line has a width of 0.35|im while an isolated space and

contact are oversized with a O.SOpm width. From Tables 4-1 and 4-2 the smallest defect to

Table 4-1. Pinhole absorber defects in thin chrome attenuating PSM

Missing Absorber Defects
Phase

Error A(|)

Minimum Printable Defect Size

X

NA

NA=0.5

(pm)

NA=0.5

(pm)

Isolated pinhole 10° 0.25 0.18 0.15

20° 0.25 0.18 0.15
o

o

0.25 0.18 0.15

Pinhole near an isolated space 10° 0.35 0.26 0.21

20° 0.35 0.26 0.21

30° 0.35 0.26 0.21

Pinhole in an array 30° 0.18 0.13 0.11

Table 4-2. Quartz bump defects in thin chrome attenuating PSM

Quartz Bump Defects
Minimum Printable Defect Size

JrllaSw

Error A<|) X

NA

NA=0.5

(pm)
NA=0.5

(pm)

Isolated quartz bump

o
o

0.30 0.22 0.18

120° 0.33 0.24 0.20

90° 0.40 0.29 0.24

60° 0.49 0.36 0.30

Quartz bump near a line 150° 0.16 0.12 0.10

120° 0.17 0.12 0.10

VO
o

o

0.19 0.14 0.12

60° 0.26 0.19 0.16
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Table 4-2. Quartz bump defects in thin chrome attenuating PSM

Quartz Bump Defects Phase

Error A(|)

Minimum Printable Defect Size

X

M
NA=0.5

(Itm)
NA=0.5

(|im)

30° 0.43 0.31 0.26

Quartz bump in an array

O
o

0.07 0.05 0.04

Quartz bump in a contact 150° 0.13 0.10 0.08

cause 10% line width variation is the quartz bump. A 150° quartz bump defect as small as

0.07 X/NA in the middleof an arraycauses 10%featurevariationwhile a 0.13 X/NA 150°

quartz bump in the middle of a contact produces 10%variation.The third worst defect and

the worstpinhole defectin thinchromeattenuating PSMis a 0.18 X/NA pinhole witha 30-

degree phase error in the thin chrome material.

Tables 4-3 and 4-4 list the smallest size defects in embedded attenuation PSM that

are capable of causing a 10% variation in the feature. Table 4-3 shows pinhole defects for

Table 4-3. Missing absorber in embedded attenuating PSM

Missing Absorber
180° phase 10% Att. Error

Minimum Printable Defect Size

X

NA

NA=0.5

fttm)
NA=0.5

im)

Isolated pinhole 0.35 0.26 0.21

Pinhole near an isolated space 0.25 0.18 0.15

Pinhole in an array 0.13 0.10 0.08

Pinhole near a contact 0.21 0.15 0.13

Table 4-4. Extra absorber in embedded attenuating PSM

Extra Absorber

180° phase 10% Att. Error

Minimum Printable Defect Size

X

m

NA=0.5

(lira)
NA=0.5

(tim)

Isolated pinspot 0.34 0.25 0.21

Pinspot near an isolated line 0.15 0.11 0.09
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Table 4-4. Extra absorber in embedded attenuating PSM

Extra Absorber

180° phase 10% Att. Error

Minimum Printable Defect Size

X

M
NA=0.5

im)

NA=0.5

(Iim)

Pinspot in an array 0.10 0.07 0.06

Pinspot in a contact 0.14 0.10 0.09

missing absorber defects which produce a phase 10% transmittance error. Table 4-4 lists

the pinspot defects or extra absorber defects that have a 180° phase 10% transmittance

error. It should be noted that partiallyetched defects of variable phase and attenuation are

also possible. However, a ISO-degree phase 10% transmitting defect will always cause the

most feature variation in embedded attenuating PSM and are the only defects listed in

Tables 4-3 and 4-4.

Several defects from the table should be highlighted. Once again a pinspot defect

in embedded attenuating PSMcauses the mostfeature variation, and a pinspot as smallas

0.10 X/NA in the middle of an arrayis capable of producing a feature widthvariation of

10%. Thesecond smallest pinspot defect tocause 10% line width variation isa0.14 X/NA

pinspot defect in the middle of a contact. The pinhole defect thatproduces the most line

widthvariation in embedded attenuating PSM is a 0.13 X/NA pinhole in the middle of an

array. In summary, as in thecase ofa quartz bump in anarray, a pinspot defect assmall as

0.10 X/NA may be difficult to detect during mask inspection.

Comparing theresults ofallfour tables, several observations about defect printabil-

ity should behighlighted. First, theminimum pinspot defect sizeis smaller than themini

mum pinhole defect size. This is consistent with theprevious case study results, where it

was shown that a pinspot defect impacts a feature more than pinhole defects. Second, a

150° quartz bump defect causes more feature variation than embedded 10% transmitting

180° phase pinspots; however, the minimum size quartz bump defect depends onthephase

error, as defect size is inversely proportional to defect phaseerror. Third, a 150° quartz

bump defectas small as0.07 X/NA willcause a 10% linewidth variation in the array pat-
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tem. This implies that if an i-line 5Xstepper with NA=0.6 is used, a maskdefect of 0.2|im

needs to be detected prior to printing. Finally, an important observation is that the mini

mum size defects in embedded attenuating PSM capable of producing 10% feature varia

tion are larger than theminimum size defect in thinchromeattenuating PSM. This implies

that embedded attenuating PSM's are more defect tolerant than thin chrome attenuating

PSM's.

4.4.3. Effect of Modified Illumination and Thin-Film Substrates on Defect Printing

In this section the effect of modified illumination and thin-film substrates on defect

printingis not onlyevaluated using theperturbational modelformulated in Section4.2, but

also is compared to SPLATsimulation. The mutual coherence function (MCF), |ii2» is cal

culated with Equations 4-3 and 4-7. The effect of modified illumination on the MCF is

found by first using Equation 4-8 to calculate the MCF at the object plane and substituting

this into Equation 4-7 which gives the MCFin the image plane. The effect of thin-filmsub

strates on the MCF is found by using the modified pupil function of Equation 4-11. In

Equation 4-11, the thin-film substrate is taken into account through Pik(xp,yp;z) which is

the OPD of ray tracing the light to a plane, z, inside the thin-film stack.

After calculating the MCF, Equation 4-4 is then used to calculate the impact of a

defect on a feature. The mask defect and feature considered in this section is that of a 0.15A/

NA defect with phase of 150° and transmittance of 100% separated from a 0.35|xm line

\ 0.I5X/NA defect

[~l 100% Transmittance
150° phase

0.35|im line

10% Transmittance

180° phase

Figure 4-10. Mask used in the perturbational model example.



that is 10%transmitting with a 180° phase.This geometry is shownin Figure4-10 where

the separation from thecenter of theline to the center of thedefect is 0.35|im. Thismask

pattern was illuminated ati-line with three different sources and collected with acondenser

having an NA of 0.5. These three illumination sources are the conventional "top-hat,"

annular, andquadrupole illumination; however, anyillumination source of arbitrary shape

may beevaluated. Figure 4-11 shows the pupil of these three illumination sources normal

ized by the NA of thecondenser, i.e, the conventional illumination source has a a of 0.5.

The effect of the substrate on defect printing was determined for three substrates using

three different illumination systems. These three substrates are: aerial image (no substrate),

resist over a polysilicon gate stack, and resist over a TiN ARC (Anti-Reflective Coating),

poly gate stack. The dimensions and material parameters ofthe later two stacks are shown

inFigure 4-11. Unless otherwise stated for allthree illumination sources, a0.5|im defocus

was used, and the impact of the defect ona feature was found in the middle of the resist

(0.5|im) for the two gate stacks.

Acomparison of the MCF at the wafer for the three different illumination sources

shows that the magnitude ofthe MCF for quadrupole illumination is less than the magni

tude of the MCFfor annularor conventionalillumination. Using Equations4-3 and 4-7 the

magnitude and phase of the MCF was calculated for the geometry ofFigure 4-10 for the

three illumination sources and the three substrates. For the three illumination sources, the

MCF was found with no substrate at a defocus of 0.5pm as shownin Figure4-12. In this

figure, the line iscentered at 1.0pm and the defect iscentered at 1.35pm, the MCF iscal

culated inthe image plane at0.5pm into the resist. The ripples inthe magnitude ofthe MCF

in Figure 4-12 occur when the image of the space orpinhole are near or at a null in the

intensity image. Ifthe image transfer function becomes aconstant due toan infinitely large

numerical aperture oratextreme defocus, these ripples disappear and the magnitude ofthe

MCF is a constant. Therefore, the ripples are due to the low pass filtering action of the

imaging system. The discrete points in Figure 4-12 indicate the magnitude of the MCF

(P12) at the line edge (1.175pm) where the point marked with a square, a diamond and a

triangle indicate conventional, annular, and quadrupole illumination, respectively. These

discrete points occur ataMCF magnitude of0.80,0.73 and 0.57 for conventional, annular,
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conventional

annular

0.35,0.35

quadrupole

resist

n=1.70

A=0.85

B=0.07

250nm poly
6.18-12.45

20nm Si02

Si substrate 1.475-30
6.55-j2.65

1.0pm resist
n=1.70

A=0.85

B=0.07 50ninTiN

250nmpoly 2.4-jl.28
6.18-j2.45

20nm Si02

Si substrate 1.475-jO
6.55-j2.65

Figure 4-11. Illumination sources and thin-film stacks used in calculating the MCF in the
perturbational model.

and quadrupole illumination,respectively. It should also be noted from Figure 4-12 that the

phase of the MCF (y) is almost independent of illumination as the phase deviates by 1° to

The MCF was calculated for the geometry of Figure 4-10, for the thin-film sub

strates of Figure 4-11, and for the three illumination sources. The magnitude and phase of

the MCF for the poly gate stack with and without TiN ARC are shown in Figure 4-13. The

MCF's in Figure 4-13 was calculated in the middle of the resist at 0.5|im defocus, and the

line and defect are located in the same position of Figure 4-10. Once again. Figure 4-13

shows not only that the magnitude of the MCF is smaller in quadrupole illumination but

also that conventional illumination has the greatest MCF magnitude. The spike in the mag

nitude of the MCF at 1.45}im occurs at a null in the image intensity of a space. When this

MCF is substituted into the total perturbational model intensity Equation 4-4, the spike is
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Figure 4-12. Magnitude (left) and argument (right) in radians of the MCF for the thin-film
stack without a substrate at 0.5p.m defocus.

cancelled by the null in the image intensity of the space; therefore, this spike is a result of

the numerical calculation and does result from a physical phenomenon. By comparing the

three discretepoints in Figures4-12 and 4-13 which indicate the magnitude of the MCF at

the line edge, the magnitude of the MCF for the three types of substrates are all within one

percentfor a givenillumination; consequently, the MCFis a weakfunction of the substrate.

The phaseof theMCFshownin Figures 4-12and4-13 alsoshow that the phaseof the MCF

is a weak function of the thin-film substrate and illumination as the phase is only a function

of the mask geometry and the condenser optics.

Both the thin-film stacks of Figure 4-13 and the MCF were calculated for various

positions within the resist at variable defocus, resist thickness, and defect-to-line separa

tion. Varying the defocus causes both the magnitude and phase of the MCF to become

smoother as the MCF approachesa constantDC value with a 0° phase.The resist thickness

was increasedin quarter-wave increments to insure that theMCF was not beingcalculated

at an electric field null. By varying the defect-to-lineseparation, the maximums and mini-

mums in the magnitude of theMCFwherefound to be a function of themask geometry. In

all the calculations, the MCF was found to be a weak function of the thin-film substrate.

Intensity images calculated with the perturbational model are in excellent agree

ment with images from thin-film SPLAT. Using the perturbational modeland the MCF in

the previous figures, the image of Figure 4-10 was calculated for various substrates and
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Figure 4-13. Magnitude and phase of the MCF for the thin-film stacks in Figure4-11.

illuminationsand compared to thin-filmSPLAT. The perturbational model is compared to

thin-film SPLAT in Figure 4-14 for the two different thin-film stack structures of Figure 4-

11: a thin-film stack without the TiN ARC at 0.5pm defocus, and a thin-film stack with the

TiN ARC at 0.5pm defocus. In Figure 4-14 the image of the isolated line was calculated

with SPLAT while the image of the defect was estimated using an algebraic expression for

the intensity from the defect perturbational model of Ref. 111.The impactof this defect on

the image of the line was then calculated with the perturbational model of Equation 4-4.

Figure 4-14 demonstrates that the perturbational model is in close agreement with thin-

film SPLAT and can be used for spread sheet type estimates of defect printability. The

slight error in the images was due to the grid size discretizing the number of nearby pixels

in Equation 4-7.
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Images on a thin-film stack of Figure 4-11
without the TiN ARC at 0.5|im defocus

1.5

V
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Images on a thin-film stack of Figure 4-
11 with the TiN ARC at 0.5|am defocus

x(uin)

5|)lat
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Figure4-14. Comparison ofthe images from thin-film SPLAT and from the perturbational
model.

4.5. Importance of the Aerial ImageEdge Slope on Defect Printing
In Section 4.4.3, it was shown that the magnitude of the MCF is least for quadru-

pole illumination, followed by annular, with conventional illumination having the largest

MCF magnitude. The magnitude ofMCF was shown tobe aweak function ofthe thin-film

substrate. This would seem to indicate that since the MCF is least for quadrupole illumina

tion, quadrupole illumination is more defect tolerant, i.e., under quadrupole illumination

defects are less likely to print. Although the MCF is less for some illumination schemes,

the impact the defect has on the feature also depends on the intensity ofthe feature and the

pinhole defect. This isseen from Equation 4-4 ofthe perturbational model. InEquation 4-

4, the impact the defect has on the feature is represented inthe cross terms ofEquation 4-

3, EjfEp = JhJh' These cross terms are afunction not only of the MCF,

the intensity ofthe feature but also the pinhole defect, Ip and Ip. Therefore, inorder toeval

uate the impact that a defect has onafeature, the role ofthe MCF, aswell asIpand Ipmust

be considered.

The role of the defect is small because the defect size is small, the intensity of the

defect is independent ofthe type ofillumination. The role ofthe feature, however, ismore

significant because the intensity ofthe feature isa strong function ofthe typG ofillumina-
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tion. The significance ofthe feature intensity on defect printing inbinary masks was shown

by Neureuther to be a function of the line edge slope of the image intensity [82]. Neu-

reuther showedthat the linewidthvariation is inversely proportional to the line edge slope

of thefeature intensity, i.e., an image of a feature with large slope is more defect tolerant

than a feature producing a smaller image intensity slope. Since the perturbational model

shows that the mutual intensity, |ii2, is a function of the mask geometry only, this obser

vation also applies to phase shift masks.

The role of the image slope on defectprintingis best understood by example.The

aerialimages produced by a binary maskwith a 0.5|im line-space (1.0|xm pitch) arrayand

with a 0.35|im (0.7|impitch) arrayare shownin left and rightplots of Figure4-15, respec-

Aerial image of 0.5pm line-space array Aerial image of 0.35pm line-space array

x(iim)

toj^at
mmilar

x(iim)

Figure 4-15. Aerial images of a chrome line-space array.

The image on the left is for a 0.5pm line-space array while the image on the right is for a
O.SSpm line-space array.Both aerial images are for an i-line stepper with NA of 0.6 and a
of 0.5.

annular

tively. The imagesare thoseproduced by ani-line(A^365nm), NA=0.6, anda=0.5 stepper

with conventional (top hat), annular, and quadrupole illumination sources. Figure 4-15

indicates that the image edge slope is greatest with conventional illumination in the 0.5pm

line-space array while quadrupole illumination produces the greatest slope in the 0.35pm

line-space array. Since the linewidth variation is inversely proportional to the image slope,

the larger image slope for quadrupole illumination for dense line-space arrays implies that
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quadrupole illumination is more defect tolerant when the line-space pattern is dense. This

is demonstrated in Figure 4-16 where the percent critical dimension (CD) loss is plotted as

a function of line-space array 0.15x0.15|Lim chrome defect is in the middle of a chrome

array. Figure 4-16 also indicates that when a defect is in the middle of the array, quadrupole

•—•

^ophat
annular

quad

pitch (um)

Figure 4-16. Effect of the aerial image line edge slope ontheprinting of a chrome defect
in the middle of a chrome array.

The chromedefect is 0.15X0.15pm and is in themiddle of a chromearray. The stepper is
an i-line stepper with NA=0,6 anda=0.5. Figure 4-16shows that the lineedgeslope (or
contrast) neara pitchof 0.8pminverts theeffect of the illumination on defectprinting.

illumination produces more CDvariation when thepitch is larger than 0.75pm. Thisresult

agrees with thework ofShaw[108] who found experimentally thata l.Opm pitch array illu

minated with a quadrupole source produces the most CD variation, and conventional illu

mination has the least CD variation. However, when the pitch is less than 0.7pm (dense

array), thesimulation results inFigure 4-16 show thattheCDvariation is lesswith quadru

pole illumination. Thisreduction in CDlossis due to theincreased lineimage edgeslope

when a densearrayis illuminated witha quadrupole source as seen in Figure4-15. In con

clusion, although theMCFmaybelessforonetypeof illumination, theimpacta defecthas

on a feature depends on both the lineedge slopeof the imageand on the MCF.
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4.6. Experimental Verification

In this section, the perturbational model is compared to experiments conducted

under the guidance ofRajeev Singh ofSEMATECH, and the results were originally pub

lished in Ref. 114. In this experimental work, a thin chrome attenuating mask (6% trans

mission at a wavelength of 365nm) was manufactured with a test pattern having

programmed defects ofdifferent sizes. The mask was quartz etched to provide the 180°

phase shift between the light transmitted through the transparent area and through the

attenuating film area. Experiments were performed on a mask with three different pro

grammed defect test structures ina 1.75^m (mask dimension, throughout Section 6 mask

dimensions arereported) line/space array. Thefirst teststructure (C1EG175) is a variable

size pinspot defect protrusion with 6% transmittance and 180° phase onedge of the array

line. The second test structure (P1EG175) is a variable size, 100% transmitting, 170°

quartz bump protrusion on edge of the array line. The last test structure (M1EG175)

exposed is thefully etched, 100% transmitting, 180° phase errorpinhole defect onedgeof

the arrayline.Themaskwasthen exposed ona baresilicon waferwitha 1.07|jmi thickhigh

contrast positive resist. Ani-line stepper with a NA=0.6,5X magnification, and<y=0.6 was

used, and the best exposure and best focus was found to be 400mJ/cm^ and -0.3jxm, respec
tively. Critical dimension (CD) measurements were then made on the exposed wafer for

three test structures by using an AMRAY 1830 SEM while a Hitachi 6000 SEM was used

to measure the mask line, space, and defect dimensions.

The fabrication of programmed defects in attenuating PSM's is complicated by the

etch of the mask quartz backing.During thisetch step the anisotropicetch will cause under-

sizing of the defects.This under-sizing occursduringboth the chromeand quartz etch. The

etching process also causes rounding of the defect comers. This comer rounding makes

measuring the defect area difEcult, and some estimation of the defect area is needed.

Throughout this paper, when measured defect dimensions are reported, the maximum

amount the defect protmdes or intrudes on the feature is reported first, and the width of the

defect at 50% of the maximum protmsion or intmsion is reported last. The rounding of
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defect comers is clearly seenin Figure 4-17afor a SEM taken of a 170° quartz bump pro

trusion on edge of a 1.75|im wide array line.

I
'i IS s -. • R. A A tkif '

Figure 4-17a. Mask image of quartz bump
defect on edge of an 1.75M.m APS line.

? -i
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Figure 4-17b. Effect of a quartz bump defect
on an array (P1EG175) after exposure.

AM»AV

Figure4-17c. Effectof pinspot defects on an Figure 4-17d. Magnified imageof a pinspot
array(C1EG175). Notethe bridging. impacting an array (C1EG175).

Figure 4-17. SEM's showing a defect on a mask and showing the impact of a phase shift
defect on patterning an attenuating phase shift array.

SEM's of experimental results were taken for a quartz bump, a pinspot, and a pin-

hole defect that are approximately 0.5^Lm squarewith the results shown in Figures4-17b,

4-17c, and 4-17d. In 4-I7b, the developed pattern is shown for the quartz bump protmsion

(P1EG175), and this figure shows that the defect is just large enough to cause the array pat

tern to bridge. Experimental results for protruding pinspot defects onedge of an arrayline

(C1EG175) are shown in Figures 4-17c and d. In Figure 4-17c, the developed resist pattern



is shown for pinspot defects of several sizes with defects to the left being rectangular

defects and with defects to the right being square defects. This figure agrees with the sim

ulation result that line width variation is proportional to area as rectangular pinspots impact

the array more than square pinspots. A magnified image of Figure4-17c for the impact

0.5|im square pinspot defect is shown in Figure4-17d. From Figures 4-17b and d, the

experimental results agree with the previous simulation results of Section 4.4.2 where

Section 4.4.2 showed that a quartz bump defect impacts the feature more then a pinspot

defect.

The measured CD of an array line with a quartz bump on edge (P1EG175) is shown

in Figure 4-18. Experimental results are shownfor smaller defects because larger defects

cause significantbridging.The measuredline width for a line without a defect is shown as

a control with ±10% CD variation tolerances shown as dotted lines. From the figure the

small 0.28x0.27|im quartz bump defect remainedwithin the 10% tolerance; however, the

larger 0.66x0.73|J,m and 0.33x1.70|xm quartz bumps cause the most variation. The

0.66x0.73|Jm quartz bump produced the most line width variation when the focus was at

its best; which in this case is -0.3pm. This result is consistent with the previous simulation

results because the 170° quartz bump whichis close to a 180° bumpshould cause the most

line width variation when near best focus. The 0.66x0.73pm quartz bump, however, pro

duced more line width variation when at -0.9pm and +0.3pm defocus then at -0.6pm and

0.0pm defocus.This disagreeswith the previoussimulationresult that line width variation

for a 170° quartz bumpshould decreasewhen going out of focus. This result may be due

to statistical uncertainty in the line width measurement in which more sample measure

ments would produce more reliable results. The experimental results are compared to the

extended perturbational model for the 0.66x0.73pm quartz bump. The line width of the

simulated array without a defect is also shown for comparison. The simulation without a

defect predicts a line width that is approximately 35nm greater than the experimental

result. This increased line width predicted by simulation may be due to vector electromag

netic scattering and to resist amplification. In the scalar perturbational model, neither

vector electromagnetic scatteringeffects nor resist amplificationis taken into account. The

perturbational model for the 0.66x0.73pm defect predicts a line width that is approxi-
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mately 50iim greater at 0.0, -0.3, and -0.6|im. This increase in line width is approximately

the same increase predicted by the simulation for an array without a defect
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Figure 4-18. Measured CDfor a quartz bump defect impacting an array line (P1EG175).

Theexperimental results (exp.) arecompared to theperturbational model (perb.).

Figure4-19 shows the measured CD for an arraylinewith a pinspotdefecton edge

(C1EG175). From the figure the smaller pinspot defects of 0.42x0.57|J,m and of

0.23x2.01|Jm cause linewidth variation thatarewithin the 10% CDtolerance. Thelarger

0.48x2.02p,m pinspot, however, causes significant linewidth variation. From the simula

tions in the previous sections, the 0.48x2.02|im pinspot should have the greatest impact

while focussed. The experimental resultsfor the 0.48x2.02|i.m pinspot,however,does not

show the trend that the line width should steadily decrease when out of focus. This discrep

ancyis alsoseenin Figure 4-18 forthe0.66x0.73M.ni quartz bump, andmore experimental

samples may improve theexperimental accuracy. Also from comparing Figures 4-18 and

4-19, the quartz bump defect causes moreline width variation. For example, the smaller

0.66x0.73|im quartz bump (0.48iJ.m^ area) begins to cause 10% variation while a pinspot

of 0.48x2.02|Lim (0.97|im^ area) is needed to cause 10% variation. The perturbational
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model was used to generate results for an array without a defect and for an array with a

0.42x0.57|im pinspot defect on edge of the line. As in the quartz bump results, the pertur-

bational model for the array without a defect and for the 0.42x0.57nm pinspot predict a

slightly greater line width than observed in experiment, and this increase may be due to

resist effects or measurement uncertainty. The perturbational model and experiment, how

ever, agree in predicting the trends that the 0.42x0.57pm pinspot have on line width vari

ation.

^.4^.02 (exp.)
0.4^0.57 (exp.)
^.23x2.01 (exp.)
B—•

linei^rb.)

0*42x0.57 (perb.)

Focus Offset (um)

Figure 4-19. Measured CD for a pinspot defect impacting an array line (C1EG175).

The experimental results (exp.) are compared to the perturbational model (perb.).

In Figure 4-20, the CD variation caused by a fully etched pinhole defect on an array

is shown. Figure 4-20 shows that attenuating PSM arrays are more tolerant to pinhole

defects as all the defect sizes cause less than 10% CD variation. Once again comparing

Figure 4-20 with Figure 4-18, the 0.62x0.70p.m pinhole causes less variation than the

0.66x0.73|xm quartz bump. This result agrees with previous simulation results in which it

was seen that the quartz bump defect causes more feature variation than the pinhole defect.

The effect of a 0.62x0.70|im pinhole defect on an array was simulated with the perturba-
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tional model and is shown in Figure4-20 for comparison. The simulated line width is

approximately 40nm greater than the experimental results foranarray without a defect and

foran array with a 0.62x0.70pLm pinhole. These simulation results, however, show thatthe

0.62x0.70|Xm pinhole produces little line width variation which is consistent with the

experimental trends.
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Figure 4-20. Measured CDfor a fiilly etched pinhole defect impacting an array line
(M1EG175).

The experimental results (exp.) are compared tothe perturbational model (perb.).

4.7. Conclusions

In thischapter, both direct simulation and theperturbational model have been used

to determine guidelines for defect printability. These guidelines include focus as well as

illumination parameters, defect size,defect location, defect typeandfeature type. Because

of the manyfactors involved in defect printability, theperturbational model cangivephys

icalinsight and allow theeffects ofasmany as9 mask and 3 stepper variables toberapidly

assessed. Theperturbational model in Section 4.2calculates algebraically theeffectof the

defecton a feature image by considering theelectric field passing through the defectto be
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a perturbation on the field from the feature. The perturbational model separates the influ

ence of the 9 mask parameters and the influence of the 3 stepper variables. These mask

parameters include feature transmittance and phase, defectsize, transmittance, and phase,

and the backgroundtransmittanceand phase.The effectof the stepperparameterson defect

printing influence the mutual coherencefunction (MCF).

The MCF is a weightingof the electricfield from the defect and of the electric field

from the feature and was calculated in Section 4.3. The effect of modified illumination, of

high numerical aperture, and of thin-film interference on defectprintingis includedin the

MCF. Because the MCF is able to consider many stepper parameters, the MCF gives phys

ical insightinto defectprinting as it determines howmuchthedefectimagewillperturbthe

feature image. Using the algebraic model for linewidth perturbation and the MCF, the

impactof a defecton a feature can be rapidly assessed through parameters which are inde

pendent of the mask and may be calculated and stored prior to mask inspection. These

parameters include the image transform function, the mutual coherence function at the

object plane, and the desired image of the feature. Therefore, only the MCF at the image

plane and the image of the defectneed to be calculated during inspection.

Using the MCFin the perturbational model, the typeof illumination can reduce the

impacta defecthas on a feature. In annular andquadrupole illumination, thecenterpartof

the source, which is coherent, is removed. The quadrupole illumination source examined

in this chapter blocks illuminationon the horizontaland verticalaxes; consequently,when

a defect is oriented along an axis where the source is blocked, the MCF between a defect

and a feature is reduced. This reduction of coherence in quadrupole and annular sources

causes the MCF to decrease. Although the MCF is less for quadrupole and annular illumi

nation than for conventional illumination. Section 4.5 showed that defect printing depends

strongly on the line edge slope of the image intensity. Depending on this line edge slope,

some illumination sources are more defect tolerant. For example, it was shown in

Section 4.5 that quadrupole illumination is more defect tolerant for dense arrays because

of its improved line edge slope.
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In Section 4.4, the perturbational model was used to determine the trends in defect

impact onattenuating phase-shift lines, arrays, and contact holes. These trends, determined

by theperturbational model in Section 4.4, were compared to trends found through exper

iment in Section 4.6. In Section 4.4, the perturbational model was shown to provide more

thanadequate accuracy in determining design rules for defect inspection andin determin

ing the trends observed in experiments. The experiments as well as perturbational model

results showthat the quartz bump defect has moreimpact on line width variation than the

pinspot and pinhole defects. Due to mask fabrication tolerances and noise in line width

measurements through focus, theexperimental results weredifficult to interpretfor quartz

bump defects. The experiment results, however, did not exceed the line width offset

between the experimental array results and the results predicted by the perturbational

model. In thecaseofchrome pinspot andpinhole defects theperturbational model wasable

to predict the impact of these defects on an array.

The scalar image theory of Chapter3 used to develop the perturbational model in

this chapter willbe used again in Chapter 6 to develop a technique for simulating vector

polarized partial coherent light. Before considering the partial coherence. Chapter 5 pre

sentsTEMPESTwhichsimulatesscattering from topography of vectorpolarizedlight that

is fullycoherent. In Chapter5, TEMPEST results are presented for simulating the gatepat

terning process over an active area well.
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5 Simulation of Vector Coherent Light
Scattering from Topography

5.1. Introduction

As the wavelength used in lithography becomes shorter, the reflectivity of silicon

increases. This increase in reflectivity causes the topography to scatter additional light into

unexposed areas. The effect is particularly noticeable where positive-tone resist lines must

cross concave upward features. This reflected light may cause what is known as reflective

notching, where concentrated light causes linewidth narrowing [142]. This reflected notch

ing problem has been observed experimentally and has been corrected by using anti-reflec

tive coatings [84,86,31] and by increasing the absorption of the photoresist [55,127]. Dyed

photoresist is the least costly processing solution and shows some reduction of reflective

notching; however, it has been shown that dyed photoresist reduces resolution as well. A

TiN anti-reflective coating (ARC) has been shown to eliminate notching, but is the most

costly processing solution since another layer is deposited and may cause heavy metal con

tamination. A related phenomena also mitigated by dyed resist and ARC is the variation in

energy coupling characterized by the swing curve. While topography can produce resist

thickness variations which affect energy coupling and linewidth, the reflective notching

problem, which involves lateral reflection effects as well as vertical coupling effects, can

be far more devastating. In this chapter, the three-dimensional simulation with TEMPEST

is used to gain insight into the effectiveness of dyed photoresist and into the effectiveness

of anti-reflective coatings in suppressing reflective notching from a three-dimensional sub

strate feature.

This chapter begins by briefly summarizing TEMPEST, which was described ear

lier in Chapter 2. TEMPEST is used throughout this dissertation to simulate scattering
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from topography. In collaboration with Mjnron Cagan and Zoran Krivokapic of Advanced

Micro Devices (AMD), we demonstrated the accuracy of TEMPEST in predicting reflec

tive notching from an active area well. The TEMPEST results presented here were com

pared to those obtained by Cagan at AMD. These results were presented at Optical/Laser

Microlithography VIII Conference in 1995 and published in its Proceedings [112]. The

active area well structure studied in this collaboration is described in Section 5.3 and is

formed by a LOCOS process [151]. In the LOCOS process, a field oxide step is formed

through thermal oxidation. After the oxidation, a conformal polysilicon layer is then

deposited. In Section 5.4, experimental results are presented that show reflective notching

caused by light reflecting off this step covered in polysilicon. Experimental results of using

a TiN anti-reflective coating and of adding dye to the resist are also investigated in

Section 5.4. In Section 5.5, experimental results are compared to three-dimensional TEM

PEST simulation results.

5.2. Finite Difference Time Domain Electromagnetic Simulation:
TEMPEST

The simulation of reflective notching from wafer topography has been examined

through various methods. These methods can be divided into frequency domain-simulation

techniques and time domain-simulation techniques. By using a frequency domain-simula

tion technique, Matsuzawa[75] was one of the Erst to simulate the image inside photoresist

above a conducting substrate. Matsuzawa*s approach employs a finite element method to

solve the frequency domain integral equations. Urbach and Bemard[132] extended this fre

quency domain-simulation approach to find notching from non-conducting substrates.

Yeung[158] also used a frequency domain approach to simulate reflective notching by

using a multipole method to solve the frequency domain integral equations. In time

domain-simulation techniques, a flnite difference time domain (FDTD) method is used to

simulate reflective notching. In a FDTD method. Maxwell's equations are solved at dis

crete points on a cubic staggered grid, where the excitation fleld is monochromatic and

fully coherent, i.e., electric and magnetic flelds add. In order to study problems of interest

in photolithography, GuerTieri[46] formulated and Gamelin[36] implemented a two-

dimension FDTD program called TEMPEST[153] on a connection machine. Tadros[123]
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used this two-dimensional version of TEMPEST to study reflective notching, and verified

these simulations with experiment. TEMPEST was extended to three dimensions by

Wong[152], and the speed and memory efficiency was improved by Pistor[101]. In addi

tion to this finite difference method, Wojcik[149] applied a finite-element method to solve

Maxwell's equations in the time domain.

TEMPEST-3D was used here to study reflective notching from an active area well.

In these TEMPEST-3D simulations, the active area was modeled with six planes rather

thanby thetrueexperimentally observed topography in orderto gainsomesimplephysical

insight. This topography structureis then excited by a plane wave normal to the topogra

phy. The amplitude of the planewaveexcitation is modulated by the intensity distribution

calculated by SPLAT. In this chapter, the TEMPEST-3D simulations were based on the

assumption that the light of this SPLAT intensity-modulated excitation is fully coherent

In the next chapter. Chapter 6, a method is developed that allows the partial coherence of

vector polarized lightto besimulated. This method is thenusedinChapter 7 to explain the

effect of partial coherence in reflective notching. These TEMPEST-3D simulations were

run on a single-program multiple-data supercomputer called the Connection Machine 5

(CM-5).The CM-5 used in the simulationsof this chapter is located at the NationalCenter

for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA). ThisCM-5 has512processors and4G bytes of

total memory and is capable of operating at speeds of 20G flops.

In these TEMPEST simulations on the CM-5, the electric field in the resist material

is first calculatedforeach photoresist bleaching cycle.In a photoresist bleaching cycle, the

intensity of the resist is first calculated and then the absorption constant is updated with

Dill's A, B, C model. After updating the absorption constant, the fields in the next bleach

ing cyclearesimulated. A totalof fivebleaching cycleswassimulated on theCM-5,where

each of these bleaching cycle simulations requires approximately 10 minutes of cpu time

on 128 of 512 processors and needsapproximately 2G bytesof memory, whichis half the

total memory of the CM-5 machine. After completingaU five bleachingcycles, the photo

activecompound (PAC) concentration inside the resistis calculated from the electricfield

with Dill's A,B,C model. Once the PAC concentration is found, other simulation tools such

as SAMPLE can perform a post-exposure bake (PEB) and develop the resist.
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5.3. Topography of the Gate Patterning Process

The active area-topography structure examined here was formed through aLOCOS

process. First apad oxide was grown, and then alayer of silicon nitride was deposited and
patterned with an active area mask. The field oxide was then grown using LOCOS to a

thickness of 0.27p.m. The lateral encroachment was approximately 0.3|im leading to a

"bird's beak" whose upper surface is approximately a plane at an angle of 23°. Growing

thisfield oxide forthestructure under study resulted inanapproximately rectangular active

area of 1.15|im x5jim After growing the oxide, 0.25^m of polysilicon was deposited

overthestructure. One setofwafers was patterned with theas-deposited polysilicon and a

second set received an additional 50nm of deposited TiN ARC layer. To pattern the gate,

an experimental positive i-line resist was spun on to achieve athickness of1.0|im over the

field region. Inaddition to examining the case ofleaving the resist undyed, two concentra

tions of dye were added to the photoresist and are called "low dye" and "medium dye"

resist in the following sections. A schematic of the active area topography is shown in

Figure 5-1, where the topography has been approximated vnth planar surfaces. In this
tigure, a top view and across-section show the resulting topography, material parameters,

and dimension. As shown in the top view, the two planar structures will form a 45° inter

sectionin the comer of the active areawell. The bird's beakat the sides and at the ends of

theactive area forms a 23° angle with respect to the substrate. The gate is then pattemed

in the middle of the active area well in order to achieve a 0.35|im line in a 5X i-line stepper

with NA of 0.5 and a conventional illumination source with a of 0.6. The resist was then

developed and the resulting photoresist gate lines were examined with a SEM todetermine

the extent of reflective notching.

From optical ray tracing, some intuitive results can be gained byconsidering how

aplane wave will reflect offthe structure depicted in Figure 5-1. Using optical ray tracing,

reflectionsfrom the comers, ends, and sides areshownin Figure 5-2. A plane wave of light

incident on the ends andsidesof the polystepwill reflect at an angle of 46° with respect

to the incident light; therefore, light will expose the middle ofthe active area ata height of

0.56iim, which isgiven by (active area width)/2tan(reflection angle) (=1.15/2tan46°). The
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Figure 5-1. Model of the recessed active area with six planes.

The top view is shown on the right and a cross-sectional view of the topography on the
right. All dimensions are in micrometers.

reflection of light from the ends and sides interfere, and the superpositionof these reflected

fields acts as a comer reflector. This light is reflected at an angle which is the bisector of

the angle forming the comer that is 45°. Therefore, for the coordinate system defined in

Figure 5-1, light is reflected at an angle of 45° in the xy plane and at an angle of 46° in

the xz and yz planes. The summation of these reflections causes the greatest amount of

light to be reflected into the middle of the active area at a height of 0.56pjn in the active

area well and at a distance of 0.575|im from the end of the active area (x=1.925|J.m). This

is the location where the maximum notching should occur. The impact of these reflections

can be lessened by reducing the reflectivity of the substrate or by increasing the absorption

of the resist.

5.4. Reflective Notching - Experimental Results

In experiments done by Cagan of AMD, polysilicon gates were pattemed over

wafers with an active area well, as described in Section 5.3. SEM's were taken of these
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Figure 5-2. First-order modelfor calculating the location most susceptible to reflective
notching through ray tracing.

This locationis 0.575|im awayfrom the welledge at a heightof O.Sdpm above the bottom
of the well.

waferswith as-deposited polysilicon (onleft) and withTiN (on right)for no dye, low dye,

and medium dye added to the resist (see Figures 5-3, 5-4, and 5-5, respectively). In the

SEM's of wafers with a TiN layer, the actual outline of the recessed active area can be

clearlyseen as a rounded bowlanddiffers from the modeled planarstructure of Figure5-

1.In Figures5-3,5-4, and5-5 thebrightareasof the SEM's arefrom thesloping resistpro

files; therefore, the width of the gate at the top of the resist is the dark area, and the width

at the bottom of the gate is at the edge of the bright area. From these measured linewidths,

the amount of slope in the resist lineedge can be quantifiedin a slope parameter.This slope

parameter is defined as line width at the top of the gate divided by the line width at the

bottom of the gate. These widths can be measured from the SEM*s.

In Figures5-3,5-4, and5-5, the SEM's withouta TiNlayershowa veryslight neck

ing in the linewidthat the locationpredicted to be the most susceptible to notching, i.e., at

an angle normal to the bowlformed by the LOCOS process. The SEM's also show that the

deposited polysiliconlayer appearsslightly more grainythan the TiN layer, and this grain-

iness may contribute to the necking of the resist line. In comparing the six SEM's, adding

a TiN ARC layer clearly reduces the reflective notching and improves the resist line slope.

In the three SEM's on wafers with as-deposited poly, there is considerable degradation of

the resist line near the bird's beak. Adding dye to the resist shows some reduction of the

reflective notching problem; however, the improvementfrom adding dye is considerably

less apparent than the improvement in adding a TiN ARC.
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Figure 5-4. SEM pictures of photoresist gate lines with low dye.

The SEM on the left is for a wafer without a TiN ARC and that on the right is for a wafer
with a TiN ARC. In both pictures, low dye has been added to the photoresist. The TiN
ARC removes the necking problem at the bird's beak.
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Figure 5-5. SEM pictures of the photoresist gate lines with medium dye.

The SEM on the left is for a wafer without a TiN ARC and that on the right is for a wafer
with a TiN ARC. Inboth pictures, medium dye has been added to the photoresist. The TiN
ARC removes the necking problem at the bird's beak.

In addition to reducing the riskof reflective notching, adding a TiNlayerimproves

the resist line edge slope. In wafers without the TiN layer, the slope parameterwas mea

suredto be 0.30,0.22, and0.24for theno dye,low dye andmediumdyeconditions, respec

tively; however, in wafers with TiN, the edge slope isimproved and was measured as 0.55,

0.50, and 0.45 for the same respective conditions. In comparing these slope parameters,

adding dye to the photoresist causes degradation ofthe resist line slope when a TiN ARC

is present, and adding dye does not seem to improve the resist slope when a TiN ARC is

omitted.

Although the TiN ARC helps prevent the reflective notching problem, the value of

TiN as aneffective ARC mustbeweighed against problems associated withits implemen

tation. Using an TiN ARC increases the processing complexity as its use requires the addi

tional steps ofdeposition over poly, TiN and poly etch, and TiN strip after poly etch. Not

only is there an increase in processing complexity, but failure to completely remove the

TiN may result in furnace contamination during subsequent poly dopant diffusion steps.



5.5. Reflective Notching: Simulation Results

Using TEMPEST, the topography of Figure 5-1 with the gate mask was simulated

with as-deposited polysilicon and with a TiN ARC with no dye, low dye, and medium dye.

To determine the effect of the topography on the resist line, FAG concentration profiles

were examined at several cross sections along the yz plane at various positions along the x

axis for the topography in Figure 5-1. These positions include the middle of the resist at

x=0.0|J,m, the location most susceptible to reflective notching at x=1.925pm as predicted

by ray tracing, and outside the well at x=3.0pm. As previously mentioned, the FAG was

calculated with Dill's model with A,B,G parameters of 0.844pm"^ 0.068pm"^ and

0.016cm^/mJ, respectively, for undyed photoresist. After generating the FAG in TEM
PEST, the FAG profiles underwent a post-exposme bake (FEE) in SAMPLE 2D with a dif

fusion length of 0.04pm. The profiles, however, were left undeveloped due to a lack of a

good development model.

In Figure 5-6, FAG profiles are first shown for the recessed active area for wafers

with as-deposited polysilicon and with undyed photoresist. In Figure 5-6, a planar sub

strate without a TiN layer (upper-left comer) is the desired profile. Working down firom the

planar substrate in the upper-left comer ofFigure 5-6, FAG results are shown in the middle

of the active area well (at x=O.Opm) and at the location most susceptible to notching

(x=l.925pm). Gontinuing firom the bottom left to the top right, cross-section cuts are

shown in the well near the bird's beak (at x=2.4pm), along the sloping bird's beak (at

x=2.7pm), and at the top of the well in the field-oxide region (at x=3.0pm). Examining the

five FAG profiles when the topography is present, a wave is scattered off the field oxide

step at an angle of approximately 46^ which consequently causes a sharply angled resist

line edge. This degradation in the resist line-edge angle is in agreement with the ray tracing

explanation given above in that a 46° angle is observed in the FAG profile. Also, as can

be seen by comparing profiles, while moving from the center of the well (0.0pm) to the top

of the field oxide (3.0pm), the FAG concentration increases and the line-edge slope

improves. This indicates that the light scattered off the birds beak is notching the resist
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Figure 5-6. Simulated PAC concentrations after PEB onwafers with theas-deposited
polysilicon and with undyed resist.

The simulations show profiles withpooredgeslopeand withreflective notching. Thepro
file at x=O.Opm occurs in the middle of the active area in Figure 5-1 with the following
profiles moving closer to the end of theactive area. The profile with the least average PAC
occurs at 1.925|im andis the location mostsusceptible to reflective notching. The profile
at x=3.0|im is outside the active area on lop of the fieldoxide.

PAC profile. As predicted by ray tracing, the cross section with the least average PAC and

consequently the greatestnotching seems to occurat 1.925|am.

Through simulation, the effect of adding dye to the photoresist was shown to be

ineffective at reducing reflective notching and at improving the resist line edge slope.

Figure5-7 shows the PAC profiles when leaving the wafers with as-deposited polysilicon

and when a low and medium concentration of dye is added to the resist. Adding dye to

resist increases the B parameter ofDill's model to0.19and0.335 in thelow-andmedium-



dye cases, respectively. The PAC profiles along the yz planeat x=1.925iim are shown in

Figure 5-7 for low dye (left) and medium dye (right).Figure 5-7 indicates that adding dye

to the resist does not change the line-edge slope, which is still approximately 46°. These

PAC profilesagree with experiment, whereit has beenshownthat adding dye to the resist

does not change the edge slope. Comparing the profiles of Figure 5-7 with the profile for

undyed resist at 1.925|im in Figure 5-6, adding dye to the resist does increase the average

PAC concentration in the resist line. This increase may reduce the notching in the devel

oped resist line; however, the PAC profiles for dyed resist are still poor, and a better solu

tion is needed.

PAC with low-dyed resist in yz-
plane at x=1.925|im

0 0.5 I 1.5

y(pm)

PAC with medium-dyed resist in
yz-plane at x=1.925p.m

v. -vsm
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Figure 5-7. Simulated PAC concentrationafter PEB on wafers with the as-deposited
polysilicon and with low-dye (left) and medium-dye (right) resist.

The profiles are located at the position most susceptible to notching. The dye is ineffective
at reducing the reflective notching and at improving the resist line-edge slope.

Simulation results of adding a TiN ARC layer to the topography show that adding

TiN improves the line edge-slope angle and eliminates the reflective notching problem.

Figure 5-8 shows thecase of undyed resistwhen a TiN ARC layer is added. Four PAC pro

files along the yz plane are shownin Figure 5-8, beginning with a planar substrate in the

upper-left comer, the PAC profile at x=O.Opm in the lower left, at x=1.925p.m in the upper

right, and at x=3.0|im in the lower right. Comparing the four profiles of Figure 5-8 with

their corresponding profiles in Figure 5-6 for the as-deposited polysilicon, the line-edge

angle improves and the average PAC in the resist line increases when a TiN layer is

present. It should also be noted that the profileswithTiN in the well are in closer agreement

with the desired planar substrate profile than the profiles without TiN are to the desired



planar substrate profile. These PAC profiles agree with experiment in showing that the

deposition of a TiN ARC eliminates notching and improves the resist line-edgeslope.

PAC on a Planar Substrate
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Figure 5-8.Simulated PAC concentrations after PEB onwafers with a TiN ARC layeron
undyed photoresist

The TiN layer improves the line-edge slope and eliminates the reflective notching prob
lem.

Increasing the oxide slope of the bird's beakfrom 23° to 32° degrades the sharp

ness of the line-edge angle and increases the susceptibility of the resist line to reflective

notching. As predicted by ray tracing inthe 32° case, the location into which the most light

will scatter into still occurs at x=1.925|im in theyz planethoughat a differentheightin the

resist, 0.28p.m above the bottom of the well. In Figure 5-9, the PAC profiles for undyed

resist areshownwhentheTiN is left undeposited (left)andwhen theTiN ARCis deposited

(right). Examining and comparing Figure 5-9 to previous figures for an oxide slope of23°,

theincident lightis now scattered offtheoxide step ata greater angle, approximately 64°.

Thisincreased scattering angle now causes more lightto bereflected toward theunexposed

area andconsequently causes a decrease in thesteepness of the resistline-edge slope. The

PAC profile simulated without a TiNARC has less average PACcompound than the pro

file with theTiN, whichagainindicates that theTiN ARC layer decreases the riskof reflec-



tive notching, even at this steep angle. In comparing the 32° PAC profiles with the 23°

profiles, the 32° profiles seem to have less average PAC concentration in the unexposed

line area than the 23° profiles. This demonstrates that increasing the oxide slope increases

the risk of reflective notching.

PAC without ARC in yz-plane at
x=3.0|xm

I

yCpm)

PAC with TiN ARC in yz-plane at
x=3.0|im
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Figure 5-9. Simulated PAC concentrations after PEB onwafers with a 32°slope at the
bird's beak in undyed photoresist.

The PAC profile on the left is for the as-deposited polysilicon wafer; the profile on the
right is for the wafer with a TiN ARC. Even at this steep slope, the TiN layer improves the
line-edge slope and eliminates the reflective notching problem.

5.6. Conclusions

Comparing the experimental results to simulation has demonstrated the effective

ness of TEMPEST in accurately predicting problems of reflective notching from a three-

dimensional wafer topography. From the PAC profiles, TEMPEST simulations of the loca

tion most susceptible to notching and of the edge slope agree with experiment. Both sim

ulation and experiment have shown that the use of dyed photoresist neither reduces the

reflective notching nor improves the resist edge slope. However, both simulation and

experiment have also demonstrated the effectiveness of using a TiN ARC layer to prevent

reflective notching in three-dimensional topography structures. As materials become more

reflective at shorter wavelengths and as feature dimensions continue to shrink, the ability

to test a topography prior to costly experiments will become increasingly important. TEM

PEST simulations can help locate problems and test solutions that eliminate scattering

from the wafer topography. These include problems which are considerable, such as,



reflective notching from severe disk head topography; arbitrary 3D-shaped topography;

and non-planar resist.

In this chapter, the TEMPEST simulations were based on the assumption that the

light is fuUy coherent In Chapter 6, a method is developed that allows the partial coherence

of vector-polarized light to be simulated. This method is then used in Chapter 7 to explain

the effect of partial coherence in imaging a phase-shift mask and in patterning a gate line

over an active area well.
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6 Theory of Vector Polarized Partial
Coherent Light

6.1. Introduction

Since the electric and magnetic fields are vectors, the theory developed in Chapter

3 for the decomposition of scalar partial-coherent light is extended in this chapter to

include the vector nature of the electric and magnetic fields. This extension is similar to the

decomposition technique presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 3, a matrix that represents the

mutual intensity of the system was decomposed into a set of orthogonal eigenvalues and

eigenfunctions. This chapter presents a method in which a matrix that represents the partial

coherence of vector polarized light is decomposed into a set of orthogonal eigenvalues and

eigenfunctions as well. Since this decomposition is based on diagonalizing a matrix, this

technique is called the vector decomposition. Since transformsinvolvingmatrix diagonal-

ization have the optimal energy compaction, this vector decomposition, like the scalar

decomposition, is also optimal in an energy compactionsense. Furthermore, matrix diag-

onalization techniques by definition produce eigenfunctions that are coherent with them

selves yet incoherent with the other eigenfunctions. These eigenfunctions represent the

field excitations. Since each point in these field excitations is coherent with all the other

points in the excitation, TEMPEST can be used to simulate the scattering of these excita

tions from a topographical structure.

Section 6.2 describes field polarization and the calculation of the image of a point

source with transverse electric (TE) field polarization located in the object plane. Using the

calculation of this field in the object plane, a coherence matrix is defined in Section 6.3,

and the elements of this matrix are calculated in Section 6.4. The coherency matrix, for TE

polarized light, describes the state of mutualcoherence between the vector components of
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the electric field for a given spatial location. In Section 6.5, this coherency matrix is then

diagonalized into a set of orthogonal eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. These eigenfunctions

represent the electric field excitations for TE polarized light The accuracy of this vector

decomposition is then compared to Abbe's formulation in Section6.6. In Section6.7, the

vector decompositionand Abbe's formulation are used to find the aerial image of a contact

hole in an attenuated phase-shift mask.

6.2. Polarization

The scalartheoryofChapter3 is expanded hereto include theeffectof thefieldpolar

ization. Any electromagnetic field can be represented as the sum of a transverse electric

(TE) field andof a transverse magnetic (TM) field. TheTEfield is defined here to haveno

Ex vector component while the TM field isdefined tohave no component. The TEfields

andTM fields are defined in Equations 6-1 and 6-2,respectively. The direction of propa

gation, ky is defined from the electric and magnetic fields asshown in Equation 6-3.

Equation 6-1. TE Fields

Ete - -xsin(|)+ ycos(|)

Hte = -iccos0cos(|)-ycos0sin<|) + zcos0

Equation 6-2. TMFields

Htm = xsin(|)-ycos(|)

= -xcos0cos(|)-ycos0sin(|) + zcos0

Equation 6-3. Direction ofPropagation
kocS = Ex/f = jcsin0cos(|) + ysin0sin(|)-l-zcos0

In Abbe'sformulation, a point in theeffective source is imaged as a plane waveonto

the object By definition, this effective source islocated inthe exit pupil ofan illumination

optic, where itisassumed to be fully incoherent. An effective source with TE polarization

can berepresented byacollection ofpoint sources where each point inthis effective source

has TE polarization and can be represented mathematically by Equation 6-4. In

Equation 6-4, Xp and yp are the coordinates of the effective source located in the exit pupil
y

and Xg and are asampled source point where ([> is atan—. The image from each ofthese
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polarized points can be calculated by using the scalar diffraction theory on each vector

component. This image under the Fresnel approximation was given byEquation 3-12 and

is repeated asEquation 6-5, where Xq and yo are the coordinates atthe object plane. As dis-

£,(Xj) = (-Ssin(|) +5»cos(|))5(Xp-A:j)8(yp-y^)Equation 6-4.

Equation 6-5.

ilnz ilK
T # Y

£(x„) =e IP (Xp) £ (Xp) e dx

i2n

= (-xsin(|) + ycos(|)) P (x^, y^) e

cussed in Section 3.6.2, Equation 6-5 assumes that aberrated and large NA systems can be

taken into account by using a modified pupil, P, as given in Equation 3-20 and repeated in

Equation 6-6. The pupil, P, can be simplified in accord with the following assumption that

1/4

Equation 6-6. P(Xp,yp) =
l-NA^(xl +yl)

exp
' 2n « »

xexp -i2nz-^Jl-NA^ (xj +yb'\circ (Jx^+yh
NA J

magnification of the illumination optic is one (M=l), which implies that the high NA term

(the first term in Equation 6-6) is 1. With this assumption, the magnitude of the pupil filter

term, P, in Equation 6-5, equals one. With this simplification and after replacing cartesian

coordinates of the source with spherical coordinates (0 and (|)), Equation 6-5 becomes

Equation 6-7.

2n
(xsin0cos<t> + )'sin6sin<|>+ zcos9)

Equation 6-7. = (-xsin(()+ycos<|)) e

Equation 6-7 is the electric field incident on to the object plane that is generated by a

point in the TE polarized source. As in Abbe's formulation, the source can be sampled at

a number of points. Each of these points generates a field incident onto the object with

polarization and phase shown in Equation 6-7. Since the source is spatially incoherent, the

mutual intensity is non-zero only when Xqi is not equal to Xq2. Consequently, the intensity

incident onto the object is given by adding the intensities produced by each sample source

point, i.e., the source is integrated over last.
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6.3. The Coherence Matrix

Instead of integrating overthesource last, thesource canbe integrated overfirst to

produce a mutual intensity at the object plane. This mutual intensity canthen be decom

posed aswas done in Chapter 3 for scalar light to produce a mathematical representation

ofthemutual intensity with better energy compaction. This canbedone byfirst generaliz

ing the scalar decomposition technique developed in Chapter 3 to include polarization of

the electromagnetic field. Consider a TE field propagating (Ez=0), the state of partial

coherence for the vectorelectric field that s given by thecoherence matrix. The coherency

matrix is defined in Equation 6-8 where Equation 6-8 uses the notation of Mandel and

Wolf ofRef. [72]. With this notation, J (x^p x^2» 0) is the coherence matrix for quasimo-

nochromatic light and Jxx, Jyy» Jxy and Jyx are the mutual intensity elements which repre

sent the coupling between the vector components.

Equation 6-8.

/xjc ( 1' *02^ /xy 1' *02)
^yx 1' *o2^ ^yy 1♦ *o2^_

(x,2)> (E,(x^^)Ey* (x^2)>
(*02) > (*02) >

The coherence matrix is a measure of the correlation between the different vector

components of the light, which in this case is the correlation between the electric field com
ponents for TE polarization. The diagonal elements are the mutual intensity for the xand
yvector components and when x^j = x^2» these elements represent the intensity in the x

or y components. The off-diagonal elements represent the cross-correlation between the
two components. From the definition of the off-diagonal elements in Equation 6-8, J^y and

Jyx are complex conjugates of each other, i.e., Jy^ = .This implies that the coherence
matrix is hermitian and that the eigenvalues are real [134]. If = Jyx ~ ^yy ~

field is linear polarized in the Xdirection; if = 7^^ = Jxx ~ 0,the field is linear polar

ized in ydirection; and, if7^ = Jyx — the field is impolarized. The elements of the
coherence matrix arealso related theStoke'sparameters. TheStoke'sparameters arelinear

combinations of the elements of the coherence matrixas described in Ref. 72.
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6.4. Calculation of the Mutual Intensity Elements of the Coherence
Matrix, Jyyj and Jxy

Using thedefinition ofthecoherence matrix ofEquation 6-8 and the scalar theory

developed inChapter 3,the mutual intensity elements ofthe coherence matrix, Jxx» Jyy» Jxy»

and Jyx can be calculated by integrating over the source first. The electric field with TE

polarization is E^e = -xsin\|r + ycos\|;. For a TE polarized spatially-incoherent source,

byusing thedefinition ofJxx in Equation 6-8, theJxx mutual intensity at thesource is given

by Equation 6-9. Similarly, by calculating Jyy, Jxy, and Jyx, the coherence matrix for this

TE polarized-incoherent source results are generated as shown in Equation 6-10.

Equation 6-9.

= ^<,sinViSin\|/28(x„i-x„2)

Equation 6-10. J (x^j, =

= /<.smV5(x„i-x„2)

sin^V -cos\j/sin\|;
-cos\|/sin\|/ cos^v

^»8 (x„,-x^2)

Using scalar wave theory and Equation 6-5, the mutual intensity elements of the

coherence matrix in the imageplane, J (x^, x,^), can be calculated from the elements in

the objectplane, J (x^j, x^2)»where the object planeis the source in thiscase.The scalar

wave theory can be used to evaluate all the elements of the coherence matrix provided that

the matrix elements are found in a dielectric medium (in this case, air), which has the prop

erties of being linear, isotropic, homogeneous, and non-dispersive [42]. For example, the

Jxxcomponent in the image plane is shown in Equation 6-11 and simplifies to Equation 6-

12 for a circular source. In Equation 6-12, ri2 and 0i2 are the same as those used in

Equation6-ll.

\2n

Equation 6-12. 7^(x,.j, x,^) =JJwJwdv|fsin^\|/e
0 0

Equation 3-18. After substituting the complex representation for sin^Xjr into Equation 6-
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12, Equation 6-12 becomes Equation 6-13. The integral of xj; can be evaluated by using the

definition of the Bessel function shown in Equation 6-14. After using Equation 6-14,

l2Jt

Equation 6-13.
0 0

2n

W-. , ^ ^ « .m 'Wi®!-? T / V f imxf iMcos(v-0„) ,Equation6-14. 2;r/ e J^(u) = je e d\\f
0

Equation 6-13 becomes Equation 6-15. Since the integrals of uIqCu) and uJ2(u) have

closed-form solutions. Equation 6-15 can be simplified to Equation 6-16, which is Jxx in

Equation 6-15.
1 ^ 1

7^ (x,,, X;2) =i (27t) po (2»cwri2) wdw +̂ (2jc) ?(2JCH'r,2) wdw
0 0

Equation 6-16.

Ji(271J27cr1 1

n "^^12

the image plane. Using the procedure outlined aboveof usingthe complex representation

for the trigonometric functions, the other elements of the coherency matrix, Jyy, Jxy, and

Jyx, can be calculated, resulting in Equation 6-17 and Equation 6-18.

Equation 6-17.

h (2t'-i2) . 1

12

Jyy (Xfi' *12) = "*• 2 2 [l~-^o (2t'-,2) -ltri27i (27trj2) ]
" •'"'^12 2jc rT

Equation 6-18.

^xy (*il» *i2^ "yxJ^(Xn,Xj2) =7j,^(x,.i,x,.2) ^sm2e,2[l-7o(2jtri2)-Jtri27i(27crj2)]
2jc ri2

The mutual intensityelementsof the coherency matrix given by Equations6-16,

6-17, and 6-18 represent the correlation between the electric field components of the TE

polarized light. The mutual coherence for optical system A, A^365nm, NA=0.9, a=l,

betweentwo points,xj and X2, is plottedin Figure6-1 versusxj, whereX2 is held constant
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Optical SystemA(A^365iim, NA=0.9, a=l)

Mutual Coherence, p, between Xj and X2

along<1)1=0°

Jxy aJyx

k 0^

Mutual Coherence, p, between xi and X2

along<1)1=45°

Jxy StSyx

i< 0.1

Mutual Coherence, |X, between xi and X2

along <1)1=22.5°

Jxy&Jyx

is 0.1

Mutual Coherence, |li,between xi and X2

along <1)1=90°

Jxy A Jyx

k 0^

Figure 6-1. Plots Jxx» Jyy» and J^y between xj and X2 for four values of<|)i.

along the optical axis, i.e. X2=(p2=0; ([>2=0°), and where the radial component, pi, ofx^ is

varied continuously from 0 to 1and the azimuthal component, is varied in discrete steps

of 0°, 22.5°, 45°, and 90°, i.e. xi=(pi=0 to 1; <|)i=0°, <t)i=22.5°, <|)i=45°, ^i=90% From

Figure 6-1, themutual coherence of theJ^x element when (|)i=0° is thesameas the mutual

coherence of the Jyy element when (l)i=90°. This occurs because the TE polarization,

Exe = xcos\i;-ysint|r, is symmetric with respect to \|/=45°. Furthermore, Jxx, when

(1)1=45°, equals Jyy, when <|)i=45°, where both Jxx and Jyy are Airy functions. The fact that
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Jxy and Jyx are non-zero at angles other than multiples of 90° implies that the matrix is

polarized, in this case with TE polarization.

6.5. Diagonalization of Coherence Matrix

As described in Section 3.7.1 in which block matrices were used to decompose the

mutual intensity, the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the coherency matrix given by

Equation 6-8 are found by transforming J(xi,X2) into a block matrix. Since the source is

circular, the decomposition is performed in polarcoordinates, wherethe location of point

xi and of point X2 is represented bythe coordinates, (Pi,(l)i) and (P2»<l>2)» respectively. The

block notation of the four-dimensional coherence matrix, MiyjXl), hi two dimensions is

shownin Equation 6-19, where KI represent thevariation in pj, P2, and(|>2, respec-

Equation 6-19.

J(Ut.O

y„(i.1.2,1) ... y„(i.i.w.i) ... /^yd.i.i.i) y,yd.i.2.i) ... y^d.i.w.i) ...
y„(2,1,1,1) : y,y(2.1,1.1) :

y„(Ar, 1,1,1)

y*

y,,(w,1,1,1)

1, 1, 1)

1.1.1)

Jy^(N.N,N,y) Jyy(N,N.l,l)

y„d,i,i,i) y„d,1,2.1) ... Jy^d.i.N.i) - Jy^d.i.N.fT) y^d.i.i.i) y„d,i,2,i) ... y„d,i,w,i) ... y^d.i.w.AO
y.,(2,1,1,1) : yyy(2,l,1.1) :

tively. This is the same notation used in Equation 3-45 for the scalar mutual intensity.

The size of the block coherency matrix is 2NpN<j) x 2NpN(j,, where Np is the

number of samples in pand N<j, is the number of (j) samples. For example, ifp and ((> are

sampled 25 times, the size-block coherency matrix is 1250 x 1250. Although this matrix

is large, the matrix can be diagonalized using SuperLU developed by Demmel[30] insec

onds. Asshown in Equation 6-20, the eigenvector, OnCxj), of the diagonalization is repre-
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sented by a column vector and the eigenvector, ^n(*2)» is represented by a row vector .

Equation 6-20.

♦n<»2) =[«•„(».») ••• ... %(2.» ... VWAo]

These eigenvectors represent the electric field excitations and include polarization where

the electric field in x is given by Oxn and the field in y is given by Each excitation is

coherent with itself yet incoherent or orthogonal with the other excitations.

The eigenvalues of the decomposition of the coherency matrix are plotted in

Figure 6-2 for opticalsystemA (^365nm,NA=0.9, a=l) andopticalsystemB (^248nm,

NA=0.5, a=0.5). Similar to the eigenvalues of the scalar mutual intensity, the eigenvalues

of the coherency matrix are real and non-negative. This implies that the coherence matrix

is Hermitian, i.e. the coherence depends only on the separation between two points. Fur

thermore, since the eigenvalues are non-negative, the intensity is non-negative. As seen in

Optical SystemA (X=365nm, NA=0.9, a=l) Optical SystemB (A^248nm, NA=0.5, a=0.5)

KM 100

order

TT¥lHniKtMiaBwi—ifciiw
20 30

order

Figure 6-2. Plots of the eigenvalues for two different optical system.

The system on the left, optical system A, is an inspection system where A;=365nm,
NA=0.9, and 0=1. The system on the right, optical system B, is a lithography system
where X=248nm, NA=0.5, and a=0.5.

Figure 6-2, some of the eigenvalues are also degenerate. For example. Figure 6-2 indicates

that the first and second orders in both optical systems are degenerate. This degeneracy of

the first and second order is due to the polarization of the field and due to the symmetry of

the source. The third eigenfunction is non-generate, while the fourth and fifth are once

again degenerate. Similar to the eigenvalues of the scalar mutual intensity, the eigenvalues
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descend with an approximately 1/n relationship, where n is the order. This indicates that

the number of field excitations needed to represent the coherence can be truncated.

The eigenfimctions of the first three orders are plotted in Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-

4 for optical system A and optical system B, respectively. These eigenfimctions represent

the Ex and Ey field excitations for TE polarized light orrepresent the Hx and Hy field exci

tations for TM polarized light. Comparing the eigenfunctions of systems A and B, the

eigenfunctions have the same functional representation in which the positions of the

minima, the maxima, and zero crossings differ between the optical systems. The degener

ate first and second orders are similar in that the first order Ex field is the transpose of the

second-order Ey field, and due to symmetry, the first-order Ey is the transpose of the

second order Ex- In fact, for all degenerate eigenfunctions, NA=0.9 and Ey are transposes

of each other. In comparing Figure6-3 to Figure6-4, the eigenfunctions are similar in that

theyhavethesamefunctional relationship. Theonlydifference between theeigenfunctions

ofFigure 6-3andFigure 6-4is theposition ofthemaxima andminima. Thisis because the

A,
maxima and minima occur at different locations, where this location depends on •For

example, the first-order Ex eigenfunction of Figure 6-3 is similar to the first-order Ex

eigenfunction of Figure 6-4, except that it is compressed.

These eigenfunctions form an orthogonal basis set in which eacheigenfunction is

incoherent with the othereigenfunctions in the set. The elementsof the coherencymatrix,

Jxx, Jyy, and Jxy, are given by summing these eigenfunctions weighted by the eigenvalues.

The elements, Jxx» Jyy» and Jxy are given in Equations 6-21, 6-22, and 6-23, respectively.
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optical System A (A^365nm, NA=0.9, <J=l.O)
first order E, first order E

second order E second order Ey

third order E, third order Ey

Figure 6-3. First three eigenfunctions of optical system A.



Optical System A (X=248nm, NA=0.5, 0=0.5)
first order E, first order E.

second o

±irdor

-0.5 0 0,5 1
x(|iin)

-1 -0.5 0 0,5
xCpm)

Figure6-4. First three eigenfunctions ofoptical system B.



Equation6-21. ^xx^^v^t) ~ ^*2)
1

Equation6-22. Jyyix^.x^) =^X.E (x^)Ey* (xj)
i

Equation6-23. /^(xj, Xj) =^X.E^,{x^)Ey* (xj)
I

Since the eigenfunctions form an orthogonal basis set, each eigenfunction repre

sentsonesimulation, wheretheeigenfunction represents theelectric fieldexcitation. These

electric fieldexcitations, £,• (x), are given by Equation 6-24 for the TE polarization case.

Equation 6-24. E/ (x) = JX. (P» +S^yi (P» <i>) 1^

Since each pointof these electric field excitations is fully coherent to the otherpoints in

the excitation, the scatteringfrom theseexcitationsincidentupona topographicalstructure

can be simulated byTEMPEST. The implementation of thisdecomposition technique into

TEMPEST is called TEMPEST-PCD (TEMPEST with Partial Coherence Decomposi

tion). The number of TEMPEST-PCDsimulationsneeded is proportional to the numerical

aperture of the illumination system, gNA, i.e., as cNA increases, more simulations are

needed. Since the eigenfunctions form a orthogonal basis set, the total intensity is the sum

of the intensitiesproduced from the individual simulations. This total intensityis given by

Equation 6-25, where Ej (x) is electric field in the TEMPEST-PCD simulation domain

after convergence.This decomposition techniqueis shown pictorially in Figure 6-5.

N _ _ ^ _ 2_ 2
Equation 6-25. Ij-qj- = X^(x)*^(x) = X (IfiJjWl +I4(x)|)

;=i j=i

The number of simulations or eigenfunctions needed to represent the coherency

matrix can be truncated once an error criteria is met since the eigenvalues of Figure 6-2

decay. The amount of this error can be quantifiedby comparingthe analyticalelements of

the coherency matrix, as calculated with Equations 6-16, 6-17, and 6-18, to the elements

calculated with the truncated decomposition representation given in Equations 6-21,6-22,

and 6-23. This comparison is demonstrated in Figure 6-6 for optical systems A and B. In

Figure 6-6, Jxx» Jyy> and J^y ofthe decomposition between points xj and X2 iscompared to

the analyticalsolutionas a function of xj, whereX2 is located at the center of the domain
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Wave 1

£i(») =

Wave 2

H2(*) =^[«£x2(P.«+J'£'y2(P.«))»"'"^

Wave n

/i (x) = £? (X) . £? (x) (X) = £^2 (X) • E2 (x)! /„ (X) (x)

(*) •'• ^2 + ..• + /„ (x)

Figure 6-5. Pictorial representation of the decomposition formulation.

(p2=0|im) and at the edge of the domain (p2=1.0pin). The elements of the coherency

matrix given by the decomposition technique are plotted when thedecomposition sum is

truncated after 93eigenfunctions for optical system A and after 26eigenfunctions for opti

calsystem B. Theelements ofthe coherency matrix calculated after truncating the decom

position summation are inexcellent agreement with the analytical solution at the center of

the domain (p2=0pm). Thepeak of the main lobe shows about 5% errorbetween theana

lytical coherence and the decomposition coherence at the edge of the domain (p2=1.0pm).

6.6. Comparison of the Decomposition Formulation versus Abbe's
Formulation

In this section, theenergycompaction and accuracy of the decomposition represen

tation are compared versus Abbe's formulation for optical systems A and B. In Figure 6-

7aand 6-7b, each element ofthe coherency matrix, Jyy, and Jxy, iscalculated with the

decomposition formulation and with Abbe's formulation, and are then compared to theele

ments calculated analytically with Equations 6-16, 6-17, and 6-18. The elements are plot-



optical System A(X?=365nm, NA=0.9, o=l) Optical System B(X^248mn, NA=0.5,o=0.5)

Jjuj, Jyy, and Jxy, betwecD xi and X2 asa
function of pi when p2=0.0|Jm ofpointX2

Jxx, Jyy, and Jxy, betweou xi and X2 asa
function of pi whenp2=0.0pm of pointX2
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Figure 6-6. Comparison of Jyy» Jxy calculated with the decomposition
formulation and calculated analyticallywith Equations 6-16,6-17, and 6-18.

Jxx, Jyy, and Jxy between points xj and X2 iscompared for optical system Aand Band is
comparedwhenp2=0.0pm and whenp2=1.0pm.

ted asa function ofpi, where (|)i ofxj is fixed at0°and where P2 and (|)2 ofX2 are both 0.

For optical system A, the decomposition representation with93 eigensolutions is in exact

agreement with the analytical solution for all elements, Jxx» Jxy> Jyy. For optical system

B, the decomposition representation with 26 eigensolutions is again in exact agreement

with the analytical solution. However, it shouldbe notedthat bothopticalsystem A andB

required a few more eigensolutions than thedecomposition on thescalar mutual intensity

as the decomposition of the scalarmutual intensity required 82 and 19eigensolutions for

optical systems A and B, respectively. This increase in the number of eigensolutions is
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most likely due to polarization causing more degenerate eigensolutions. In both optical

systems A andB, the analytical solution is compared to Abbe's formulation whenthe illu

mination source is sampled with Ns=l,2, and 4. Asin thecaseof thescalarlightofChapter

3, the illumination source of opticalsystemA was sampled45,249, and 1125times when

Ns=l, 2, and 4, respectively, and optical system B was sampled 9, 45, and 193 times. In

both optical systems, the error difference between the analytical solution and Abbe's for

mulation decreases as the number of source samples increases. Abbe's formulation also

shows more error in the side lobes than in the main lobe. The root mean square error for

both optical systems is tabulated and shown in Table 6-1. Table 6-1 shows the error

Table 6-1. Root mean square errorbetween theanalytical mutual coherency elements,
Jxx, Jyy, and Jxy, vcrsus those calculated with the decomposition formulation and versus

those calculated with Abbe's formulation.

Table 6-1 shows comparison results for optical system A (top) andB (bottom) at the
center of the domain andat theedgeof thedomain. Thecoherency elements are calcu-

Optical System A(A^365iim, NA=0.9, o=1.0)

Jxx Jxx Jyy Jyy Jxy Jxy
Center Edge Center Edge of Center Edge of

of the of the of the the of the the

Mutual Coherence Representation Domain Domain Domain Domain Domain Domain

(Opm) (lUm) (O^im) dUm) (Otun) (lUm)

Decomposition technique with93 samples 0.01% 0.11% 0.00% 0.07% 0.07% 0.12%

Abbe's formulation with 45 samples 1.03% 1.03% 0.24% 0.24% 0.10% 0.10%

Abbe's formulation with 249 samples 0.40% 0.40% 0.11% 0.11% 0.10% 0.10%

Abbe's formulation with 1125 samples 0.15% 0.05% 0.05% 0.05% 0.10% 0.10%

Optical System B (X?=248iun, NA=0.5, a=0.5)

Decomposition technique with19 samples 0.00% 0.09% 0.00% 0.11% 0.02% 0.04%

Abbe's formulation with 9 samples 1.14% 1.14% 0.82% 0.82% 0.11% 0.11%

Abbe's formulation with 45 samples 0.45% 0.45% 0.39% 0.39% 0.11% 0.11%

Abbe's formulation with 193 samples 0.28% 0.28% 0.26% 0.26% 0.11% 0.11%

between the analytical solution for the coherency matrix elements and between both

Abbe's formulation and the decomposition representation. The error is tabulated at the

center of the domain (p2=0, (|)2=0°) and at the edge of the domain (p2=1.0pm, (|)2=0°).

From Table 6-1, the root mean square error at the center is less than at the edge in the

decomposition method. Although the error of the decomposition method increases at the

edge, the decomposition error isless than the error introduced with Abbe's formulation.
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Optical System A(A^365iim, NA=0.9, o=l) Optical System B(^248iim. NA=0.5,0=0.5)
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Figure 6-7a Comparison of the elements of the
coherency matrix, Jyy, and J^y, for optical
system A (A;=365nm, NA=0.9, o=1.0).

Figure 6-7b. Comparison of the elements of the
coherency matrix, J
system B (X=248nm, NA=0.5, o=0.5).

XX, Jyy, and Jxy, for optical

Figure 6-7. Comparisonof the elements of the coherency matrix.

The elements calculated analytically with Equations 6-16, 6-17, and 6-18 to those calcu
lated with the decomposition formulation and with Abbe's fcmnulation when is 1, 2,
and 4. The comparison is shownfor opticalsystemsA (left)and B (right).
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The numberof simulationsrequiredfor a 2% deviationof thepartial coherenceover

a 6A. X6X mathematical plane(a 3D-simulation domain) as a function of a*NA is plotted

in Figure 6-8 for a circular symmetric source. The number of simulations for the decom

position technique, as plotted in Figure 6-8, was found by truncating the eigenfiinction

summation. With this summation, the mutual coherence was calculated for two instances:

the mutual coherence between a point in the center of the plane to all points across the

entire 6Xx6X plane, and the mutual coherence between a point at theedge of the plane

(6A,) to the entire plane. When the mutual coherence of the eigenfunction summation in

these two instances differed by less than 2% across theentire plane from the true mutual

coherence, the eigenfunction summation was truncated. The number of eigenfimctions

needed to represent this truncated summation is equivalent to the number ofsimulations.

The number of simulations neededwith Abbe's formulation was given by Equation3-28

and isrepeated inEquation 6-26 for acircular symmetric source, where Ng isthe over-sam-

n . 2cNAw. ^
Equation 6-26. I2D ~ 4 ^

pling period. In this case, Ng of4was used because, as shown in Chapter of3, Ng of4pro

ducedthe mostaccurate mutual coherence. Asobserved in Figure6-8,a comparison of the

number of simulations needed with the decomposition technique to the number needed

withAbbe's formulation indicates thatthedecomposition technique requires 5 to 10times

fewer simulations thanAbbe's formulation. For example, for a stepper with NA=0.6 and

a=0.5, TEMPEST-PCD requires 22 simulations while Abbe's formulation would require

136simulationsfor a 6.2 reduction in the numberof simulations. For an inspectionsystem

with NA=0.9 and o=l. Abbe's formulation would require 1350 simulations while TEM-

PEST-PCD requires 125 simulations, for a 10.8 x reduction.

Much of this computational reduction is due to the Karhunen-Loeve transform,

which has the optimal energy compaction property. The Karhunen-Loeve transform repre

sents the mutual intensity with fewer signal excitations ascompared to the Fourier trans

form or Abbe's formulation. The optimal decomposition is in radial coordinates since the

source is radially symmetric. This, as inthe case ofthe scalar decomposition ofChapter 3,

causes inaccuracies due toaliasing ofapplying a radially symmetric source toarectangular
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Figure 6-8. Number of simulations needed with the decomposition formulation and with
Abbe's formulation.

The number of simulations was calculated in order to maintain 2% error across the simula
tion domain. The number of simulations with Abbe's formulation was found when

TEMPEST simulation domain. However, as demonstrated in Chapter 3, physics helps

because the area of cross-talk from partially-coherent light scattering off the topography is

often much smaller than the entire simulation domain. For example, in a reflective notch

ing problemlight scatteringfrom the activearea well is of interestand the mutual intensity

need only be decomposed in a region that encompasses the active area well. Therefore, the

partially coherent light should be decomposed in an area where the light scattering is sig

nificant.

6.7. Simulation Example: A 3D Hole in an Attenuated Phase-Shift Mask

In order to demonstrate the accuracy of the decomposition technique in three

dimensions, the aerial image intensity produced by a contact hole in an attenuated phase-
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shift mask was simulated using TEMPEST-PCD and using TEMPEST with Abbe's formu

lation. In this comparison example, the contact hole is square, 0.3 x 0.3jim. This hole is

slightly over-etched in order to maintain a peak contrast thatwillcause a 0.25 x 0.25pm

hole after resist development. The hole is etched in an embedded attenuated phase-shift

mask. The embedded attenuated phase-shift material is generated by the technique

described byMikami et al. [78]. In this technique, a 23nm chrome layer is first deposited

on a quartz blank. This chrome layer causes most of the attenuation and provides some

phase shift since itscomplex refractive index is1.36-j1.91. After deposition ofthe chrome,

a 55nm thickchromium fluoride layeris deposited ontothe chrome. This chromium fluo

ride layer provides most of the 180° phase shift. With this technique a phase-shift mask

with 180° phase shift and with 6.4% transmittance is generated. The 0.3 x 0.3pm hole is

then etched into the mask. A schematic of this mask is shown in Figure 6-9, which gives a

cross-sectional view and abottom-up view ofthe mask. The fields propagating through this

maskare then simulated with TEMPEST using a 248nm stepper with NA of 0.7 and Gof

0.6. The diffracted orders are thencalculated by taking theFouriertransform of the fields

ataplane which isparallel to the mask and isatthe bottom ofthe simulation domain. These

orders are collected bythe projection optic and imaged with SPLAT. The numerical aper

ture is chosen to be large in order to insure that off-axis illumination of sufficiently high

angle isincident onto the mask. The mask was also chosen to have amagnification of1. In

this IXstepper, the aspect ratio ofthe hole is3.8 to 1(300:78). The aspect ratio was chosen

tobesmall because both Wong[152] and Wojcik[149] have found that Hopkin's formula

tion is notapplicable inphase-shift masks with small aspect ratios.

The aerial images calculated with four different methods are compared inFigure 6-

10. InFigure 6-10, the aerial image is plotted along a cut-line passing through the middle

of the hole. These images are calculated with the decomposition method presented in this

chapter (TEMPEST-PCD) and are then compared to the aerial image calculated with

Abbe's method, TEMPEST-HN (TEMPEST with Hopkin's imaging for a Normally inci

dent plane wave, as discussed in Chapter 2), and SPLAT (scalar imaging). The aerial image

calculated with SPLAT predicts a larger intensity in the middle. This is most likely due to

neglecting the boundary conditions assumed in scalar imaging. The boundary conditions
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Figure 6-9. Attenuated phase-shift mask used to compare simulation results calculated
with the decomposition formulation and with Abbe's formulation.

for vector polarized light create currents along the hole. These currents effectively reduce

the amount of light passing through the hole. Consequently, the peak intensity calculated

with SPLAT is greater than the intensity calculated with TEMPEST, in which the vector

fields are solved. The aerial image calculated with TEMPEST and using Hopkin's formu

lation (TEMPEST-HN), using Abbe's formulation, and using the decomposition method

are in close agreement with each other. The TEMPEST-HN image is in close agreement

because, for this NA and a, the diffraction orders are independent of the illumination angle

and Hopkin's formulation remains valid. It is important to note that TEMPEST-HN

requires only one simulation. Further, though the TEMPEST-PCD aerial image is in excel

lent agreement with Abbe's formulation, it requires fewer simulations than does Abbe's

formulation. The aerial images using the decomposition method required 12 simulations

while Abbe's formulation required 37 simulations.

6.8. Conclusions

A vector decomposition representation that includes polarization and partial coher

ence of the source was formulated by generalizing the scalar decomposition technique pre

sented in Chapter 3. Each of these field excitations generated by this vector decomposition

is coherent with itself yet incoherent with the other excitations. Since each excitation is

coherent, TEMPEST can be used to analyze the scattering of this field from a topographi-
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Figure 6-10. Comparison of aerial images for acontact hole in attenuating phase-shift
mask of Figure 6-9.

The aerial image intensity was calculated with four techniques; SPLAT, TEMPEST-HN,
TEMPEST withAbbe'sformulation, andTEMPEST withthedecomposition method. The
hole isprinted with a stepper having NA of0.7, a of0.6, and Xof248nm.

cal structure. Furthermore, since this vector decomposition is a transform technique that

involves diagonalizing a matrix, this decomposition is optimal in an energy compaction

sense, i.e., the least number ofexcitations are needed to represent the coherency and the

polarization of the system.

The accuracy ofthis vector decomposition was analyzed by comparing the mutual

intensity elements, Jxx, hr ^yy coherence matrix generated with the decompo
sition to elements calculated analytically. The vector decomposition technique is accurate

in the centerof the simulation and sufferssome loss of accuracy at the edges of the simu

lation. However, innon-periodic simulation domains the decomposition technique ismore

accurate than Abbe's formulation and requires fewer simulations. For example, in an

inspection system with NA of0.9 and a of 1, the decomposition technique would require
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93 simulations for a 0.01% error in the center of the domain while Abbe's formulation

would require over 1125 simulations toproduce thesame error.

Using the vector decomposition, field excitations were generated for TEpolariza

tion. The propagation ofthese excitations incident upon anattenuating phase-shift contact

hole was simulatedwith TEMPEST. Throughthese simulations, aerial imageswere calcu

latedwith the vector decomposition and with Abbe's formulation. The aerial image from

thevector decomposition is nearly equivalent totheaerial image from Abbe's formulation.

Since the vector decomposition is accurate in the center of the domain, the aerial image

with the vectordecomposition is most accurate in the centerof the domain, and the aerial

image with thedecomposition begins to differ from theimage using Abbe'sformulation at

the edge of the domain.

The vector decomposition techniqueis used in Chapters7 and 8. Chapter 7 uses the

vector decomposition technique to simulate two-dimensional structures for finding the

aerial image from a phase-shift mask and of patteming a gate line into a two-dimensional

active area well. Chapter 8 uses the vectordecompositiontechnique to determine the effec

tiveness of using a pupil filter to analyze a three-dimensional structure, a contact hole

etched in silicon dioxide.
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7 Effect of Vector Polarized Partial

Coherence on Phase Shift Methods

and Reflective Notching

7.1. Introduction

In this chapter, the decomposition technique discussed in Chapter 6 and imple

mented through TEMPEST-POD (TEMPEST with Partial Coherence Decomposition) is

usedto simulate scattering from two-dimensional topographical structures. The goal is to

assess the role and importance ofpartial coherence in lateral scattering at the wafer level

in optical projection printing. The simulations studied in this chapter include imaging an

attenuated phase-shift mask, patterning a line created by a two-layer phase-shifting resist

edge, and patterning a gate line over an active-area trench. In Section 7.2, the accuracy of
the TEMPEST-PCD simulations is verified by comparing aerial images of an attenuated

phase-shift mask calculated with TEMPEST-PCD to aerial images calculated with TEM
PEST and Abbe's formulation. The TEMPEST-PCD results are also compared to aerial

images calculated with SPLAT and TEMPEST-HN (TEMPEST with Hopkin's imaging
for anormally incident plane wave discussed inChapter 2). Section 7.3 examines the fea

sibility of using a 180° phase-shifting two-layer resist edge in producing asub-wavelength
resolution line through TEMPEST-PCD simulation. In Section 7.4, TEMPEST-PCD is

used to simulate the patterning ofa gate line over an active-area trench. This active-area

trench topography is similar to the topography reviewed in Chapter 5. However, the simu
lations in Section 7.4 are conducted with incident light that is partially coherent Since a

post-exposure bake (PEB) is normally performed on such simulations, the effect of PEB
and the effect of the partial coherence (a) on the final image profile will be discussed in

Section 7.5.
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7.2. Phase Shift Mask

In the first example, aerial images are calculated by collecting the light diffracting

from a IX two-dimensional attenuating phase-shift mask. This section was originally pub

lished in Ref. 115. At the time of publication, only a two-dimensional version of TEM-

PEST-PCD was available. Consequently, all the simulations in this section were done with

a ID cylindrical lens. Despite this, some valuable insight is to be gained on the validity of

using TEMPEST-HN. It is important to recall from Chapter 2 that TEMPEST-HN makes

the assumption that the diffraction orders are independent of the incidence angle and only

one simulation is needed. Consequently, the goal of this section is to determine when the

TEMPEST-HN simulation, as opposed to the TEMPEST-PCD, is valid.

The mask structure simulated with TEMPEST-HN and TEMPEST-PCD is shown

in Figure 7-la and consists of two 0.25jim attenuating phase-shift lines separated by an

etched 0.45pm space. The dimensions were chosen to produce an image of nearly equal

0.35|Lim lines and spaces in a IX i-line stepper with an NA of 0.6. In this phase-shifting

mask technology approach, a 6% attenuation is designed into the mask by etching a

O.lOSpm thick attenuating material with n=2.115 and k=-j0.756 followed by a 0.130pm

etch of the glass in orderto achieve a 180° phase-shift.

Simulation results are shown in Figures 7-lb and 7-lc for a a of 0.5 and of 0.7,

respectively. The aerial images are calculated by four simulation methods: SPLAT (scalar

imaging), TEMPEST-HN, TEMPEST using Abbe's formulation, and TEMPEST-PCD.

The aerial images from a scalar mask using a simple vertical ray mask model (ID SPLAT

simulation) shows considerable intensity in the middle of the feature. In ID SPLAT, the

transmission cross coefficient is calculated for a cylindrical lens. The aerial image is then

given by integrating overlapping step functions of the transmission cross coefficient with

the transmission function of the mask rather than overlapping circles in 2D SPLAT. These

SPLAT images are compared to images from Hopkin's formulation with TEMPEST-HN.

Using TEMPEST-HN, only one simulation is performed. This simulation calculates the

diffracted orders due to a normally incident plane wave. These diffracted orders are col

lected by ID SPLAT, which forms the aerial image intensity. The results with TEMPEST-
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HN show reduced intensity of the feature as compared to SPLAT. The reduced intensity is

expected due to the mask edges shorting out the parallel electric fields. It is important to

note that TEMPEST-HN requires only one simulation. For both the a=0.5 and a=0.7 cases,

the TEMPEST-PCD aerial image is in excellent agreement with Abbe's formulation,

which yields the most accurate solution provided, however, that many obliquely incident

plane waves areneeded toaccurately represent theillumination. Note, though, thata minor

asymmetry is apparent in the images, whichis mostlikelydue to the numerical implemen

tation of Maxwell's equations on a discrete grid on TEMPEST. This asymmetry can be

eliminated by decreasing the grid spacing.

Due to the energy compaction property of the decomposition, TEMPEST-PCD is

capable ofanalyzing the angular scattering dependence of the image with fewer simula

tions than the Abbe formulation. For a=0.5, the aerial image using TEMPEST-PCD

required 7 simulations while the image with Abbe's formulation required 21 simulations.

Likewise inFigure 7-lc for a=0.7, TEMPEST-PCD required 11 simulations while Abbe's

formulation required 27 simulations.

Insight regarding the dominant sources oferror in SPLAT can be gained through

examination ofthe aerial images inFigure 7-1. These images, calculated with TEMPEST,

predict that the peak intensity decreases compared to the images calculated with SPLAT.
This decrease is due to a breakdown in the scalarassumption used in SPLAT. The scalar

assumption neglects the currents created by the vector-like nature of the light, which cre

ates currents in the mask layers. These currents decrease the amount of light passing

through the opening. Consequently, the peak intensity calculated with TEMPEST is less

thanthatcalculated with SPLAT. Theaerial images calculated with TEMPEST-PCD differ

slightly from the images calculated with TEMPEST-HN. This is because Hopkin sformu
lation assumes thatthediffraction orders are independent oftheoblique angle ofincidence,

and forthis mask structure this assumption is notvalid. However, the mask studied in this

section is used ona system with IXmagnification. On IXmasks the aspect ratio ofopen

ing width versus opening depth is small, and for the mask ofFigure 7-1 this aspect ratio is
0.45|im to 0.238M.m or 1.9:1. For 5X mask, however, this aspect ratio is much larger, in the
order of9.5:1. Wojcik found that when the aspect ratio isbelow 0.2 (depth to width) for a
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phase-shift mask, the diffraction orders are independent of incident angle for a mask

imaged with an i-line stepper having NA of 0.6 and a of 0.6 [149]. This implies that for 5X

and 4X systems with typical NA's (<0.6) and <t's (0.3 to 0.7), imaging a PSM with the

paraxial approximation used in Hopkin's formulation is valid. As a rule of thumb, when

the system magnification is 4X and 5X, the aspect ratio is most likely less than 0.2; TEM-

PEST-HN, which requires one simulation, is accurate; and it is only necessary to use TEM-

PEST-PCD, which requires more than one simulation, when the system magnification is

IX and 2X and the aspect ratio is greater than 0.2.

7.3. Phase Shifting, Two Layer Resist Process

In thesecond example, TEMPEST-PCD is used to simulate patterning of a lineby

using a two-layer resistprocess. Mike Watts of Hewlett Packard suggested that this two-

layer resist process would be effective at creating sub-wavelength resolution resist lines.

Thissection is a simulation study of results he observed through experiments [139]. When

the phase-shift layer ison the mask, light diffracting from the mask iscollected by the col

lection optic. This collection optic low pass filters the light and eliminates the higher spa

tial frequencies. However, when the phase-shift layer is on the wafer, the light diffracted

from the edge does not pass through the lens, which low pass filters the light. Conse

quently, higher spatial frequencies expose the resist inthe phase-shifting, two-layer resist

process. These higher spatial frequencies should improve the resolution when the shifter is
on the wafer. Although the higher spatial frequencies expose the resist in the two-layer

resist process as compared to the phase-shift mask, the two-layer resist may cause asym

metry in the image inside the resist or may cause alignment problems. Therefore, this sec
tion attempts to determine the feasibility ofusing aphase-shifting, two-layer resist process

through TEMPEST-PCD simulation.

Inthis two-layer resist process, the top layer ofresist issensitive toone wavelength

oflight (such as 365nm) and the bottom layer is sensitive to adifferent wavelength such as

248nm. The top layer of resist is spun on, such that itprovides a 180° phase-shift. This top

layer of resist is exposed, in this case to 365nm light, and developed to form a180 phase-
shift edge. The resulting topography from this process isshown in Figure 7-2. This topog-
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Figure 7-2. The topography of the two-layer 180° phase-shifting resist process.

raphy is then exposed at the second wavelength (248nm) and the 180° resist edge creates

an exposed area below the line because of the 180° phase-shift This unexposed areacre

ates a photoresist line after development. The ability of this process to successfully create

a line with sub-wavelength resolution that does suffer from process variation is examined

with TEMPEST-PCD.

The topography in Figure 7-2 was simulated with TEMPEST-PCD for variable a

of 0.3,0.5, and 0.7 at a wavelength of 248nm and an NA of 0.6. The intensityprofilesfor

these three a cases are plotted in Figure 7-3 prior to the post-exposure bake (PEB). In all

of the intensity profiles, the 180° layer of resist is outlined in white. This 180° layer pro

duces an unexposed area under the edge. This unexposed area will remain after develop

ment resulting in a photoresist line. The profiles in Figure 7-3, however, are not

symmetrical, inasmuch as the contrast under the top layer resist (180° shifter area) is better

than thecontrast in thearea notcovered by the top layer (0° shifter area). These non-sym

metric profiles are probably due to diffraction from the top layer resist and due to an index

mismatch between the top layer resist (n=1.6) and the bottom layer resist (n=1.56). These

non-symmetric intensity profilesmay lead to non-symmetric developed line as the slope of

thedeveloped linein0° shifter area will probably bepoorer than theline slope in the 180°

shifter area. In examining the effect of a on the intensity, the profiles also indicate that the
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Figure 7-3. Intensity profilesbefore the PEB due to top layer phase-shifting edge for c of
0.3, 0.5, and 0.7.



intensity contrast between this unexposed area and the exposed area is greatest at lower a

(ct=0.3) throughout the 700nm of resist. This improved contrast at a of 0.3 produces a

developed line with better edge slope throughout the resist.

To better measure the intensity contrast better, the intensity a quarter wavelength

above the silicon substrate (z=0.14|xm) is plotted in Figure 7-4 as a function of x at a of

0.3, 0.5, and 0.7. Figure 7-4 then compares these images for the two-layer resist process

with the imageof a 180°phase-shift on themaskproduced withan NA of 0.6 and a of 0.5

stepper. Figure 7-4 demonstrates the improvedimage contrast and improved image inten-
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Figure 7-4. Intensity plotof theprofiles in Figure 7-3 along the bottom of the resista
quarter wavelength above the silicon interface.

When o is 0.3, the contrast is largest, which indicates that a of 0.3 is probably the optimal
o. For comparison sake, theimage from a strong PSMprinted atNAof0.6ando of0.5 is
plotted aswell. Notethattheresolution isbetter with thetwo-layer resist process than with
the strong PSM.

sity slope at lower a. In addition to indicating the reduction in line slope.Figure7-4 also
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shows that the intensity minimum does not occur at Ofxm, which is where the edge located.

When CT is 0.3, the intensity minimum is shifted 62nm away from the edge, and this dis

tance increases as a increases. In comparing the images produced with the phase-shifting

two-layer resist process to the image produced with a strong phase-shift mask, the image

minimum with the phase-shift mask is aligned with the phase edge on the mask. However,

the linewidth at the 0.3 intensity threshold produced with phase-shift mask is 256nm while

the linewidth with two-layer process is 206nm. This indicates that the resolution with two-

layer process is better than the resolution with the strong phase-shift mask. Although the

two-layer process produces a line with better resolution, the resolutionis still far from the

theoretical resolution limit. The theoretical limit occurs when the NA is 1, which would

produce a wave that propagates with a directionparallel to the substrate.This would cause

a wave propagating in both directions to interfere with a peak-to-valley interference dis-

Xtance of ^, which is 40nm for this process. In the two-layer process, however, the peak-

to-valley distance is approximately 300nm, which is far from the theoretical limit.

Although the two-layer process is capable of producing a line after development,

processvariationmay limit the effectiveness of this two-layerresistprocess.To understand

therole oftheprocess variation, the thickness oftheresist was varied, theslope ofthe180°

edge was changed, and top layer resist was made attenuating. The intensity profiles from

these variations are plotted in Figure 7-5 for a=0.3 only, since this a leads to the best inten

sity contrast In Figure 7-5, the intensity of profile is shown at the top left when the top

resist layer is 180° (207nm thick resist), the edge of this top layer is 90°, and thelayer is

non-attenuating (n=l .6-jO.O). The effect of matching the real and imaginary parts of the top

layer resist index to the bottom-layer resist index (index is 1.56-j0.0129 in both top- and

bottom-layer of the resist) is shown in the top right of Figure 7-5, effect of attenuating top

layer resist (n=1.6-j0.013) is shown in the middle right, the effect of reducing the thickness

of the resist 10% (thickness of 187nm whichis 163°)in the middleleft, effect of increasing

the thickness 10% (227nm or 198°) in the lower left, and the effect of an 80° edge slope

rather than a 90° edge slopein the lower right. These process variations give an indication
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Figure 7-5. Intensity profiles for various process variations when a is 0.3.

These variations include using an attenuating top layer (middle left), a 10% decrease in
top layer thickness (middleright), a 10%increase in the top layer thickness (bottomleft),
and a 80® sloped top layer edge.



of how tightly the index of the resist, the resist thickness,and edge slope must be controlled

in order to successfullyuse this two-layerphase-shifting resistprocess. In all of the profiles

the top-layer resist edge is still capable of producingan unexposedarea under the edge of

the resist, which will lead to a line after the PEB and development. In comparing the top

left profile (matched resists) to the top right profile (unmatched resists), some insight into

the nature of the phase-shift due to the resist can be gained. Both profiles indicate that light

is refracted into the top layer of the resist due to the phase edge created by the index change

between the air and the top layer of resist. This refraction is due to a critical angle effect.

Lightincident at an angle of90°with respect to the phase edgeis refracted into the higher

index material at an angle equivalent to the critical angle. Consequently, this critical angle

effect increases the intensity under the top layer resist layer. This increase causes as5mime-

try in the aerial image and alignment problems with this two-layer process.

Although the profiles in Figure 7-5 look similar, there are slight differences. These

differences are more apparent when the intensity in the resist is plotted a quarter wave

length above silicon interface as shown in Figure 7-6. In Figure 7-6, the intensity profiles

for aUthe process variations are plotted as a function of x. These profiles show that all the

intensity profiles are asymmetric. This asymmetry may produce an asymmetric photoresist

Une after development. In addition to this asymmetry, the profiles also indicate that the

location of the minimum intensity changes as the process is varied. This change in mini

mum intensity location will shift the location of the printed line and may lead to alignment

problems. In addition to these alignment problems, the line width was measured at 0.3

intensity threshold. The line width for the ideal process is 206nm and changes as the pro

cess is varied. The effect of these process variations on the location of the intensity mini

mum and on the line width at 0.3 intensity are displayed in Table 7-1.

In Table 7-1, the alignment error is the separation on the minimum intensity from

the phase-shift edge, and the line width percent change error (last colunm) is the percent

deviation from the hne width with respect to the matched resist process. Table 7-1 indi

cates that the alignment error without process variations is 62nm away from the phase-shift

edge. This 62nm offset is probably due to a shadowing effect created by the diffraction
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Figure 7-6. Intensity plot of the profiles in Figure 7-5 for the various process variations
along the bottom of the resist a quarter wavelength above the silicon interface.

from the phase-shifting edge. This error is correctable by applying a 62nm bias to the edge.

Again, from Table 7-1, we observe that a change in the resist thickness produces the most

alignment error have a 10% increase in thickness causes the alignment to deviate by 26nm

as compared to the alignment error without variation. This large deviation in alignment

indicates that the thickness of the resist must be tightly controlled. When the resist edge

slopeis changed from 90°to 80°, thealignmentdeviates by1Inmascompared tothealign

ment without variation. Although only one angle change was tested, this seems to suggest

Table 7-1. Alignment and line width errors in the two-layer phase-shifting resist process

Process Variation Alignment
oTor (nm)

Line width

(nm)
Line width

(% change)

Matched Resists 58 211 0.0%

Unmatched Resists 62 206 -2.4%

Attenuating Top Layer Resist 57 216 +2.4%

-10% Top Layer Thickness 75 200 -5.2%
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Table 7-1. Alignment and line width errors in the two-layer phase-shifting resist process

Process Variation Alignment Line width Line width

error (nm) (nm) (% change)

+10% Top Layer Thickness 36 225 +6.6%

80° Slope TopLayer Edge 73 205 -2.8%

Strong Edge on PSM 0 256 +21.3%

that the thickness must be more tightly controlled than the angle. The line width at the 0.3

intensity threshold is also listed in Table 7-1. We see that change in the linewidth is also

most pronoimced when the thicknessis varied, as a 10%increase in thickness causes 9.2%

increase in line width.

Table 7-1 indicates that process variations in the top layer resist thickness of a few

nanometers in the spun onresistcauses several nanometer changes in the line widthand in

the alignment. Consequently, the toplayerresistmustbe tightly controlled in orderto limit

changes in thelinewidth and in alignment. Since this section was intended toexamine only

the feasibility of a two-layer phase-shifting resist process, thesimulations wereperformed

for a flat substrate and topography on the waferwasneglected. Basedon the resultsfor the

flat substrate, it was shown that a few nanometer deviation in the resist thickness causes

alignment and line width control problems. Since topography on the wafer may produce

changes in the thickness ofthe spun on resist, the wafer topography plays a significant role

in limiting theperformance of this two-layer process, topography should notbeneglected

in future studies.

In conclusion. Table 7-1 and Figures 7-5 and 7-6 show that using a 180° phase-

shifting two-layer process is capable ofproducing a sub-wavelength line. The resolution

ofthis line with thetwo-layer process was shown tobeontheorder ofa wavelength, while

the resolution witha strong PSM is on the order of two-thirds of a wavelength. The simu

lations also indicate that the two-layer process is capable of producing an intensity mini

mum that is less than 0.1 when a is less than 0.3. This intensity minimum is necessary in

order to produce a well-defined photoresist line after development. The phase-shift edge

of the top layer resist causes light to refract into the bottom of the resist into a region

directly below the top layer. This refraction occurs even when the index of the top resist

layer ismatched to the index ofthe bottom resist layer. This refraction isdue to the critical
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angle effect of light incident at a 90° incident angle with respect to thephase edge. This

critical angle effect causes asymmetryin the intensityprofile whichmay cause asymmetry

in the developed resistline.The refraction at the edge alsocauses the 25nm shift in align

ment of the line with the top layer resist edge.Finally, ±10% thicknessvariationin the top

layer resistcausesas muchas ±5% linewidth variation and 25nmshift in alignment, while

the slope of the phaseedgewasshownto produce littlechangein the linewidth and align

ment.

7.4. Reflective Notching Due to Patterning over a 2D Active Area Trench

In the third example, TEMPEST-PCD is used to simulate patterning of a gate over

a two-dimensional active-area trench. This active-area trench topography is similar to the

topography simulated in Chapter 5. However, in this chapter, the partial coherence of the

field has been included in the simulations through TEMPEST-PCD whereas the simula

tions of Chapter 5 assumedthat the excitationfield is fully coherent. In additionto looking

at the influence of a, the results of simulations examined the effect of the post-exposure

bake (PEB) on the resist image when the acid diffusion due to the PEB is Fickian. This sec

tion was done in collaboration with Chris Progler of Texas Instruments (TI). The experi

mental results generated at TI were than compared to the simulation results with

TEMPEST-PCD. This work was presented at the Optical Microlithography X SPIE Con

ference and published in the proceedings [116].

7.4.1. Topography of the Gate Patterning Process

The active-area topography structure examined in this paper is that of a LOCOS

process. First a pad oxide was grown, and then a layer of silicon nitride was deposited and

patterned with an active-area mask. The field oxide was then grown using LOCOS to a

thickness of2500A. Thelateral encroachment leadtoa"bird'sbeak" forming a trench with

a side wall step angle of 25° with rounded comers. Active areatrenches weregrown with

varying moat widths of 0.6, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 5.0, 7.0, and lO.Ojim. After

growing the oxide, 250nm of polysilicon was deposited over the stracture. Top down

SEM's show that the polysilicon has significant granularity. In order to examine the trench

topography,a wafer wascleavedand an SEMwas takenof the resultingtopography,which
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is shown in Figure 7-7. Although the SEM has a bottom anti-reflective coating (BARC), a

BARC was not deposited on the bare polysilicon in the wafers patterned, simulated, and

studied here. To pattern the gate, a chemically-amplified positive DUV resist was spun on

to achieve a thickness of 700nm over the field region. A gate was then patterned over the

active-area trench in order to achieve a 0.25|im line on a DUV 248nm stepper having an

NA of 0.5 and a CT of 0.3 and 0.6. The resist was then developed and the resulting photore

sist lines were examined with top down SEM's to determine the extent of reflective notch-

Figure 7-7a. SEM cross section of the wafer
topography. Although this SEM has a
BARC, a BARC was not used in any of the
experimental or simulationresults contained
herein.
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Figure 7-7b. Simulation topography repre
sentation of the wafer used in the 2D TEM-

PEST-PCD simulations.

Figure7-7. The topography used inthe experimental and simulation studies todetermine
the effect of a on reflective notching.

The 2D active-area trench from the SEM in Figure 7-7a was modeled by the struc

ture shown in Figure 7-7bfor simulation. The trench consists of a planar structure having

moat widths of 0.6, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5,3, 4, 5,7, and 10pm. The polysilicon deposited over the

LOCOS trench formed a 25° step with rounded corners. The spun on resist was modeled

as aplanar surface that fully covers the trench with a resist thickness of700nm. The image

formation in these 2D trenches was then simulated using TEMPEST-PCD, as described in

Section 7.4.2.



7.4.2. Simulation Technique

The aerial image of a 0.25pm (wafer dimension) line formed by a DUV 248nm

stepper with NA of0.5 and c of0.3 and 0.6 was calculated by SPLAT. From this incident

aerial image the intensity inside the photoresist of the topography structure shown in

Figure 7-7 was simulated by TEMPEST-PCD. These TEMPEST-PCD simulations were

run on a Sun Ultra 2 workstation. Each 2D simulation, including the partial coherence

required only 5MB ofRAM and ran in 5 minutes. The topography structure scatters the

incident image from exposed areas into unexposed areas, causing reflective notching. In

each TEMPEST-PCD simulation, the intensity inside the photoresist was calculated by

using Dill's A,B,C model. The A,B,C parameters of the positive photoresist used in the

experiments were measured to be A=-0.48|jm'\ B=1.134|xm"^, and C=0.0006cm^/mJ with

n=l .56. Since C is small and the dose used in the experiments was 12mJ/cm^, the bleaching

of the resistis negligible andA andBcan bereplaced bycomplex refractive indexy,where

y is given in Equation 7-1. From the intensity, I(x,z), the exposure state, M, which is lin-

Equation7-l. y = n—jk = « —yX (A + B)/47t = 1.56—y0.0129

Equation 7-2. M{x,z) = exp[-DCI {x,z)]

early proportional to photoactive compound concentration (PAC), can be calculated by

Dill's model as shown in Equation 7-2, where D is the dose and I(x,z) is the intensity at a

point (x,z) in the resist. In somechemically-amplified DUV resists, a post-exposure bake

(PEB) diffuses the PAC through a non-linear concentration-dependent diffusion [160].

Since we are concerned with the optical effects of the spatial coherence, the PEB diffusion

is modelled by a Fickian diffusion process rather than the concentration-dependentdiffu

sion. The exposure state after PEB for a Fickian diffusion process, N, is given by the expo

sure state, M, convolved with a Gaussian function with diffusion length, a = %/An. Since

D multiplied by C is muchless thanone,thePACcanbe expended into aTaylorexpansion

[39] as shown in Equation 7-3, where * is the convolution operator.The PAC after PEB is

Equation 7-3. N(jc,z) =Af (x, z) *expJ{x'+z) /a J
=[1-DC/ U, z) ]*exp[-1+
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proportional N and since N is proportional to the intensity, I(x,z), the PAC after FEE is pro

portional to the intensity, 1. The intensity profiles in Section 7.4.3 are shown before and

after the PEE convolution. The profiles after the PEE were left undeveloped to better

understand the effect of the optical model.

7.4.3. Simulation Results

In Figure 7-8, the intensity profiles are shown before the PEE over the recessed

active-area trench with varying moat widths of 0.6,1.0,1.5, and 2.0pm and with a of 0.3

and of 0.6. The profiles are arranged with a of 0.3 on the left-hand column and with g of

0.6 on the right-hand column, the moat width increasing from the top of the page to the

bottom of thepage. In thefollowing paragraphs, theCDprofile before thePEEis firstcon

sideredfirst, thenthe CDprofileafterthe PEE is examined in orderto determine the effect

of a PEE on CD profile.

The topography caused light to scatter from exposed areas into unexposed areas.

Forexample, the25° poly step inFigure 7-7 causes light toscatter specularly offthetopog

raphy at an angle of approximately 50°. This scattered light interferes to form a bright

intensity area along aline bisecting the poly step angle. When the light isnormally incident

(0°), the electric field reflectivity at the resist and polysilicon interface is 0.74, while at 25°

incidence, the reflectivity is 0.76. When the moat width is 2.0|im, thelight scattering off

the poly step reflects off the top ofthe photoresist This light reflecting offthe top ofthe

photoresist is scattered into the unexposed gate area, thus increasing the total intensity in

the gate area. This increase intotal intensity causes a narrower CD. Incomparing the sim

ulation results for the 2.0|Lim moat width at various g, wefind thatthe g has little impact

ontheCD profile, theprofiles being almost identical atg of0.3 and of0.6. When themoat

widths are 1.5pm and 1.0pm, thelight reflects offthe poly step and interferes near thetop

of the resist As the moatwidthincreases, the light interferes further downfromthe top of

the resist in the unexposed gate line area. In comparing theses results versus g at a moat

width of 1.5pm, the intensity in the g ofthe 0.3 case is approximately 0.7 at a position of

x=Opm and z=0.7|ini. However, when g is 0.6, the intensity is approximately 0.4 at the

same location. This indicates that the interfering intensity is larger in the unexposed area
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Figure 7-8. Two-dimensional TEMPEST-PCD simulated intensity profilesbefore the PEB
when patterning a gate line over an active-area trench with topography of Figure 7-7.

The simulations show an increased intensity in the middle of the unexposed line near the
top of the line at o of 0.3 (left) as compared to a o of 0.6 (right).
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when c is 0.3 than when a is 0.6. This effect is more readily seen in the profiles when the

moat width is l.OjLim and 0.6|jm. In both of these cases, the light reflects of the step into

the unexposed gate area. The intensity is higher in this area when a is 0.3 than when c is

0.6 in both l.Ofim and 0.6|Lim moat widths. This would seem to indicate that higher cthave

less reflecting notching problems than lower a. However, since a post-exposure bake is

always performed on chemically-amplified 248nm resists, the effect of the PEB must be

taken into account prior to reaching a conclusion on the role of <y on reflective notching

and on CD variation.

In order to understand the effect of the post-exposure bake, a PEB was performed

on theintensity profiles ofFigure 7-8byusing Equation 7-3. These intensity profiles after

a PEB are shown in Figures 7-9 and 7-10. In Figures 7-9 and7-10, intensity profiles are

given forwafers with varying moat widths of0.6,1.0,1.5,2.0,2.5,3.0,4.0, and 5.0pm and

witha of0.3and0.6. Inorderto parallel theprofiles before thePEB in Figure7-8,the pro

files inFigures 7-9 and 7-10 are arranged with Gof0.3 ontheleftand Gof0.6 ontheright

and with increasing moat width from the top to the bottom. The effect of the topography

and Gis measured byusing theCD length at thebottom of thetrench and byusing theCD

quality (steep-profile edge slope) asperformance metrics.

The effect of the PEB and of the topography is first considered by examining the

effectof the moat width ontheCDquality. When themoat width is 5.0pm, thesteps from

themoat areseparated by such alarge distance thatlight reflecting from thesteps nolonger

impacts the CD. As the moat width decreases to 2.0pm, the simulations show that light dif

fracting from the step forms abeam ofradiation along the line bisecting the poly step angle.

This beam reflects offthetopofthephotoresist into theunexposed areacausing anincrease

of the total intensity, as shown in the cartoon of Figure 7-11a. This increase in the total

intensity inthe vmexposed area leads toanarrower CD. Atamoat width of2.5pm, thestep

separation islarger, and the light reflecting off the top ofthe resist isfarther from the unex

posed area. This reflected light still increases the total intensity inthe unexposed area, but

to a lesser extent than the 2.0pm moat width. Consequently, the CD is slightly wider at

2.0pm than at 2.5pm. As the moat width increases from 2.5pm, the CD continues to

increase untila steady CDis achieved when themoatwidth approaches 5.0pm. In thecases
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Figure 7-9. Two-dimensional TEMPEST-PCD simulated intensity profiles after the PEB
when patterning a gate line over an active-area trench with the topography of Figure 7-7.

The top of the gate is knocked off when the moat is 0.6pm wide. The CD at the bottom of
the line increases on the 1.0 and l.Spm wide moats due to diffraction from the step. The
CD decreases on the 2.0pm wide moats due to reflection from the top of the resist. The CD
is slightly wider at a of 0.3 than at o of 0.6 due to the larger coherence area at a of 0.3. All
the dimensions above are in micrometers.
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Figure 7-10. Continuation of Figure7-9

The CD continues to increase as the moat width increasesbecause of the wider separation
between light reflecting off thestep into theunexposed area.



with moat width of 1.O^un and 1.5nm, the light on either side of the dark gate area interacts

with a step topography which is on the order of 2 to 3 wavelengths. The light incident onto

this step is diffracted into a beam in which the diffraction area of the beam is given by the

aperture radiation equation. This equation states that light diffracts into a beam with an area

that is inversely proportional to the aperture size. Since the step topography is on the order

of 2 to 3 wavelengths, the light is diffracted into a large area, as shown in Figure 7-1lb.

This diffraction causes degradation of the CD edge slope and increases the CD at the

bottom of the trench. For the simulationswith a 0.6^im moat width, the bright intensity area

due to light reflecting off the step interferes at the top of the unexposed line. This interfer

ence knocks the top off the line and is subject to rapid linewidth change during dissolution,

producing a line with wide CD at the bottom, as seen in Figure 7-1Ic.

Figure 7-11 a. Reflection from
the step and the top of the
resistr^uce the CD when the
moat width is 2.0|Lim and
2.Spm.

Figure 7-11b. Reflection
from the step reduces the
edge slope but leaves the CD
at the wafer surface unaf

fected when the moat width

is 1.0pm and 1.5pm.

Figure 7-1Ic. Reflection from the
stq) exposes the top of the resist
line when the moat width is 0.6pm.

Figure 7-11. Schematics showing the physical phenomena observed in Figures 7-9 and 7-
10 for reflective notching into the gate.

In consideringthe effectof c on CD, the light from the exposedarea scatters off the

poly step into the unexposedgate area.The total intensityin the unexposedgate is the sum

of the scattered intensities weighted by the partial coherence. The coherence between two

points on the wafer is given by the mutual coherence. For a circular source, the mutual

coherence between two points, rj and r2, is given by the Airy function, as observed in
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Equation 7-4. The first null of the Airy function occurs at 0.6lA/aNA whichcorresponds

•^1 "•'zl)
Equation 7-4. p(rj,r2) = 2——

-5^oiVA|ri-rj|
to 1.OjJm and 0.5|Lim for c of 0.3 and 0.6, respectively. The location of this first null is crit

ical in determining the notching in the line from the topography. At low a, the first null

occurs at a larger separation than at higher a. This implies that the light is coherent over a

larger area and the light interacts over a larger distance at low a. However, images formed

at low G have a larger intensity slope, which leads to better edge slope in the photoresist.

Therefore, at low G the light reflecting off the topography step has a greater tendency to

cause notching,but resultsin a sharper resist edge profile.This trade-off is seen in the sim

ulations when the moat widths are 1.0 and 1.5 jum. From Figure 7-8, before the PEB, there

is a slight increase in intensity and notching at z=0.7|jm when Gis 0.3 as compared to a a

of 0.6 because the light is coherent over a larger area at low a. Although there is a slight

increasein intensity in theunexposed areafor thenarrower moatwidths at Gof0.3 as com

pared to Gof 0.6, the PEB diffusion averages the increase over a large area, as seen in

Figure7-9. Because of the PEB diffusion, thereis little impactof Gon notching at these

narrow moat widths. On the wider moats (2.0|jUn and greater), the simulations show that

the CD is influenced by multiple reflections off the step and off the top of the photoresist.

At such wide moat distances, the CD is impacted by interference in the unexposed area

from light reflecting off the topography step. The intensity of this light is added as

weighted by themutual coherence. Since themoatsteps areseparated by a distance that is

much largerthanthefirstzero in themutual coherence, themutual coherence is small, and

the intensities add at a o of both 0.3 and 0.6. This implies that, similar to the narrow moat

width cases, there is little effect of Gon notching at large moat widths as well.

7.4.4. Experimental Results

In Figures 7-13, 7-14, and 7-15, top down SEM's of developed photoresist gate

lines are shown inside the active-area trench for wafers with varying moat widths of 0.6,

1.0, 2.0,2.5,3.0,4.0, and 5.0 and with a o of 0.3 and of 0.6. The profiles in Figures 7-13,

7-14, and 7-15 are arranged to parallel the simulation results with a of 0.3 on the left-hand
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column and a of0.6 on the right-hand column and with the moat width increasing from the

top of the page to the bottom of the page. The CD at the bottom of the trench was measured

and recorded above the SEM's in Figures 7-13, 7-14, and 7-15. Since the exposure dose

was not changed from 12mJ/cm^ inexposing the lines with c of0.3 and 0.6, the lines with

a of 0.6 were over exposed as comparedto the lines exposedwith a of 0.3. Consequently,

the CD at c of 0.6 is slightly smaller than the CD with a of 0.3.

CD (w) - CD

'• •••I -.• •-I - • • •

4 5 6 7

Moat Width (urn)

Sigma 0.3

Sigma 0.6

Figiire 7-12. Experimentalmeasurement of the percentCD change as a function of moat
width for c of 0.3 and for c of 0.6.

The functional relationshipis similar for both o's; however, the percent CD change curve
with a of 0.3 is shifted to largermoat widthswhere the coherencearea is larger.

The percent CD change from the mean CD at a of 0.3 and at 0.6 as a function of

moat width was determined from the experiments and is plotted in Figure 7-12. This plot

shows that percent CD change has a damped sinusoidal behavior as a function of moat

width. The reasons for this damped sinusoidal CD behavior can be understood from the

observations made from the simulations. As shown for the simulation of a moat with width

2.5pm and greater, the CD slowly increases because the moat step is separated far from the

imexposed area where it has less effect on the percent CD change. In the case of 1.5pm-

2.5pm wide moats, the percent CD change is negative and slowly decreases. By definition.
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thenegative percent CD change occurs when theCD is less than the average CD. Thesim

ulations indicate that smaller CD occurs in this moat width regime because light reflects

off the step and off the top of the resist into the unexposed area, thereby increasing the

intensity. This increased intensity in the unexposed area results in smaller CD after devel

opment. In 1.0 and l.Spm wide trenches, the light is diffracted into a large beam area, as

shown in the simulations. This leads to a larger than average CD (positive percent CD

change). The percent CD decreases as the moat width increases because the light is dif

fracted into a smaller area at larger moat widths as given by the aperture radiation area

equation. As shown for the simulation with a 0.6|im wide moat, the CD slightly increases

and the top of the line is knocked off from light scattering off the step, as seen in the sim

ulation of Figures 7-9 and 7-10 and in the SEM of Figures 7-13,7-14, and 7-15.

In Figure 7-12, the percent CD curves have the same functional damped sinusoidal

relationship at a of 0.3 and at a of 0.6, with a slight shift in curve at a of 0.3. This shift is

due to the larger coherence area at smaller c being able to affect the line CD at larger moat

widths. Since the curves at c of 0.3 and at 0.6 are similar in shape, the curves indicate that

the topography has a similar impact on the percent CD change regardless of the coherence.

The lines in the SBM*s of Figures 7-13,7-14, and 7-15, however, show more CD variation

along the line when c is 0.3 than when a is 0.6. As seen in the SEM's of Figures 7-13,7-

14, and 7-15, the polysilicon deposited onto the LOCOS trench shows a large amount of

granularity as seen in the SEM's of Figures 7-13,7-14, and 7-15. These polysilicon grains

scatter light from the exposed area into the unexposed gate area, causing CD variation and

slight notching along the line. The total intensityscatteringinto the unexposed gate area is

given by intensity contributions of light scattering from the various grains as weighted by

the mutual coherence. As discussed in Section 7.4.3, the location of the first null is critical

in determining the notching from the topography. In this case the topography is caused by

the polysilicon grains. When a is 0.6, light scattering off polysilicon grains separated by

0.5}im or less add in the unexposedarea and impact the CD. Likewise, when Gis 0.3, grains

separated by 1.0|im or less impact the CD. The amount of CD variation depends on the

intensity in the area bounded by the first null. Since the intensity is smaller in the unex

posed area at a separation of 0.5|im than at 1.0|am, the gates patterned with c of 0.6 show
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Moat Width=0.6[im a=0.3 CD=260nm Moat Width=0.6fim <7=0.6 CD=241nm

Moat Width=1.0|iin a=0.3 CD=291nm Moat Width=1.0njn a=0.6 CD=261nm

Moat Width=2.0|jm a=0.3 CD=241nm Moat Width=2.0}im <7=0.6 CD=166nin

Figure 7-13. Top down SEM's showing the photoresist gate as a function of moat width
(0.6,1.0, and 2.0 |im) and <7.

The CD is recorded as measured at the wafer surface. The CD trends agree with the expla
nations learned from simulation. The CD on SEM's patterned when a is 0.3 show more
variation when o is 0.6 due to an increase in the coherent interaction between the light and
the polysilicon grains at lower o.



Moat Width=2.5)im ct=0.3 CD=209nm Moat Width=2.5|im a=0.6 CD=165nm

Moat Width=3.0|iin a=0.3 CD=195nm Moat Width=3.0}im a=0.6 CD=180nm

Moat Width=4.0}im a=0.3 CD=225nm Moat Width=4.0|iin a=0.6 CD=210nm

11

Figure 7-14. Continuation of Figure 7-13.

Top-down SEM's showing the photoresist gate as a function of moat width (2.5, 3.0, and
4.0 |im) and a. The CD is recorded as measured at the wafer surface.



Moat Width=5.0(iin a=0.3 CD=226nin Moat Width=5.0|im a=0.6 CD=225nm

Moat Width=10.0|im <t=0.3 CD=268nm Moat Width=10.0^Lm a=0.6 CD=235nm

Figure 7-15. Continuation of Figure 7-14.

Top down SEM's showing the photoresist gate as a function of moat width (5.0 and 10.0
|im) and c. The CD is recorded as measured at the wafer surface.

less CD variation and roughness than gates patterned with a of 0.3, which is consistent

with the experimental results.

7.5. The Influence of the Post-Exposure Bake on Reflective Notching

Although the simulation results prior to a post-exposure bake show that the inten

sity increases in the unexposed area as a decreases, the simulations and experimental

results after the PEB indicate that a has little effect on the CD profile. The lack of an effect

after the PEB is due to the fact that the PEB diffusion averages the intensity increase over

a large area, as seen in the simulations of Figures 7-9 and 7-10. Therefore, because of the

PEB diffusion, there is little impact of a on notching at these narrow moat widths.



To demonstrate the effect of the post-exposure bake on imaging inside silicon,

Young's double slit interference experiment [11] was simulated. In Young's experiment,

the image of two slits in a opaque mask are illuminated with an incoherent source. This

image is projected onto a CCD camera, as shown in Figure 10.4 of Ref. 11. In this simula

tion of Yoimg's experiment, however, the image is recorded in l|im of photoresist above

a silicon substrate instead of using a CCD camera. In the 2D simulation, the slits are sepa

rated by 0.5}jmand are illuminated with a 248nm wavelength source with a variable partial

coherence factor (a) of 0.0,0.3, and 0.6. The light is then collected by a projection optic a

NA of 0.5. The optical system used in this simulation is assumed to act like the optic used

in a Kohler illumination system; consequently, the two slits are imaged as plane waves

incident onto the photoresist. Each ofthe waves have an angle ofincidence of25°, which

is shown in the schematic of Figure 7-16. The intensity image of these two plane waves in

Wavel

.=248nm

Wave 2 a=0.0,0.3,0.6

45p^
iisia

photoresist
n=1.56

Figure 7-16. Schematic of the two planes produced byYoung's experiment imaged in
l|im of photoresist.

photoresist is shown in Figure 7-17 for o=0.0 (fully coherent light). In Figure 7-17, the

fields in the photoresist should be found through the integral technique proposed by Som-

merfeld[l 19]becausethe siliconis lossy. However, sincethis exampleis intendedto show

the effect of the PEB rather than the fields above a lossy surface, the silicon was assumed



to be a perfect conductor and the intensity in the photoresist was found through image

theory [3], The intensity inside the photoresist prior to the PEB is shown in Figure 7-17a,

and the intensity after the PEB, in Figure 7-17b. The intensity after the PEB was calculated

with Equation 7-3, in which a 0.04|im diffusion length, a, was assumed. Figure 7-17 indi

cates that there is a large standing wave ratio prior to the PEB; after the PEB, however, the

standing waves nearly disappear. In Figure 7-17, the intensity was taken at a constant

z=0.5p.m cut-line and plotted in Figure 7-18. In Figure 7-17, the intensity is plotted prior

x(pjn)

Figure 7-17a. The intensity in the resist
before the PEB when o=0.0

x(pm)

Figure 7-17b. The intensity in the resist
after the PEB when a=0.0

Figure 7-17. Theintensity inside thephotoresist for coherent illumination (a=0.0) before
a PEB (Figure 7-17a) and after a PEB (Figure 7-17b).

to thePEB andafterthePEB when a is 0.0,0.3, and0.6. In Figure 7-18, thestanding wave

ratio of intensity prior to the PEB decreases as a increases. This is due to the fact that as a

increases the light is more incoherent, and in the extreme of incoherent illumination, the

intensity of the two fields adds, which results in an image without standing waves. The

intensity in Figure 7-18 for all the c cases after the PEB is within ±10% of 1, the clear

field intensity. This shows that the post-exposure bake effectively eliminates the standing

waves, and the intensity inside the resistis that of an image resulting from incoherentillu

mination. Therefore, since the image afterthePEB with a=0.0 is approximately the image

with both 0.3 and 0.6, as shown in Figure7-18, coherent illumination (o=0.0) can be

assumed when simulating the image in a chemically-amplified resist.
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Figure 7-18. The intensity inside photoresist along a cut-line taken in the middle of the
resist.

The intensity is plotted and before and after at post-exposure bake for a of 0.0, 0.3, and
0.6. For all values of a after the PEB, the intensity is within 10% of 1 which indicates that
the PEB removes the standing waves in the resist.

7.6. Conclusions

The goal of this chapter was to define the role of the partial coherence in projection

printing through the simulation of the imaging of an attenuated phase-shift mask, the pat

terning of a line created by a two-layer phase-shifting resist edge, and the patterning of a

gate line over an active-area trench

In Section 7.2, a two-dimensional version ofTEMPEST-PCD was used to study the

effect of partial coherence on imaging a phase-shift mask. The aerial images calculated

with TEMPEST predict that the peak intensity decreases from the images calculated with

SPLAT. This decrease is due to a breakdown in the scalar assumption used in SPLAT

which neglects the currents induced by the vector nature of the light. Although the scalar

assumption is invalid for the PSM studied in this section, it is still possible to use Hopkins*

formulation through TEMPEST-HN. When the aspect ratio is less than 0.2 (depth to width)
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for a feature on a mask, the diffraction orders are independent of incident angle. This

implies that for 5X and 4X systems with typical NA's (<0.6) and ct's (0.3 to 0.7), imaging

a PSM with the paraxial approximation used in Hopkin's formulation is valid. As a rule of

thumb, when the system magnification is 4X and 5X, TEMPEST-HN, which requires one

simulation, is accurate; on the other hand, one need only use TEMPEST-PCD, which

requires more than one simulation, when the system magnification is IX and 2X.

In Section 7.3, the feasibility of usinga two-layer resistprocess witha 180°phase-

shifting edge to print a sub-wavelength line was studied by using TEMPEST-PCD simu

lations. These simulations showed that it is possible to print a sub-wavelength 200nm line

Xwith this process, but this resolution is far greater than the theoretical limit of ^, which

is 40nm for this process. Thickness changes in the resist cause alignment and line width

problems. Although this resolution is far from the theoretical limit, the resolution improves

with the two-layer process as compared to the resolution with a strong PSM when using a

0.3 threshold model for the resolution. The linewidth with the two-layer process is approx

imately 21% less than the linewidth with a strong PSM. The phase-shift edge of the top-

layer resist causes light to refract into the bottom of the resist into a region directly below

the top layer. This refraction is due to a critical angle effect and occurs even when the index

of the top-resist layer is matched to the index of the bottom-resist layer. This critical angle

effect causes asymmetry in the intensity profile which may cause asjonmetry in the devel

oped resist line. The refraction at the edge also causes the 25nm shift in alignment of the

line with the top-layer resist edge. Finally, ±10% thicknessvariation in the top-layer resist

cause as much as ±5% linewidth variation and 25nmshift in alignment,while the slope of

the phase edge was shown to produce litde change in the linewidth and alignment. Conse

quently, the thickness of the top layer resist must be tightly controlled in order to limit

changes in the line width and in alignment. Since topography on the wafer may produce

changes in the thickness of the spun on resist, the wafer topography plays a significant role

in limiting the performance of this two-layer process and the topography should not be

neglected in future studies.
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As shown in Section 7.4, TEMPEST-PCD simulations also accurately modelled

the patterning of a gate over an active-area trench. The image inside the resist before the

PEB predicted that the intensity contrast increases for hot spots in the unexposed area as G

decreases. When the PEB diffusion is Fickian, however, the PEB diffusion low pass filters

the initial PAC concentration and eliminates these hot spots and standing waves in the

resist. The PEB diffusion eliminates these interference effects when the diffusion length is

X
near the theoretical resolution limit of the resist, —. For example, in the profiles of

Section 7.4 a diffusion length of 40nm was used, which is equivalent to the theoretical res

olution limit. Consequently, reflective notching in the resist is eliminated. When the diffu

sion length of a Fickian process is near the theoretical resolution limit, the profiles with

partiallycoherent illumination after the PEB are similarto the profiles that would be gen

erated with incoherent illumination. This implies that simulation of the partial coherence

is not necessary, and coherent illumination can be assumed when the diffusion length is

near the theoretical resolution limit.

This chapter presented TEMPEST-PCD simulation results for a lithography

system. These results areexpanded in the nextchapter. Chapter 8, where TEMPEST-PCD

results are presented for a wafer inspection system.
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8 The Effect of Partial Coherence on
Wafer and Mask Inspection

8.1. Introduction

In an optical inspection system, a condenser optic with a large numerical aperture

images light from an incoherent source onto a wafer or onto a mask. The large numerical

aperture produces light that is obliquely incident at large angles. This obliquely incident

light reflects off the topography of the wafer or of the mask and is collected by the same

condenser optic, i.e., a=l. Since the van Cittert-Zemike theorem, discussed in Chapter 3

implies that obliquely incident light is partiallycoherent, the illumination incident on the

wafer or on the mask is partially coherent as well. The partial coherence of the light causes

it to scatter in unexpected ways off the wafer or off the mask. For example, when inspect

ing for a defect at the bottom of a thin-film stack, the changes in refractive index from the

stack induce aberrations which degrade the optical system resolution. In addition to these

induced thin-film aberrations, the topography of the inspected structure can cause the light

to refract out of areas of interest leaving these areas unresolved.

In printing into a thin-film stack, Flagello[33], Yeung[157], and Progler[102] have

shown that spherical aberration is induced by the photoresist when printing with a high

numerical aperture stepper. Yeung showed that the effect of arbitrary thin-film layers on

imaging can be modelled by ray tracing through the thin-film layers to find the optical path

difference (OPD). This OPD induces aberrations which can be modelled by modifying the

pupil function of the imaging system. Similar to this work, Progler then proposed using a

merit function that is capable of determining which aberrations may actually benefit print

ing.
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Since some aberrations may actually help in printing certain features, it is possible

to deliberately introduce beneficial aberrations by using a pupil filter. One type of pupil

filter that has received considerable study is a filter that improves printing through focus.

In these studies, Tsujiuchi[130] first described a cosine filter to improve depth of focus.

This filter was later re-invented by Ojeda-Castaneda[92] and was implemented by

Fukuda[34]. By using McCutchen's theorem [76], Ojeda-Castaneda designed filters for

increased depth of focus [88,89]. Alternatively, von Bunau[15-17] designed a filter for

increased depth of focus by using thedecomposition technique described in Section 2.2.3.

In this chapter, the aberrations introduced by printing and by inspecting through a

thin-film stack are first discussed in Section 8.2. These aberrations degrade both the reso

lution of the printing system and of the inspection system. The inspection of a thin-film

stackis generalized to include topographical structures in Section 8.3. In Section 8.3, the

inspection of a contact hole is studied through simulation. A methodology for improving

this contact hole inspection by introducing a filter into the optical system is presented in

Section 8.4. The effect of the partial coherence on the filter performance is studied in

Section 8.4.4 and the effect of topography changes induced by process variation in

Section 8.4.5.

8.2. Aberrations Induced by Inspecting Through a Thin-Film Stack

In optical lithography, a mask must be imaged into a thin-film stack whereas in

optical inspection an object under the thin-film stack must be found. Due to refractive

index changes in the thin-film stack, raysfrom different aimuli of the optical system are

refracted, different amounts leading to spherical aberration. The amount of spherical aber

ration can be fovmd byraytracing through thestack andfinding the optical path difference

introduced by the stack. This is demonstrated in Figure 8-1 for an air-to-glass interface.

Figure 8-1 models a glass layer over a silicon substrate in which the reflection from the

substrate is neglected as the glass is assumed to be infinite in thez direction. The optical

path difference induced by the glass can be understood through the use of an analogy. In

this analogy, a fish that is swimming a distance, w, below the surface would actually be

perceived by anobserver outside the water to beswimming a distance, below thesur-
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face. The difference in path length that the light must travel between the true location of

the fish and the perceived location multiplied by the index ofrefraction ofthe water is the

optical path difference. This optical path difference depends on the index change from the

air to the water, on thedistance from the interface to thefish, andon the angle of incidence

onto the interface which is related to the numerical aperture of the optical system.

Air

Photoresist or Glass

with refractive index, n

Figure 8-1. Schematic showing the optical path difference when printing or inspecting
into a dielectric.

This optical path difference introduces aberrations into the optical system. The opti

cal system can take these aberrations into account by modifying the pupil function to

include an optical path difference term, O, as discussed in Section 3.4. In Section 3.4, the

pupil function is given by Equation 3-19, which is repeated in Equation 8-1 where the

defocus term has been included in O. The optical path difference term, <I>, is calculated by

Equation8-l. P(x^) = {Xp,yp)'\circ{Jx^ +yj)
ray tracing into the thin-film stack as shown in Equation 8-2, where X2 is the actual path
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length and xj is the induced path length. Since a = ^tan0, Equation 8-2 simplifies to

Equation 8-3. In addition to the optical path difference induced by the stack, W^CO), the

na na r?a naEquation 8-2. =«(^2"*i) =ijHe;" iiJe =ii^e " itaO

Equation 8-3. (0) = -n{n- 1)dsocQ

defocus error. A, induces some aberration, and the amount of this aberration is given as

W(i(0) inEquation 8-4. The total aberration, Wt(0), is the sum ofWs(0) and ofWd(0) as

/zA 0
Equation8-4. ®

shown in Equation 8-5. The angular coordinates, 0, used inEquation 8-5 can also becon

verted to radial pupil coordinates, p, shown in Equation 8-6 by using the fact that

tan0 = I Tp.
n-NA^

nA 9 _
Equation8-5. 1^,(0) = — tan 0-n(n- 1)rfsec0

2Equation 8-6. W, (p) =5 "Ddjl +
By using Equation 8-6, the Strehl ratio[10], which is a measure of the optical

system aberrations, can be calculated as a function of NA. This ratio is defined in
Equation 8-7 and has a value between 0 and 1, where 1corresponds to a perfect unaber-
rated system. The defocus. A, offers adegree of freedom to choose the best focal plane such
that the Strehl ratio due to Wj(0) is minimized.

2
271 swT^NA

J if0tan0exp [;^W(0, <|))]
Equation 8-7. C/(r, \|r) = -

271 sin"' NA

j d^ j c?0tan0
0 0

Here, after finding this optimal defocus, the Strehl ratio as a function ofnumerical

aperture is plotted (see Figure 8-2) for an air-to-glass interface. In Figure 8-2, the ratio is
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calculated atvarious depths, d=0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8, and LOjim, into the glass, where theglass

has a refractive index of 1.47453 and is illuminated with light having a wavelength of

365nm. The Strehl ratio in Figure 8-2 does not begin to deviate from 1 until the NA

Figure 8-2. The Strehl ratio as function of NA when printing or inspecting through glass.

The ratio is plotted for an air-to-glass interface at various depths, d, into the glass of 0.2,
0.4, 0.6,0.8, and 1.0pm. The glass has a refractive index of 1.47453 and a 365nm wave
length optic is used.

approaches 0.8. Figure 8-2 indicates that the Strehl ratio decreases as NA increases and

indicates that the ratio decreases as the depth, d, into the glass increases. Only when d is

LOjim and NA is 0.9 does the Strehl ratio drop below 0.96. Therefore, the Strehl ratio pre

dicts that an inspection system with an NA of 0.9 is capable of imaging through about

l.OjLun of glass before the aberration induced by glass begins to degrade the image quality.

Since the Strehl ratio is a general figure of merit that indicates the resolution of the

inspection system, it does not necessarily predict the overall resolution of the system. Con-
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sequently, a better indication of the resolution is given by the image transfer function of

the system, K, The image transfer function is equivalent to the field produced by a point

source located in the object plane. The image transfer function was given by Equation 3-

12, which is repeated in Equation 8-8 in angular coordinates, 0. Using Equation 8-8, the

Equation 8-8.
271 sin~'7VA

K(r, \|/) = j c?<|) J rfGtanSexp [jkW(0, (|)) ]exp [-jkrsinQcos ((|) - v) ]
0 0

magnitude and phase of K is plotted as a function of r (inpm) in Figure 8-3 for a 365nm

wavelength illumination optic having a NAof 0.9 at a depth, into the glass of 0.2, 0.4,

0.6,0.8,and 1.0pm. InFigure 8-3, themagnitude ofthetransfer function is relatively unaf

fected byimaging deeper into theglass. However, thephase ofthetransfer fimction begins

toshow significant deviation from anideal square wave when d is0.8pm and is most pro

nounced when d is 1.0pm. These slight changes in thephase ofK are notnegligible since

the phasehas a largeimpacton image quality.

In addition to using the image transfer function to measure optical system perfor

mance, the total optical path difference, W^Cp), can also berepresented asa sum ofZemike

polynomials [10]. Since the interface in Figure 8-1 is assumed to be infinite in the x and y

directions and since the optical system is rotationally symmetric, the aberrations induced

by the interface are rotationally symmetric as well. This implies that the aberrations are

spherical aberrations only. These spherical aberrations caused by imaging into the glass are

shown in Table 8-1. In Table 8-1, thepiston and defocus aberration hasbeen omitted since

these are correctable bymoving the plane offocus. The first four non-correctable spherical

aberrations are displayed along with the total rms aberration. In an optical lithography

system, the total rms aberration should be less than 0.02A, inorder to maintain high resolu

tion [147]. Since the total rms aberration at a depth of > 1.0pm into the glass is greater
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Figure 8-3. The magnitude and phase of the image transfer function, K.

The image transfer function is plotted for 36Snm wavelength illumination optic having a
NA of 0.9 at a depth, d, into the glass of 0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8, and l.Ojim.
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than 0.02X, the inspection system may be incapable of producing high enough resolution

to properly image a defect in the glass.

Table 8-1. First four non-correctable spherical Zemike polynomials.

The polynomials are calculatedas a function of depth, d, and the total nns aberration is
calculated.

depth, d, in iun

spherical aberrations

RMS0

^2
0

"3
0

«4
0

0.2 0.0029JI -0.0012X 0.0008X -0.00041t 0.0032X

0.4 0.0057X -0.0024X 0.0016X -0.000711 0.0065X

0.6 0.0086\ -0.0036A, 0.0024X -0.001 IX 0.0097X

0.8 0.0115A, -0.0048A. 0.0032?t -0.0015X 0.0129X

1.0 0.016511. -0.0073A. 0.004511. -0.0025X 0.0188X

8.3. Contact Hole Inspection

The inspection ofa thin-film stack discussed inthe previous section isgeneralized

in thissection to include thetopographical structure ofa contact hole. Thegoal of thecon

tact hole inspection system is to locate defects at the bottom of the hole which may form

from underetching. Ifa defect isfound, the source ofthe error can becorrected prior topro

cessing more wafers, which amounts to a savings of time and money.

The contact hole studied in thischapter is formed by plasma etching a hole into a

layer ofdielectric isolation such Si02 that has been deposited over a silicon substrate. In

this study, the hole is perfectly cylindrical having a diameter of0.25|im and stops at the

silicon and glass interface. The resulting contact hole topography is shown pictorially in

Figure 8-4. The inspection system illuminates the hole with 365nm wavelength light that

has been imaged with a0.9 NA condenser optic. This incident light isscattered inall direc

tions and the reflected light is collected by the same optic used toilluminate the hole, i.e.,

the optical system is a reflective system and ct is 1. This collected light is projected onto

the image plane. Ifa defect ispresent atthe bottom ofthe hole, awell designed inspection

system should be able to distinguish between the aerial unage with a defect and the aerial
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n=6.52-j2.71

Inspection System Optical Parameters
A;=365nm, NA=0.9, a=1.0

Figure 8-4. Schematic of the contact hole geometry to be inspected.

The hole is etched in l.Opm of glass over a silicon substrate and is inspected at 365nm
with the optic having a NA of 0.9 and o of 1.0.

image without a defect. In order for this inspection system to distinguish these changes in

the aerial image, the optical system must first deliver light to the bottom of the hole.

Inspection of a contact hole is difficult because of vertical propagation in the hole

and in the oxide. However, the topography of the etched hole causes normally incident

light to refract out of the hole. This is shown in Figure 8-5. The normally incident plane

wave used in Figure 8-5 is generated by imaging a single plane wave (a=0) onto the wafer

topography. This normally incident plane wave is refracted out of the hole, producing an

intensity that is nearly zero throughout the hole. This refraction is due to a critical angle

effect. Since the lightis incident at an angle of 90° with respect to thesidewall, the lightis

refracted into the glass with an angle equivalent to the critical angle. Because of this refrac

tion, virtually no light reaches the bottom of the hole. Since little if any light reaches the

bottom, inspection of a defect at the bottom of the hole is impossible.

Since coherent illumination does not assist imaging the bottom of the hole because

of critical-angle refraction, applying obliquely incident illumination may overcome this
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Figure 8-5. Intensity inside the contact hole when illuminated with asingle normally
incident plane wave.

Note thai the hole topography refracts light out of the hole and little light reaches the bot
tom of the hole.

and enable imaging the bottom of the hole. Obliquely incident illumination is produced in
the optical system by increasing the size of the illumination source (i.e., increasing c).

Here, the size of the illumination source was increased to from a of0 to a of 1.Thescat

tering of this obliquely incident light produced by this larger source was simulated with

TEMPEST by using Abbe's formulation. The intensity profile from the simulation isplot

ted inFigure 8-6. Comparing Figure 8-5 and Figure 8-6, we observe that after appropriate

normalization, the intensity at the bottom of the hole increases when a=l (asin Figure 8-

6) as opposed to when a=0 (as inFigure 8-5). This increased intensity, however, is due to

a standing wave interaction with the substrate.
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Figure 8-6. Intensity inside the contact hole when illuminated with a partially coherent
source with a of 1.0 and NA of 0.9.

8.4. Filter Design to Optimize Contact Hole Inspection

In the previous section, it was shown that using obliquely incident light from a

larger source results in light at the bottom of the hole. In this approach, these waves are

individually incoherent and are incapable of delivering substantial light to the bottom.

Another approach consisting of a collection of coherent excitations may result in more

light at the bottom. These coherent excitations are found by using a synthesis approach

based on the reciprocity theorem.

8.4.1. Point Source Excitation and the Reciprocity Theorem

A point source in free spacecreatesa spherical wavefront, and the converse is true

as well, that is, a point imageis generated by time reversing the propagation of a spherical

wavefront. This fact is known as the reciprocity theorem. This theorem can be used in con

tact hole inspection to synthesize an excitation field thatmostefficiently guides light to the



bottom of the hole. This optimal excitation is found by placing a point source at the bottom

of the hole and measuring the fields leaving the hole in a plane that is parallel and above

the Si02-air interface, as shown in Figure 8-7. Extending the reciprocity theorem, we

hypothesized that the excitation field that mostefficiently guides light to the bottom of the

hole is created by time reversing the field leaving the hole.

I Measure Fields in tnis plane

Figure 8-7. Schematic demonstrating thereciprocity principle.

The radiated fields aremeasured in theplaneshown by the thickblackline.From thereci
procity theorem, these fields are taken to represent the optimal excitation needed to pro
duce a large intensity at the bottom of the hole.

Using TEMPEST, apoint source excitation was placed atthe bottom ofthe hole and

allowed to radiated. Figure 8-8 depicts the radiated intensity for a point source having an

electric field polarized in the y direction in the xzplane. The radiated Ey field leaving the

hole was measured in an xy plane one wavelength above the Si02-air interface; the mag

nitude and phase of this field is plotted in Figure 8-9. This field has been low passed fil

tered suchthatthefieldcontains only thespatial frequencies thatan NAof0.9 illumination

optic is capable of producing.
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Figure 8-8. Electric field in the y direction radiated from a point source placed at the
bottom of the hole.

8.4.2. Magnitude and Phase of the Filter

The radiated fields exiting the hole in Figure 8-9 can be time reversed and allowed

to propagate back into the hole. According to the reciprocity theorem, these fields should

produce a field that efficiently guides light to the bottom of the hole. These fields can also

be propagated to a reference plane in the optical system by using Green's theorem. By

propagating these fields to any plane, a filter that has both magnitude and phase can be

designed. However, the magnitude of the filter is generated by using an absorbing material

in the construction of the filter. This absorbing material would heat during the operation of

the inspection system, thus causing the properties of the filter to change. For this reason,

the filter is forced to be phase only. Since the field can be propagated to any plane, a filter

that is situated in either the exit pupil plane or in the object plane of the optic can be con

structed. When a phase-only filter is placed in the exit pupil plane, the light passes through
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the filter twice because the condenser optic in a reflective system projects light onto the

hole and collects the scattered light.

To test this, the effectiveness of placing a phase filter in the exit pupil plane was

simulated with TEMPEST and was found to be less effective than a phase filter placed in

the object plane. Consequently, in the simulation results presented in this chapter, results

are shown only when the filter is placed in the object plane rather than in the pupil plane.

A schematic of this inspection system with a filter placed in the object plane is shown in

Figure8-10. Placing thefilter in theobject plane, however, does have onedisadvantage in

that it must be aligned to the wafer.

Ettective

Source

X.=365nm

lase only
Filter

Lmase Plane

^ondenser anc

Projection
Optic

NA=0.9 o=l

Figure 8-10. Schematic showing the reflective optical inspection system.

The 365nm wavelength source is modulated by the phase filler which is imagedonto the
hole by an 0.9 NA condenseroptic. The reflecting from the hole is collected by the same
condenser optic and is projected onto the image plane.



Using this phase-onlyfilter located in the object plane, the incident fields were cal

culated by imaging the filter to an excitationplane situatedin an xy plane above the hole

topography. Theseincident fields areplotted in Figure 8-11. In Figure 8-11, thefields have

approximately the same phase relationship as the phase-only filter prior to its projection

through the illumination optic of Figure 8-9. The phase transitions in Figure 8-11, how

ever, are not as sharp as the transitions in the phase-only filter shownin Figure8-9. Fur

thermore, spatial resolution in the magnitude of thatobserved in Figure 8-11 is reduced

slightly as compared to the spatial resolution of the radiated field leaving the hole as in

Figure 8-9. These variations inmagnitude and phase ofthe incident field from the radiated

field degrade the performance of the filter.

8.4.3. Coherent Fields Inside the Contact Hole Topography

In this section, the light incident upon the contact hole topography is first assumed

tobefully coherent. The fully coherent light isgenerated by replacing the effective source

found inFigure 8-10 with apoint source (o=0). With this point source inconjunction with

the phase filter, an excitation field that is fully coherent is generated, as shown in Figure 8-
11. The scattering ofthis coherent excitation from the hole topography was then simulated

using TEMPEST. We find that the intensity in the contact hole due to this coherent exci

tation isshown inFigure 8-12 inthe xz plane. The intensity atthe bottom ofthe hole using

the filter is significantly larger than the intensity without a filter under fully coherent illu

mination (g=0) as was shown in Figure 8-5. The intensity at the bottom of the hole with

the filter and when a=0is approximately equivalent to the intensity in Figure 8-6, which

was produced by asource with c=l.This indicates that the filter uses the illumination from
apoint source as efficiently as the illumination from alarge source. In addition to improv
ing the intensity at the bottom ofthe hole, the filter conditions the light such that itis guided
down the hole. This guided light creates a leaky propagating mode in the hole.

This hypothesis was tested by depositing a O.lfim thick layer ofabsorbing alumi

num overtheoxide, andthen thehole was etched. TEMPEST sunulation results when illu

minating this structure with filtered coherent light (<J=0) are plotted Figure 8-13. The

aluminum prevents the refraction through the oxide due to off-axis illumination; conse

quently, only light that is guided propagates in the hole as aleaky mode. Due to this guid-
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Figure8-11. Magnitude and phase ofthe Ey. field incident upon the contact hole a
wavelength above the hole.

The field is produced by modulating the source illumination with a phase-only filter and
projecting it upon the wafer with the condenser optic.
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Figure 8-12. Intensity inside the contact hole when using the phase filter and acoherent
point sourceexcitation (o=0).

Note that the intensity at the bottom of the hole is approximately equal to the intensity
shown inFigure 8-6 when using a partially-coherent unfiltered excitation.

ing, the light can now propagate back out of the hole once ithas interacted with defects at

the bottom of the hole.

Although the filter conditions light such that itis guided down the contact hole, the

intensity atthe bottom of the hole, as in Figure 8-12, is less than the intensity at the bottom

generated by the point source in Figure 8-8. This indicates that the filter is incapable of pro
ducing the same large field at the bottom of the hole when a point source is placed at the
bottom. This occurs because the filter is forced to be phase only. Consequently, the phase

and magnitude of the excitation generated by the filter seen in Figure 8-11 differs from the
phase and magnitude of the radiated field in Figure 8-9. These differences cause the reduc
tion in the intensity at the bottom of hole.
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Figure8-13. Effectiveness ofthe filter when anattenuating layer is placed on top of the
oxide.

This intensity profile is generated with a pointsource (a=0). Theattenuated layer blocks
off-axis illumination through theoxide; consequently, thefilter launches a leakymodeinto
the hole.

8.4.4. Effect of the Partial Coherence on Filter Performance

Inthe previous section, the filter was shown to beeffective atguiding coherent light

down the hole. In this section the effect of the partial coherence on the performance of the

filter is examined. Since the contact hole simulation domain is assumed to be periodic, the

partial coherence of thesource was included by using Abbe's formulation rather than the

decomposition technique discussed inChapter 6. InAbbe's formulation, thesource issam

pled such that the periodicity of the simulation domain is maintained. The periodicity is

maintained by forcing the excitation field to be continuous over the simulation domain,

which is accomplished by forcing the angular excitation angles, 0 and (t>, to be discrete.

These angles are discrete when m and n in Equations 8-9 and 8-10 are of integer value



where and Py are the period ofthe simulation domain in the xand ydirections, respec

tively. The field incident on the contact hole is then found by modulating this continuous

p.Equation8-9. m= -^sin6cos(|) m= 0,1,2,...

Equation 8-10. n = ^sin0sin(|) n = 0,1,2,...

excitation field with the filter. This modulated field is projected onto the contact hole by

collecting the light diffracting from the filter with the condenser optic. The scattering of

this projected field from the contact hole topography is calculated by performing one

TEMPEST simulation foreachsampled pointof thesource. In thiscontactholesimulation,

thesource is sampled 29times, which requires 29TEMPEST simulations. The total inten

sity due to the partial coherent illumination is then calculated by summing the individual

intensitiesproducedby each of these 29 simulations.

This intensity isplotted inFigure 8-14, in which the partial coherence of the exci

tation has been included. In Figure 8-14, the partially coherent light has been modulated

by the filter, and the scattering ofthis light from the contact hole was calculated through

TEMPEST simulation. The intensity at the bottom of the hole in Figure 8-14 when a=l is

approximately half the intensity atthe bottom in Figure 8-12 when a=0. This indicates that

the partial coherence actually degrades the performance of the filter. This degradation

occurs because thefilter was designed to perform optimally fora single normally incident

plane wave. However, since the partial coherence ismodelled by modulating the filter with

an obliquely incident plane wave inAbbess formulation, the modulation with an obliquely

incident plane wave changes the phase of the light propagating through the filter. Due to

this phase change, the phase of the filter is no longer optimal when it is modulated with

obliquely incident illumination; consequently, the performance of the filter is no longer

optimal.

Although oblique illumination degrades the performance ofthe filter, it is possible

to modify the illumination to maximize the amount of light reaching the bottom of the

hole. The illumination source that maximizes the amount of light at the bottom of the hole

is shown in Figure 8-15. In Figure 8-15, the source is sampled in five locations. In this
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Figure 8-14. Intensity in the contact hole when using the filter and a conventional
illumination source having o of 1.0

source, each hole in the illumination pupil is 0.3 units in diameter relative to the size of

the numerical aperture. These holes are located at (0, 0), (0, 0.85), (0, -0.85), (0.85, 0),

and (-0.85, 0) in relative units of the pupil plane where the pupil is 1 unit in diameter.

Using this source, the intensity in the hole was calculated with TEMPEST simulation and

is plotted in Figure 8-16. Figure 8-16 shows that more light reaches the bottom of the hole

when the source is sampled five times as compared to the intensity observed in Figure 8-

12, when the source is sampled once, or when compared with the results depicted in

Figure 8-14, where the source is sampled 29 times.

The effectiveness of using both the modified illumination and the filter situated in

the object plane can be inferred by comparing results with this combination in Figure 8-16,

to results of using conventional illumination without a filter, as those observed in Figure 8-

6. Figure 8-16 shows that the intensity reaching the bottom when using both modified illu-



Modified illumination Convention illumination
Eachcircular source is 0.3unitsindiameter Thesource is sampled 29 times

and is located at (0,0), (0,0.85), (0,-0.85),
(0.85,0), and (-0.85,0)

Figure 8-15. Pupils of the modified illumination source and the convention illumination
source.

mination and the filter is approximately 3 times the intensity at the bottom in Figure 8-6

when neither modified illumination nor the filter is used. To better demonstrate this, the

intensity as afunction of zis plotted in Figure 8-17 when x=0.0iim. Figure 8-17 indicates
that the intensity at the bottom of the hole (z=0.2|im) up to the middle of the hole
(z=0.7|im) is greater when using the filter with modified illumination than when using con
ventional unfidtered illumination.

Using this modified illumination, the abUity of the fUter to image defects at the
bottom of the hole was tested by comparing the aerial image ofa hole without a defect to

the aerial image of ahole with adefect. The defect in this test is aO.OSjxm thick layer of
glass at the bottom of the hole, i.e., the hole was underetched 0.05pm. The aerial image
with and without the defect isplotted along the xaxis and along the y axis in Figure 8-18.
These aerial images are found by imaging the reflected light from the hole with the 0.9 NA
condenser optic. The effect of the partial coherence on these aerial images is modelled by
using Abbe's formulation, in which the total intensity is the sum of intensities produced by
each of thefive sources in the modified illumination. Inthese aerial images, thepeak inten-
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Figure 8-16. Intensity in the contacthole whenusing the filter and the modified
illumination source of Figure 8-15.

sity at the center of the hole (x=0, y=Ojim) is reduced when the hole is underetched, which

indicates that the filter is capable of imaging defects at the bottom of the hole.

8.4.5. Effect of Process Variation on Filter Performance

It was shown in Section 8.4.4 that the filter is capable of imaging defects at the

bottom of the hole. Due to variations in the process, the actual topography may deviate

from the modeled topography of Figure 8-4. These variations may degrade the perfor

mance of the filter. In this section, the performance of the filter is tested when the oxide

thickness is reduced from 1.0|J.m to 0.9|im and when the hole is overetched from 0.25}im

to 0.3|im. Reflected aerial images due to these two variations and from the hole without

any variations again are plotted along the x axis and y axis. In comparing the images in

which the hole diameter changes, the intensity reflecting off the larger diameter hole is

reduced in comparison to the intensity reflecting off the hole with 0.25|im diameter. This
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Figure 8-17. Intensity in the center ofthe contact hole for unfiltered and filtered
illumination.

The intensity isplotted as a function ofz when x=O.Opin. The intensity with the unfiltered
illumination was given inFigure 8-6 when using conventional illumination with o of 1.0.
The intensity with the filtered illumination was given inFigure 8-16 when using the mod
ified illumination of Figure 8-15.

isdue to light being refracted out ofthe hole. Alarger hole would propagate aleaky mode
with a larger guide wavelength. Since the filter is incapable ofcreating this leaky mode,

the light no longer propagates down the hole as efficiently as in the case ofthe 0.25^im
diameter hole, and instead of propagating down the hole, the light is refracted out of the

hole. Incomparing images in which the oxide thickness changes, the aerial image with a
thinner oxide differs significantly from the image produced from a 1.0)im thick oxide. This

difference ismost likely due to a focusing problem since the interference in the hole and

in the oxide is occurring at a different plane. Both these variations, larger diameter and

thinner oxide, cause large deviations inaerial image incomparison to the image produced

by the 0.25|xm diameter hole in l.Oiim thick oxide. These variations may make it difficult
for the filter to determine when a defect is actually present or when a process variation is

causing the difference.
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Reflected aerial image ofa fully-etched and under-etched contact hole along the x axis
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Figure 8-18. Reflected aerial images of fully-etched andunder-etched contact holes.

Inboth the images themodified illumination source ofHgure8-15 is used.
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Figure 8-19. Reflected aerial images ofthe 0.25|im dia. hole in l.Ofm oxide as compared
to theimage of a0.3|im dia. hole and to theimage of a hole in 0.9|xm oxide.
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8.5. Conclusions

Thin-film layers induce spherical aberration that becomes significant for high NA

inspection systems. Through a ray tracing model, these spherical aberrations were calcu
lated for a glass-and-air interface. The aberrations are quantified by calculating the Strehl

ratio, the point spread function, and the Zemike polynomials. These calculations indicate

that 0.8|im of glass can be inspected through before the induced spherical aberrations

degrade the image quality. However, since reflected inspection systems are used, the light

must travel through the glass twice. Consequently, a defect below 0.4pm ofglass may be

difficult todistinguish because ofa loss resolution inthe reflected image ofthe defect.

The successof the filter in imaging the bottom of a contacthole showsthat simu

lation tools arecapable ofoptimizing contact hole inspection. Byusing this phase filter the

amount of light reaching the bottom of the hole increases bythree times. Furthermore, this

filter launches a leaky mode thatpropagates down the hole. This propagation allows the

lightto interact with defects at thebottom of the hole and to propagate upthehole. When

using thisfilter, thereflected aerial image differs byasmuch as 10% when thecontact hole

is under-etched by 0.05pm. Although this initial success shows that thefilter is capable of

imaging thebottom of the hole, the introduction of process variations suchas a largerhole

diameter or a thinner oxide causes the filter to fail. However, this initial study did not pro

ducean optimal filtersince thepartial coherence anddefocus was ignored in the design. In

the future, the effect of the partial coherencewill be added to the point source excitation.

By fully considering the partial coherence, it may be possible to design a filter that is not

susceptible to process variation.
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9 Conclusions

As dimensions continue to shrink in semiconductor manufacture, understanding

how light scatters from these smaller features becomes increasingly important Simulation

ofthese scattering effects in optical lithography can provide valuable process information

and canpredict problems due to these scattering mechanisms prior to their observation in

manufacturing. Moreover, simulation is capable of identifying thescattering mechanisms

which adversely effect lithographic performance. Byisolating these mechanisms, simula

tion can beused tofind approaches that correct problems due toscattering and todetermine

theeffectiveness of novel technologies to overcome them. Furthermore, as thecostof per

forming experiments continues toincrease and as the cost ofcomputer time and memory

continues todecrease, simulation isexpected togrow asa costeffective means of creating

and analyzing new processing techniques.

This thesis has extended the domain of electromagnetic simulation to include the

propagation effects of partial coherent light in optical lithography and inspection. It pre

sented the first formulation of a computationally efficient method for analyzing topogra

phy scattering with vector polarized, partially coherent spatial illumination. The

implementation of this method into TEMPEST-PCD (TEMPEST with Partial Coherence

Decomposition) was also described and a systematic study of the effect ofpartial coher

ence in mask imaging and in wafer patterning byusing TEMPEST-PCD was also given.

With regard to a computationally efficient method that includes polarization and

partial coherence ofthe source, a vector formulation was given inChapter 6. It is based on

generalizing the scalar decomposition technique developed by Gamo which was presented

in Chapter 3. In this method, the coherency matrix is expanded into a set of orthogonal

eigenfunctions. Since the eigenfunctions are orthogonal, each ofthese eigenfunction exci-
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tations areconsidered independently. Thisdecomposition is optimal in anenergy compac

tion sense, i.e., the leastnumber of excitations are needto represent the coherency and the

polarization ofthe system. This energy compaction reduces the simulation time by7X for

typical lithography problems and reduces the time by lOX for inspection problems. For

example, in an inspection system with NA of0.9and o of 1,the decomposition technique

would require only 93 simulations for a 0.01% error in the center of the domain while

Abbe's formulation would require over 1125 simulations to produce the sameerror. The

vector decomposition is accurate in the center of the simulation and suffers some loss of

accuracy at the edges of thesimulation. The decomposition technique is more accurate in

non-periodic simulation domains; Abbe'sformulation is more accurate, however, in small

periodic simulation domains when aliasing occurs.

Thisoptimal decomposition technique wasimplemented bycreating a new version

of the program called TEMPEST. Thenew version is called TEMPEST-PCD (TEMPEST

with Partial Coherence Decomposition). TEMPEST-PCD integrates SPLAT and TEM

PEST into one software package. The software package decomposes the vector polarized

partialcoherent illumination and simulates the propagation of the partial coherent illumi

nation. The software is capable of predicting how the propagation of partial coherent light

influences scattering from the topography in optical lithography and inspection. In optical

lithography or inspection, the aerial image due to the scattering of the partially coherent

vector field from the topography on the wafer can be calculated by the software, and the

image inside the photoresist can be evaluated as well.

The formulation and implementation of methods to include the partial coherence

were made in support of a series of investigations of advanced innovations in optical

lithography. Chapter 4 examined the effect of the partial coherence in mask imaging. By

considering the mutual coherencebetween two points,xj and X2, it was possible to develop

a perturbational model which factors the problem into known contributions for rapid alge

braic evaluation. The impact of a defect on the aerial image of a feature was found to be

directly proportional to mutual coherence and inversely proportional to line edge slope of

the image intensity. Depending on this line edge slope, some illumination sources are more
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defect tolerant. For example, it was shownin Section 4.5 that quadrupole illumination is

most defect tolerant for dense arrays because of its improved line edge slope.

A problematic issue in rapid evaluation of images in optical projection printing is

the validity of the approximation that a mask's diffraction efficiencies are independent of

the angle ofillumination. This approximation isthe foundation ofHopkins' method, which

allows the order of integration to bechanged such thatthetransmission cross-coefficients

are a property of the optical system and are independent of the mask. To understand the

effect of vector-polarized partially coherent light, simulations were run for a 2D phase

shifting line pattern (see Section 7.2) and for a 3D phase-shifting contact hole (see

Section 6.7). These simulations calculated the aerial image through four methods: scalar

SPLAT simulation, TEMPEST-HN simulation, TEMPEST-PCD, and TEMPEST with

Abbe'sformulation. Forboth of these phase shifting features, theaerial images withTEM

PEST-PCD were in very close agreement with the images calculated with TEMPEST-

Abbe. In all the cases simulated, TEMPEST-PCD required fewer simulations than TEM

PEST-Abbe. The aerial image calculated with TEMPEST-HN, which is an approximate

method to include the partial coherence, begins to deviate from the aerial images with

TEMPEST-PCD when the magnitude ofthe diffracted orders is no longer independent of

the angle ofincidence. These diffracted orders were found to be independent ofangle when

the height ofthe feature isgreater than 20% of the opening size and when a multiplied by

NA (aNA) is less than 0.5. In comparison to these TEMPEST simulation techniques, the

scalar simulations with SPLAT, however, predict a larger intensity in theclearareas of the

mask that is incorrect. This increase is due to the fact that the scalar SPLAT simulation

neglects the induced currents on the mask. These currents short the vector fields near mask

edges and decrease the effective width which reduces the amount of light transmitted.
Since SPLAT simulation is much faster than TEMPEST simulation, SPLAT should be

used asa first-order prediction ofthe aerial image and TEMPEST should beused todeter

mine second-order effects due to these inducedcurrents. Such studiesare needed for sub-

resolutionopticalproximity correction features.
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By using a pre-pattemed edge in resist to produce a 180° phase shift, a line with
sub-wavelength resolution can bepatterned. The linewidth with the two layer process is

approximately on the order of a wavelength while a phase-shift edge ona mask canpro

duce a linewidth that is two-thirds the wavelength. The simulations also indicate that a a

lessthan 0.3is needed to produce anintensity minimum thatis lessthan 0.1. Thisintensity

minimum is necessary in order to produce a well-defined photoresist line after develop

ment. The phase-shift edge ofthe top-layer resist causes light torefract into the bottom of

theresist in a region directly below thetop layer. Thisrefraction is due to thecritical angle

effect of light incident at 90° with respect to thephase edge. Thisintroduces an unwanted

asymmetry in the intensity profile and in the developed resist line. The refraction at the

edge also causes a 25nm shift in alignment of the line with the top-layer resist edge.

Finally, ±10% thickness variation in thetop-layer resistcauses asmuch as ±5% linewidth

variation and 25nm shift in alignment.The slope of the phase edge was shown to produce

little change in the linewidth and alignment.

One important reason underlying this research is to enhance our imderstanding of

the influence of the partial coherenceon wafer printing.TEMPEST-PCDsimulations more

accurately model the patterning of a gate over an active area trench. TEMPEST-PCD pre

dicts that the photoactive compound (PAC) concentration in the unexposed gate area will

be higher at low o prior to the post-exposurebake (PEE). This would seem to indicate that

higher a have less reflecting notching problems than lower c in the latent image. However,

since a post-exposurebake is always performed to reducestandingwaves, the effect of the

PEE must be taken into account prior to reaching a conclusion on the role of a on reflective

notching. When the diffusion is Fickian and when the dose, D, multiplied by the photo

speed, C, is much less than one, the generation of PAC is linearly proportional to intensity.

This implies that the PEE diffusion can be taken into account by convolving the intensity

with a Gaussian diffusion function rather than by convolving the PAC with this Gaussian

function. This PEE diffusion in effect low pass filters the initial PAC concentration. When

X
the diffusion length is near the interference distance in the resist, ^, notching in the pat

tern is eliminated and the diffusion in effect removes the coherence between the interfering
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beams. This diffusion process implies that simulation of the partial coherence may not be

importantin practice, andcoherent illumination can be assumed whenthe diffusion length

X
IS near —.

4n

Studiesof wafer inspection lead to several important conclusions about light inter

action in inspection methods. Thin-film layers induce spherical aberration which becomes

significant forhigh NA inspection systems, asshown inSection 8.2. Through a raytracing

model, these spherical aberrations were calculated fora glass-and-air interface. These cal

culations indicate that a defect below 0.4pm of glass may be difficult to distinguish

because of a loss in resolution due to these induced spherical aberrations. In Section 8.4, a

method of designing a filter based on the reciprocity theorem and implemented in TEM

PEST was presented tofind the farfields radiated from a point source placed at thebottom

of a contact hole. From these far fields, a filter was designed and forced to be phase only.

This phase filter increases threefold the amount of light reaching the bottom of the hole.

Evidence that this filter launches a leaky mode that propagates down the hole was also

found. This propagation allows the light to interact with defects at the bottom of the hole

and to propagate up the hole. The sensitivity of this filter was also assessed and found to

have moderate dependence on hole size and oxide thickness.

With this TEMPESTextension to include the partial coherence, TEMPEST-PCD

is effective in modeling two-dimensional and three-dimensional electromagnetic scatter

ing problems inoptical lithography and inspection. Hopefully, this extension will assist in

thedevelopment of future lithographic and inspection technologies.

The main goal of this thesis was toextend topography scattering to include partial

coherence effects. The optimal expansion method of Gamo was found to be the best

approach. This problem has plagued the IC industry for some time. Aproblem that required

256 simulations in the past cannow bereduced to 30simulations with thedecomposition

technique. Availability of a tool to simulate partial coherence yielded much substantive

information about the full effect of the partial coherence. While the partial coherence in

topography scattering is not the major concern it was once thought to be, it is hoped that
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the methods andcode developed in this thesis will continue to provide a full check of the

partial coherence when needed.
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